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There is no (True) God, but Allah
and Mohammed is His Messenger

(Leaders)
It is True and we Accept it
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Allah is our Lord and
Mohammed is our Prophet
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Publisher's Note

Thoush the M.R.C.F (Mahdauia Research & Chaitable
Foundation) was established in the year 7997, yet it could do no
significant work excepting the publication of the abridged edition of
the book 'The Promised One', due to many unavoidable reasons.
The main purpose of the Foundation is to:

Provide a library furnished with literature on fu{ahdiAS anci
the Mahdiat, rvhich may be useful for reference to rhe
scholars doing the research as well as for the general

readers.

Translate the literature on Islam and also on the Mahdiat
available in Urdu, Persian and Arabic languages. There is a
greater need to provide such literature in the English
language for the benefit of the scholars doing the research as
well as for the use of the younger generations of the
community who are not conversant with the orientai
languages.

Channelize the charity to the needy members of the
community. This is more so because there are several

deprived persons in the community in different parts of the

sub-continent who would not beg or ask for help even in
dire circumstances. The aim is to search out such members
of the community to provide assistance for sustenance and

education of their children. These aims could not be
achieved for the reasons beyond our control. However, the
attempts are being made to achieve the objectives.

Presently, translation work has been taken up on priorrty
basis. So far Syed Yahoob Roshan Yedullahi has done rranslarions
of some books, which would be published by the Foundation one
after the other. One of the first books to be published is the

b.

c .
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Tanueer-ul-Hidaga, which is written by the great scholar of the
community, Bahr'ul-uloom AIIama Hz. Sged Ashraf shamsiRH
and translated by Hz. syed Yakoob Roshan yeduilahi on priority
basis as it covers almost all the topics of Mahdiat fro- dlff.r.nt
angles.

Allah permitting we will next pubrish the book 'Moghaibat'

which was written by another great schorar Asad-ur-(Jlr^o Hr.
Abu Sageed Sged MahmoodRH. It covers the important ropic of"knowledge 

of unseen". Hz. syed yakoob Roshan y.dull"hi h",
translated it.

The third booklet is a review by syed yakoob Roshan
Yedullahi of the bbok 'sainthood 

and Revelatory Discourse, wri*en
by David Emanuel Singh. This review points out many of the
misrepresentation, wrong translations, tampering of the primary
sources and shabby conclusions by the ,scholar, 

Mr. David. E.
Singh. The foundation may take up this issue with the universirv
concerned, which has granted the phD on such a work.

The books would be provided free of cost ro the ribraries,
mosques and the schoors for the benefit of the readers. The
foundation would appreciate co-operation from the communitv in
general and the scholars in, particurar for providing rit.rutur.
particularly on English language. which wourd be pubrished on ;ts
merits.

-- Dr. Syed Alam Nisar Mehdi
(Dr. Nisar Syed)
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Foreword

During these days of scientific advancement people in
general and the young generation in particular seem to have no time
to look at the valuable treasure in terms of published and manuscript
literature left over by our elders in the field of religion. some people
who seem to be really interested in acquiring knowledge about their
religion find it difficult because they do not understand Arabic,
Persian and Urdu languages in which this literarure is available.

To make this task easy, Faqir Sged Yakoob Roshan
Yedullahi has written and published various books on Mahdauia
literature in English language, prominent among them being 

"The

Promised one". After his retirement from an important assignment
in the Govt. of A.P. he has rranslated many books from Urdu to
English, Tanueer ul Hidaga is one such work: Bahr-ul-Uloom
Allama Shcmsi, a grear scholar of Arabic, Persian and Urdu, has
written this book in Urdu. Its publication and reprint three times by
different organizations denotes its significance and importance among
the elite and the believers in particular. It is enlighting rhe people for
the last several years and it will do so for the next several years to
come.

It is needless to stress upon the importance of the book as
for last several years it is serving the community by helping several
authors by clearing difficult aspects. Now; since the book is
translated into English language with simple context it will be useful
in helping the common people understand the complex subjects with
ease. He had the privilege of teaching at O.U. He had the honour
of teaching many religious and political leaders.

I had the occasion of going through this book and the
translation. I have found that, the language used in the original text
is hard to understand by the students of today. However, the efforts
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taken by Hz. Sged Yakoob Roshan Yedullohi in translarins the
ideas in an alien language is commendable.

The young ones who are getting education in English
language, aE a medium of instruction, no doubt will have an
occasion to read this work and increase their knowledge to know
what the Mahdiat is and what are its reachinss.

Muy Allah the Almighty be pleased with the people
engaged in this great task and shower his blessings on them.

I Faqir Syed Jafer Sadiq



Translator's Note

This humble servant of Allah i.e., Syed Yahoob Roshan
Yedullahi S/o Hz. Ssed Najamuddin S/o Hz. SsedYahoob S/o
Hz. Sged Najamuddin S/o Hz. Sged lafer Peer-Sahebmigan
Ahle-Nallagutta is trying since last sixteen years to provide literature
pertaining to Mahdavia Community into English language. The
need for such literature is obvious. It serves two purposes. Firstly,
it provides material to the younger generations of the community
who are forced to give up Urdu language due to various reasons.
This will provide basic material to them. The second benefit would
be that the English Language has a vast canvas of readers and most
of the western universities are encouraging research on Islam and its
various shades. For them this would be a fundamental source. With
his limitations of language and knowledge, besides paucity of
resources, this humble servant has presented the following literature
to the community:

o The Promised One, biography of Hz. Meeran Syed
M ohammed I aunpuri M ahdi-e- MaoodAS

o Translation o{ Chiraag-e-Deen-e-Nabaui writren by Hz.
Peer Mohamm.dRH

o Translation of the Seuen /ssues written bv Hz. Mohammed
Nooruddin Arabi

o The Tanueer-ul-Hidaga is now presented.

Besides this, the following books are likely to be printed in
English shortly:

1. The translation of Al-Moghaibcl written by Asad-ul-Ulema

. Hz. AIIama Abu Sageed Sged MahmoodRH



VI

The Reuiew on the book 
'Sainthood 

and Reuelatory

Discourse' rvritten by Mr. Dauid Emanuel Singh, a Ph.D

thesis in which several wrong beliefs were attributed to the

Mahdauia community by way of wrong translations,

tampering the primary sources, wrong conclusions and

baseless comments against the beliefs and practices of

Mahdevia.

The booklet Khasis-e-lmam-e-Mahdi by Hz. Alim Bil la

Malih SujawandiRZ written in Arabic and translated in

Urdu by D arul - uI - I sh' aat Kutub- e -Sa//us -S c lihe en.

4. The book Al-Aqaid part 3-4 by Hz. Allama Bahr-ul-
lJloom Sged Ashraf ShamsiRH

The above is a very meager contribution by an incapable

individual. He could complete it with the help of several friends

including youngsters. Prominent among them are Mr. Sged Noor-

ul-Huda Najeeb, Mr. Azmathullah, Mr. M.S VaIi, Sged Peer

Mohammed, Mr. MaAsood Ali Khan. Sged Muddassir Mehdi and

several others. Mr. Noor-ul-Huda and Mr. Azmatullah are

attempting this work separately with their groups in Dubai and

United States respectively- I pray Allah to give them more strength

and success in their attempt. There is a need to make such efforts

on a larger scale. I will be failing in my duty if I do not mention the

name of Hz. Sged Ziaullah of Bangalore who has recently

translated several booklets and an important book of narrations -

Insal Nama. Muy Allah give him more strength and health to

continue his effort" Earlier, Hz. Sged Hussein Bclgi had also

pubiished a book on the biosraphy of MahdiAS and Late S. S. M

Anf Nizami had written a book on the life of the MahdiAs with the

tit le of 
'Fragrance 

of Khaleefatullah'.

There are several individuals, who are more capable in our

community, both in India and abroad, who can do this job more

2.

3.
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efficiently and successfully. I pray Allah to give them the strength

and right guidance to take up this job at least now; if it is not done

now, then I feel that it will be too late to do it successfully and our

future generations would be deprived of the heritage of their faith.

Literature can be provided by organizations like Marhazi Anjuman-

e - NI ah d au ia, the T anzeem - e - M ahdauic and the Yedull ahi T rust.

Earlier the Yedullahi Trust took up this task but could

publish only one booklet i.e., the translation of the Seuen .Issues.

The Tanzeem-e-Mahdauia has published two or three books

including The Promised One- Recendy a 
'Committee 

for

Translation' has been also organized which is in its nascent stage.

The MRCF is also interested in extending all the possible

assistance for original writings, translations and publication of

Nlahdauia literature into English language. Capable persons can

avail of this opportunity and contribute their mite in this task.

The book Tanueer-ul-Hidaga, which is now presented, is

written by one of the greatest scholar of our community and the

Muslim world, Bahr-ul-Uloom AIIama Sged Ashra.f ShamsiRH,

and has published three times in Urdu. The translation was taken

up on the request of the Farah Committee, Dubai during the year

2000. Due to various reasons, the work could not progress. During

the translation, I could realize that though the book is carrying only

184 pages, yet it covers vast subjects and various topics on Islam

and its different wings. The terminology used therein, is not only

difficult to understand, but next to impossible to translate into

English. Especially, the terms used in the topics llke DhikruIlah,

Deedar-e-Khuda and Tarh-e-Duniya have proved to be hardeners

for this humble servant. I had consulted several scholars like Hz.

SUed AIi Athar Yedullahi, Hz. Sged Mahmood Mehdi Yedullahi.

Hz. Sged Iltekar Ijaz, Hz. Sged Tasheerullah Hussaini, Mr. Sged

Yahoob Meeran Mujtehdi and Hz. Allama Abid Khundmiri. I aut

very much thankful to Hz. Sged Jaffer Scdiq who has gone through

the entire draft and made suitable suggestions for improvement. The
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services render by Syed Ali Mubarak Atif in typing, correcting and

typesetting the draft and its title are commendable; may Allah

increase his desire to serve the communitv and faith.

Keeping in view the importance of the subject, its intricacies

and difficult scholarly presentation and my limitations, I feel I could

not do full justice. Any suggestions to improve the presentatron

would be thankfully accepted.

-- Faqir Syed Yakoob Roshan Yedullahi
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The Foreword as in Urdu Edition

With du. praise to Allah I, Sged Ashra/ Shcmsi, S/o.
Sged Ali, Slo. Allama Hafiz Al-haj Ssed Ashra/ known as AIim
Achcha NIiganRH submit rhar some of my friends and students
have requested me to write a booklet rvhich shall contain the proof
about the Imam Hz. Sged Mohammed Mahdi-at-MaoodAS, rhe
signs and indications about him and also conclusive proof in respect
of his principles and faraiz (compulsory acts in Mehdavia), in
simple language. I have rvritten this booklet according to their desire
and have confined myself to the above issues only. In other works
such as Shara-e-Tanziul-Kalaam, Al-Aqaid etc., I have covered all
the matters relating to the Faith. I started writing this book on 76-
12-1329 AH. This was the period when there was plague epidemic
in,several localities of Hyderabad city. Thousands of precious lives
were being lost. Though I was also suffering with some type of
neryous disorder in my lower l imbs (lsterkha-e-Asaab), yet my
upper body was safe then and, with the grace of Allah, it is so even
now. Thus, I could write the booklet up to 23-72-1329 AH. On
that day my elder sister u,'ho was like my mother and was attending
on me since last several months rvas affected by plague. I, who was
him self sick, rvas forced to artend to her and from thar day only, I
had to discontinue the work on this booklet. On the other day one
of my wives who was about to give birth to a child was also affected
by plague and passed away on 25-12-1329 AH. The next day i.e.
26-12-13Z9AH her son Syed Niamatullah and my elder sister
passed away. After this, on 30-12,1329 my second daughter also

died. 1cl9'+1.rqJlul9+iJ0t; Due to these continuous shocks, which
occurred to me over a span of 6 days, I was depressed and heart
broken and my sickness increased. I was bed ridden for eight
months. Often, I was depressed by recollecting. care and attention
given to me by my near and dear ones who have left me. Under
such conditions I used to prefer death to such painful life. But the
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death will not oblige according to ones desires and whene,rer rrs
appointed hour comes it will not leu.r..
clgro-\EuY9cc(-99:-fu_JF{rat .brsr ..The 

death wil l not be
delayed or advanced a moment." In short, due to these several
shocks and sorrow added to my sickness, the work on this booklet
was held up, up to Diquad of 1331AH. Ultimately, my son Sged
,4/i requested me to complete the booklet which was pending. On
his insistence this humble servanr of Allah diverted his atrentron

'towards this work. since I was sick I could not write it daily and
the progress was slow and could be complete d on 0l-12-1331 AH.
Thanks to Allah that He got this booklet completed at the hands of
a sick person like me. since I have attended to this work during the
days of my sickness, if accepted by Allah, it would be the best
source for my salvation. As I have written this booklet purely for
support of the Faith, I hope that it would become a source of
blessing for the future life. It may be noted that this booklet has
been divided into three chaprers. Each chapter is divided into many
sections.

1. The first chapter is in respect of Imam MuhdiAS and the
signs of Mahdiat. It contains several sections and clauses. The first
section is about the concept in respect of the Promised Imam
MahdiAS. The second secrion is detailed about the conditions and
prerequisites.

2. The second chapter is about necessity, proof and evidence
of the ImamAS. It ir spread over three sections.

3. The third chaprer is about the fundamentals (Usoo/) and
compulsory acts (Farciz). It contains several sections. The last
section is about the equality of the ConcludersAs (i.". prophet

MohammedPBUH und the Promised MahdiAS).



Tanveer ul-Hidaya I

CHAPTER - I
Sect ion- l

The Concept of Mahdi
After scrutinizing the rrue Traditions (Ahadith) it is

established that after ProphetPBUH the adrrenr of one Khalila of
Allah is essenrial. The ProphetpBuH had asked ro warch for his
advent. Thus Hakim Abu Na'im had narrated that:: :
4.l.c alJl.sL4 4JJ! Jf-, Jte Jg {c  iJf ,_*sOt+f, f
,Gl F4 y zd.lt ctl F€lt *Ui pJi;Jr,j"€ JUj6r r*tug

1!-,-i'oJt *hs c.r*.:gi*Jf ellt;t *J-.hj # rr+*.r"*t9
"t

d'^*Jl 5G +lJl adlb e#q,t3 f* 414 sJ >trg ,"ss9titi+
;

'5A€aJt {Jf ac^L! 4rG Cl"Ut"*"t tfoo9J9 o9+ld o9,rti t

i .e., 
"ThouborRZ 

nurroted that ProphetpBufi hu.l stated that at
your treasure (Khilafat) three persons rvculd fight. But rrone c,f
thern would get it. Then 

'black 
flags' *,ould ,,;,pear ironi the east

and there would be severe war" Then K,l..:1i./,r oi Ailah fulahdi,As
rvould come. When you hear about hi, i-:. go to him and make
covenant (Bait) at his hands even though you have to go craw,ling
over the snow (to reach him), because he is the Kharila of Allah."
It is clear from this Hadith that the MahdiAS is the Khclifa of
Allah and that his advenr is essenrial. This Hadith contains three
aspects. First is that for the capture of Khilat'at (to become ruler
over Islamic world) there woulci be a struggle among three sons of
Khalifa. But none of them rvould get it. Secondly, 

'black 
flags'

would appear from the east and there rvould be a great war.
Thirdly, after a long trme of this rhe Promised MahdiAS vrould
appear. since he is the KAnli/o cf Allah, to niake covenanr (Bait)
at his ha'd is compulsr:ry. It is evident from this Hadith that the
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advent of the Promised MahdiAS is a must. we would discuss in
deta.il about this Hadith in subsequent sections.

'fhe 
next tradition {l ladith\ is that lbn-e-Abi Sftibtz in his

sanen anri, Tabrani in Afrad and Abu Are'im and Hakim in their
b.,oks have narrated that:

, t

Sffi dIJl Jy:Jle Jtr 4;c Otr_t'1r9tu ctt cf

.Jd ,-lAl ,yb:+ilte"+l \*t+*Jf \,$*i y

..f-:Vt,!n^9.dt Frt +*l ro-tg.+-t an*lolelcr

l:f g L6"tE.=X"o Laty.\c6 ila-i

- fh is  
is  a vcry gr .at  t radi i i i r ' .  J 'hc oppor l r . I r is  ( . , r  Nle l rc la ' ia)  have

generally quoted this IJircitft to say that it is an inrportarrt inclicarron
about the advcnr of rhc Mah.liAS. 

"rhey 
say rhar unti l and unless

tlre corrdiri.n stipulatcrl in this Hadith is fulf i l led bv the clai 'ra't of
this status (the N'lairdiAs),,,n. cannot be accepted as the ^{lromised
Mah,li. They are 'nrninclful of the fact that, rvhen during the rimes
of the Propl.r",PBUFI the crrtire earth coulci not be fi l leci rvith peace
and justice, hov could it be dor'e cluring the tirnes of the prt.,mise.1

fulahdiASl \\ i e haue gi'en detailecl ansrvers t. rhis in the secrron
pertaining t. the 

'conditi, ' ,ns'. 
In that chapt.r .,r 'c havc discussed it

a t  length.  The t ranslat ion of  th is  t radi t ion (Hadi th)  is  thar  
" rbn-e-

MatoodRZ has 'arrated that the ProphetPBUIJ has statecl that the
rvorld would not end ti l l  Allah sends a pefson from the l{. ly Family
(Ahl-e-Bai t )  rvhose name wouid be rn ine and whose paients '  narne
would be l ike rny parents' iraire J'his person rvould fi i l  rhe .,ai-t ir

xrorld) rvith peace and justice as it haci been iull of injusrice .rnri
" 'ranny A sirnilar type of Hrtdith is ar,aiiabie in .S,rne',i ,- lou
Dau.].
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$l dto oJJl Jy:-lt5 Jt5'i,o"*o $t diJ|'r+c crc
i ,

oUl J9A u-fg rur 
yf UJf g1o Oit d/ r.t*,1++*

c;ogl cj"t c;" i:.r {p Jt s eilt c.r*t ib fgJt c{,S
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In the first tradition the words of ( $*tf .- lx y; 
huu.

occurred. In this tradition and also in the other tradition the words
, , -l.>lc pc,Yl Lj,iJUa A^, JqJ,o l  ( - -  ) l -7--  \ j , : :w '7)  are found,  but  the sense of  both

the phrases, used in these Traditions, are identical. The first
tradition says, 

"The 
world would nor end ti l l  the advenr of a person

of my name..." The second tradition indicates, 
"even 

if all the days
of the world are exhausted excepting one day, even then from my
farnily a person would appear who would carry my name..."
Therefore, the sense of both rhe Ahadith is rhe same. Tirmezi has
also reported this H adith and rreated it as 

'Hasa 
n sahee' i.e.,

p,:rfectly true. A similar tradition is reported in Abu-Daud through
AI i  lbn-e-Abi  TalebRZ. ln  Masned-e-Haf iz  Abu Na' im a s imi lar
Hadith is reported through Abu HurairaRZ. This tradition indicates
the necessity and the importance of the advent of the MuhdiAS.
Had there been no need for the advent of the Promi.sed One, then
the Perfect Reporter i.e., the ProphetpBuH rvould not have used the

words like ( ItJf e.aJg y) 
und ( f#l 

,i,{Js diJt JP ) because for
unnecessary things there was no need to use such strong words and
to insist the future generations about it. Since he had considered
that the advent of the Promised MuhdiAS is a must then only he
had drawn the attention of the Ummah towards it with strong
words. Haji Abu Bakr Baihaqui reports a similar kind of tradition
in the book Al-Bait wan Nashoor.
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The explanation of this tradition is that, 
'unti l 

from the

Holy Family (Ahl-e-Bait), for ny [.Jrnrno1, a statesman arrd an

adrninistralor is born, lhis rvorld rvould not end.'

Ahmed -bin-Ilambal hacl reported,

.-at I J i+t JF ;" -q,;,y .,Luj i*{alti nt e;r Jr9 qi; +it t "ta aijt I *, .t Lr

n*,sntg[l.{.Fr l;c--c,Jla hf Yxc tla*! yrll'X*j-11Y i,e ,,*[Jl--o*]{-ol,,J*

o,G,,r,aa.r a;ol Vf,l')x19 rr[Jf ;* tl !bl*r jLdl n-e,, -r;!! ;5L",o.h"Jl /!

4ji-l Sli allg ?1",, !ll*fa4li tu,r;!bl; +Jgor:tt_J lst*yL +1,.p oJ.rc paru9

.e1a*4 e..:'t J:"-^." yt4.s;bsJ e{ritS*oJtJil lrl d,l$ sl',ler.,.EF ir,:Ule'{l J}r+

cJ U t I gU r* q e.F?e 4h4 sl &lri4 b :$ u * *jt .s# 4fa*i 9l,t Ja*r !9

t!! J* y U l J gff a{c o ).# *c"14 d,# J kJ l l rA ; l *+ r e{Lt t -!J,tx-z.* +o l 6;:f

;.ry ";*rjl J.r" )g ,*, cil Ut q lo*l l**9t t*, -lJi *-' .;,# ;L:L;l

l 'hat means, the Fro6'het!)BUil slater! that (tatr<,'a) gt,,rcl ne,t 's. f.r

Mahdi ,  rvho is  a Qur, r ish i  in  my pedigree,  v 'oul i l  born in  my

{Jmmah at a time vhen t}rere w'ould }:e differences and earthquakes.

Thus, he would fi l l  the earth v,ith justice, as it uere full of injustice.

The people of the heavens and earth u'ould be hoppy with him. l '{e

would distribute the rvealth equitably. The hearts of the Ummah

rvould become contented and his justice would be a"ailable to them.

He would call the people in need torvards him. Thus, a person

woulci come to'vards lrim and ask for ]relp ri 'ho uould direct hir"n to

go to the servant (Kfrn'Jiin) r,tho woul,l eive hirn. Thus he . '.,c,ul, l go

to the servant  ( r ( l lc .Jr ; ; r )  * r : r . l  sa1 ' l i ra t  h ' '  l ra , l  eontc i rom the Nlahdi

;::..1 to eive i i irn stn:tthi:s 
-lhe 
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and fi l l  his bag himself. He would fi l l  i t up, but could not be ahle
tc, l i ft i t. Then he wil l spil i  somerhing ro the exreni ihar he vrould be
able to l ift i t. Then he would go away and feel ashamed of feeling
that in the entire Ummah of the ProphetpBuH hu iu the greedrest
person. Since, all those rvho u,ere called torvards the rvealth hacj lefi
i t. Then he would go to the Mahdi and reti;rn the wealth he had
taken. The Mahdi would say 

'we 
would nor rake back the things

once g iven. 'Thus the Imarn would adminis ter  in  th is  rvav for  6,7.
8 or 9 years. After him, there would be no charm in l ife". The
other Traditions however indicate that MahCiAS roould manage like
this for 5 years. Thus Abu Sageed hhudn has also reported in his

narration about (Clt*,1. In the Tirmezi Shnreei the traclit ion
is narrated that .No'im bin Hammad and Ahu !!a'im had reported,

6.5,r€.olf r,011,o JT U,ot oiJf .-lf, q c"$ Jt5 cr Ut ,*r.# c*
c9rry QI t+ 3s totct*,t+ +iit dr., U.oJi yJGe U_ror g.pt
5al,rc.r:.r N,elgls .,�* +iJt.rJt tr g:J,;ll cJ6 f9;6t taJaiii.Jt u-o

o9l..rc .l*l Orc_h 9 :$Jt 5ct,r.& F,e9le CJf .Jt Uilf 4-iii.Jf

F€.{J lse blgtl :J,JI o9t*c **l lgayal hf |.rl}tf a;#t

That means " Hz. AIiRZ had narrared rhat. I asked the
ProphetpBuH as to whether the fulahdi is {rom our descendenrs or
others. The ProphetpBuH replied that he would be from our
descendents; the Almighty Allah would conclucle the Faith (Deen)
rvith Mahdi. As he has srarted it through us; and through us only it
rvould be saved from the evil (Fitna\ as v,e have protected it from
infidelity (ShirA) and through us only iheir hearts shall be changed
from the enmity, as were changed from infidelity (Sh;rA) and
through us only after evil and enmity they shall become brothers as
they have become brothers after the enmity and infidelity (ShirA).

"Na'im-bin-HommadRZ 
has stated that QuatadaRz has

narrated that the ProphetpBUH hur stated thar the N{ahdi would
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come from Medina to Makkah. The people would recognize him
and would take covenant (Bait) in between RuAn and Maqam, in
such a position that he would feel it undesirable (Makrooh)."

In this tradition the word Medina is nor used for the
Medina of the ProphelPBUH (Mudino-tur-Rosool), bur it means
the city from which he would go to Mahkafr. God permiting we
shall discuss about this tradition subsequendv.

In the Sanen-Abu-Daud it is narrared that Hz. AI]RZ
loofred at HasscnRZ and said that'this son of mine is a Syed and
the ProphetpBuH had also named him so. From him - a person
wouid be born who would carry the name and the character of
ProphetPBUH. But would not be like him in looks. He rvould fil l
the earth with justice.' In short, the scholars of Iladith have reporred
a large number of rraditions (Ahadith) about rhe existence of rhe
Promised MahdiAS, which include 7. Tirmezi 2. Abu-Daucl 3.
Bazar 4" Ibn-e-NIaja 5. Ilakim 6. Tabrani 7. Abul Yaali Mouslg
8. Imam Ahmed bin Hammal etc., the chain of references of such
Traditions is reaching to the largest number of the companions of
the ProphetpBuH, which include 7.H2. AI iRZ 2. Ibn-e-AbbasRZ j .

Ibn-e-Omefz 4. TolhaRZ 5. Ibr-r-Maso,rdRZ 6. Abi HurairaRZ
7. AnansRZ 8. Abu SageedRz 9. Al-Khudrraz 10. Umm-e-
H abib aRZ. 71.t J mm - e - S al maRZ - lZ. T houb anRZ 13 .ei, otul - I bn - e -
AsasRZ 14.Al i -al-Hi lal iRZ 15. Abdul lah-bin-HaithRZ 16.
QattadaRz 17. labefz etc. 

' l 'he 
common poinr in all rhese

Traditions is that after the ProphelPBt/H the birth of an Imdm from
the descendents of FatimuRZ i, essential. He would be the protector
(Naser) of the Faith (Deen) of the PropherpBuH. would save the
Ummah from destruction (halahaLft); and that his advenr is a must.
The scholars of the subsequent generations have also reported the
Traditions about the Promised MahdiAS in their concerned booklers.
Some of them are 7. Aqdud-dar. 2. At-Qaul-u-Mukhtasar-1il-
AI amat - ul - M ahdi - al - M unt a zar 3. AI - Burhaan - fi - al amat - e - M ahdi
Ahhir-uz-Zaman 4. Al-Url-at-Vardi- i i -Akhbar-Mahdi.  Ibn-e-

T a n v e e r  u l  I l i d a v a
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Haiar in his booklet Al-Qaul-ul-Mukhtasar has reported tvvo

hundred signs (,A/amcl) c,f the MahdiAS. The sources of these signs

(Alamat) are the Traclit ions of the ProphetpBuH. Of all these signs

the scholars are in aggrement on one point as the most esserlt ial one

that, 
"he 

shall be the descendent of FatimaRZ."

In short the gist of the aborre discussion is that, it is evident

from the Traditions that the advent of the Imam MahdiAS is an

essential need of the Faith (Deen). Some people say that in the

presence of the Quran and the Traditions of the ProphetpBuH the

Faith (Deen) has been completed and Therefore, where is the need

for the advent of the Promised MahdiAS 1 I So-. of the persons

having philosophical ideas hold this vierv. I happened to meet such

persons in this city i.e. Hyderabad Deccan also. These people in

fact have no deep knowledge of the Ho19 Quran and the Ahadith

nor do they have any regard for the Holy book or the Traditions.

in fact they are the slaves of the self (Nc/s). Thus, whatever their

self (Na/s) teaches them, they say the same thing. Here we wil l

give a verv brief reply to them.

It may be noted that the periorl of the Proph"tpBuH it

known as the goidtn period (Khair-ul-Quroon).ln those days the

Shari 'ol of Allah that rvas revealed to the ProphetpBuH through

Gabriel (i ibrael) was put into practice and the Faith was also the

same which was taught by the ProphetpBuH himself. After this

Holg period, the period of the Companions (Schcba) of the

ProphetpBuH i* ulro considered the golden period i.e., Khair-ul '

Quroon. But the conditions changed. It v'as not as perfect a period

as it was at the time of the ProphetpBuH.

The authority competent. i.e. Allah would decide the necessity for the deputation of

any Messenger. Imam or Khalifa. Srnce Allah had ordained for the advent of the

PromisedMahdiAs at the creation of the unrVerse itself. He had indicated the same in

the Holy books rncluding the Quran and had also clarified it in detarl. in umptcen
numbers of Traditions through hrs last Messeneer Proplret Mohammedi'BIrlr Thus this

argunent is baseless and rnterferes rvrth the authonty ofAllah 
__ Translator.
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In this period when there was any difference of opinion
among the Companions, it was generally decided by Consensus
(ljma'). At t imes there was no occasion of having Consensus and
decisions had to be taken individually and rherefore, there were
certain differences among the companions (scfraba) in respect of
Faith (Aqaed), Law (Fiq) and Compulsory acrs (Faraez) in
respect of which some Companions had strong differences" For
example, the views of Agesha SiddiqroRz, in respect of milk
feeding (Raza'at) and about rhe 'ision of Allah are different from
all other CompanionsRZ. ln respect of compulsory acts (Faraez)
Ibn'e-AbbarRZ hold views, which go against the rnajoriry of the
companions (Jamhoor) FIe says rhat, 

'if 
the brothers and sisrers

are three in number, then they would be council (hajib) of their
mother.' If they are trvo in number, they cannot be so. similarly in
respect of prohibition period for women (iddat), H z. AIiRZ is
having difference of opinion with ali the other companions. Thus,
during this period the differences in the shan'ar have srarted.
Therefore. the basis for certain acts rvas held on presumptions
(Zun). This rvas not pennissabie during the period oi the
ProphetpBUH. Ar every doubt or difference was resolved on rhe
verdict of the ProphetpBUH und his Faith or rhe action would
become final. After this period, the period of the second generarron
i"e. the successors of the Companions of the ProphelPBUH 1To'bo
Taba'een) started. Eve'though rhis period is also termeci as the
goicien period (Khan-ut-Quroon), yet in this period the innovations
{bida'ait} srarred. h'{ischief ({itna) and corruption (mafasid) were
sprea,Jri'rg. 

"tr'he 
differencr:s between the Khawanj and the shi'o

rvere raising rheir heacis and doubts were indicated in respect of the
accepted issues aiso. During this period the evidence of the reports
(daleel'e-naqhli) was not sufficient. But to silence the opponents
the logical argurnents (Dalail-e,a'qliga) had become necessary.
Thus, wil l ingly or unwill ingly, the opinion and the inrerpretarions
(Khigas-o'l j tehaad) were introduced. During this period the
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opinion and the interpretations were also included in the sources of

the Shari 'al and the basis of the Shori 'al were made:

i. The Book of Allah

ii. The Sunnat of the ProphetPBUH'

ii i . Consenses (i jma')

iv. The Opinion of the Interpreter (Khigas-e-Mujtahid)

Now the matter for consideration is whether all these four

principles carry the same position or there are differences in their

status. After careful consideration, it is evident that of these, the

first, i.e. the Book of Ailah, is f inal. The Sunnat of the

ProphetpBuH, th" second basis i.e., through the continuous reports

(Mutuatir) are also final and the popular reporting (hhabar-e-

Mashoor) is also treated as finai, yet the general belief is that the

continuous report (hhabar-e-Mutualir) gives the perfect and final

knorvledge and the other reports give the reason for presumption

(zun). And from the Consensus (/jmc'), the third source, the

Consensus of the Companions of the ProphetpBuH gives the benefit

o f  f ina l i ty .  A l l  Consensuses are presumpt ive.  The four th basis  i .e . .

the opinion and interpretation (Khi,Jas-o-litehaad) wil l give the

finality only when the source of such opinion is f inal, otherwise it

wil l also be presumptive (Zinni). The interpretation (Kftigcs) is not

free from error (Khata), as even the Companions of the

ProphetpBuH or their followers are subject to error. Thus when the

position of the three sources of Shcn'ol is l ike this, then it is clear

that the Shan'at is the combination of perfection and errors and

finalit ies and presumptions. In this situation, beliefs and the acts of

the Ilmmah rvould also be at times virtuous, at time erroneous.

Since qhe Ummah has to accept this Shdri 'ct, only for beliefs and

actions there is no other way left except making this combination of

virtues and errors as the basis for the continuation of its beliefs and

deeds. Since the condition of the Shai'at is l ike this, the Ummah

needs a person who can distinguish betrveen the virtues and sins,

sort out the correct and final from the presumptive and the errors.
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He should also be able to instruct the Ummah towards the finality

in which there is no mistake. Such person shall necessarily be the
'deputed 

one' from Allah and shall be free from error (Masoom).

Otherwise his orders will also be subject to errors. Therefore, after

the ProphetPBUH i1 is necessary to have the Imam MahdiAS who is

free from error (Masoom). Hence the ProphetPBUH lot.1old about

the advent of. Imam MahdiAS who is free from error and also stated

that the Imam is the Kftc1i/o of Allah and to make covenant (Bait)

at his hands is a must. He has also stated that the /mamAS shull

follow him (the Prophe,PBUH; and shall not commit mistakes. Even

though the innocence of the Promised MuhdiAS is proved with the

statement of the ProphetpBuH that he is the Khalifa of Allah,

because 1t Khatila of Allah is not free from errors, his invitation

towards Allah and his orders would be subject to scorn. In such

conditions his acceptance would not be compulsory- One u'ho rejects

him would not be a disbeliever (Kc/rr). Therefore, the

ProphetpBuH *o, very clear to insist the people to make covenant

at his hands. Therefore, he has declared it in clear terms that he

would be free from error. In short, the need for the Imam MahdiAS

is due to the reason that he shall teach the real Shan'at to the

Ummah and also to induce them to act on it. It is evident that after

the ProphetPBUH 1o. the Ummah there is essential need for the

Promised MahdiAS. Thus the vierv of the people, who believe that

there is no need of an Imam v'ho is free from errors (Mosoom)

after the ProphetPBUH, it *tong.

Thirdly, it is an accepted fact that the ProphetpBuH \sas

the correct fore-teller (i.e. what ever forecasts he has macle are

true). It is also established in (Fiqc) that the ProphetpBuH do.t

make no error in any of his forecasts. If there were any defect it

would be concluded that the news given by the ProphetpBuH *u,

not correct or that the ProphetpBuH was not having prior knowledge

from Allah about the events to come. This rvill lead to the

conclusion that the ProphetpBuH *u, a l iar (Cod t'orbid)' h is

evident that along with several forecasts about the future, the
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ProphelPBUH had made the forecasr about the advent of the
Promised MahdiAS with great emphasis. He had not only asked the
ummah to take covenanr (Bait) at his hand, but had arso advised
the ummah to follow him. so that it (Ummah) may be saved from
the distraction and from going astray (halakath). It is not a solitary
or lonely report but the reports are continuously meaningful
(Mu tua t i r - u l -mana)  l .

The common point in all the Traditions is that the advenr
of the MahdiAS is essenrial. Hence, in this situarion if the reports
about the MuhdiAS were rejected, two things wourd occur. one is
that the rejection of the continuous reports (Mutuatir) and the other
rvould be the rejection of the forecasts made by the ProphetpBuH.
There is Consensus (i jmc') of the ummoh that the rejection of the
continuous report (Mutucrir) is blasphemy (kufr). The relection of
the forecasts (by the ProphetPBUH) is alro a blasphemy (kufr) u
reported earlier.

******

Section - 2

Stipularion about Mahdi (Shara'et)z

It may be noted that scholars have differences in respect o{
the advent of the Promised MahdiAS. Some feel that his advent is
not essential. This vierv hhs been discussed and has been rejected in
the preceding section. Some others have the view that the advent of
the Promised MahdiAS is essenrial. But they feel that it carries

I  - ,
l ne contrnuous In meanrng rcports (nluvatir) are the reports or Traditions, rvhrch are reported

aom d.ift-erent sources by large nurnber ofscholars, ofthe Traditrons (mohadiths). The rneanrng
of such reports shall be identical, but the words need not be In thls category even weak will
have to be accepted as true Traditions. Relection ofthe reports under coniinious category is a
blasphemy.

--Transiator.
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certain conditions and stipulations. LJnless the claimant of this status

fulfills such conditions and stipulations, he cannot be accepted as the

Promised One nor his acceptance as such would te necessary. The

stipulations and the signs of the Prornised MahdiAS are of two

kinds.

The first type is that the evidence and the stipulations which

are indicated in the continuous tradition (Hadith-e-Mutuatir) or

popular tradition (Hadith'e-Mashoor). The second type is through

the solitary Hadith (Ahaad) " The scholars and the researchers

(mohaququeen) are of the vierv that the stipulations pertaining to

the first category shall invariably be available in the claimant of the

status of the Promised MahdiAS. Since, the second category rs

based on the presumption (Zinni) hence, the avaiiabil ity of these

signs in such person is not essential. Some other persons are of the

view that all the signs and stipulations either final (Khatiuga) or

presumptive (Zinniua) shall be avaiiable in him. Otherwise it rvil l

not be proper evidence about his Mahdiat. On scrutinizing the signs

and stipulations about the Promised MahdiAS, it is evident that

some of the stipulations or signs are contradicting each other' In

case, all these stipulations and signs are considered to be available

in the Promised MahdiAS, then the combination of contradictrons

would be essential, which is impossible. This rve shall discuss at

Iength.

'We 
shall mention here some stipulation and signs rvhich

indicate that it is impossible to find all of them in one person.

The first is that the Promised MahdiAS rvould born at

Makhah. Some other signs show that he wil l take birth at Medina.

The second is that the MahdiAS toould be a ruler. Other

tradition indicates that the opponent wil l attack him and defeat him.

Thus /bn-e-M'aia reports that the ProphetpBuH said that:
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The third is thar lscAs (Th" Christ) and the MahdiAS
*'ould advent in the same period. In other Traditions it is stated
that Mahdi rvould be before lsoAS und lsaAS would come in rhe
last period' Thus, it is reported in the MisA kat-e-sharif that, 

"how

my Urnntah may go astray when I am at its beginning; 1sc in the
end and Mahdi from my Holy Family is in between."

The fourth is thar the MahdiAS wourd fi i l  the earth with
peace and justice, rvhich is against the euranic verdict (.1Vusos-e-

Qurani), v'hich we shall discuss later.

The fifth is that the Promiscd MahdiAS wourd conquer rhe
Ronran E,mpire. This Hadnh, in fact is in respect of a person who
is a dcscende't of IrhoqAS, whereas the MahdiAS is th" descendent
of FatrrnahRZ

The sixth is that the Imam MahdiAS rvourd distribure
rvealth, ivhich is not an imprirrant si3n. It is l inked with the leingdom
and the rule. Unless he is a p,rv,erfur king the rvearth .oorrd not b"
available for distribution. The kingship of tr,e pramLsed MahdiAS is
itself a mail-er ol discussion.

In several rraditions it is reported that the ImamAS wourd
be F,tt img in his pedigree and some 

"fraclit ions 
show that he would

be the descendent of AbbasRZ. The above sign indicates that one
stipulatio' is contradicting the other. A person who takes birth in
Makkah, how can he take birth at Medina? Thus one of these signs
should essentially not be dependable. Therefore, the persons who
hold tht vierv that the Promised MahdiAS shourd have ail the signs
final and presumptiv. (Qat'aiah-o-Zinni) appear ro have the view
that t lrc Prornised vlahdiAS shall necessarily have contradicting
signs irr hirn Il rs eviriently incorrect to say that the contradictory.
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events shall accumulate in one person. It is therefore, desirable to

discuss about the signs and stipulations about the persons Promised

to be deputed.

It may be noted that the deputation of the Prophets and the

Caliphs of Allah is purely the Bliss of Allah alone. They are mainly

deputed to guide the mankind and to make them to learn and

discipline them selves and get the capacity to teach others so that

they mav be blessed in this world and Hereafter. Thus their

deputation is purely at the wil l and the blessing of Allah. But since

the man is bestowed rvith wisdom and commonsense and had been

given sufficient understanding abil ity to know arrd distinguish

between good and bad for self and to adopt the good things leaving

the ones which are not good to him. Thus it rnay also be noted that

the deputation of the Prophets and Khali las is also a test for the

mankind. Had it not been the Will of Allah there would not have

been sufficient reason for reward (thawab) or punishment (a'zab).

Due to this reason only in the Holg bocrks whenever Cod had

indicated about the Prophets to be deputed he has used symbols

and signs (which can be interpreted in different ways) to show their

characteristics. 
'fhese 

indications are such that the human wisdom

would be wondering about them and its l ight would appear to be

insufficient to understand such phrases with deep rneanings, uniess

guided by the divine insight (lt ioor-e-lman). I feel that a feu'

sentences from the divine books may be quoted, which are indicative

to the advent of the Prophet MohammedpBuH. In the opinion of

the Jews and the Christians such forecasts are made compulsory for

the ProphetpBuH. The commentator on the 
"Maqasid", 

Allama

Tuftazani in the 
'Shara-e-Maqasid' 

has quoted a few of such

sentences. The gist of which is ihat Allah Subhana-o-Tala has

foretold about the advent of the Prophet MohammedPBUH 1n 11"

divine books. Thus in Torah it is stated 
"Allah 

t 'ala had come from

the mount Sinc and had shone from Sc'ir and had appeared from

the hil ls of Faran." Further, God told Prophet MusaAS that 
"l

shall depute a messenger from their (Jervs) brothers who shall be
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l ike thee and I shall put my word into his mouth. He shall tell them
the same, which is ordained bv me to him."

The first sentence supports the view that God had come
from the mount Sina and had shone from Sa'ir and had appeared
from the hil ls of F aran. Past tense has been used in these
sentences. There is no single rvord in these sentences to indicate any
thing about future events. Had there been anythirg to indicate
future te'se then it would have been co'cluded that these are the
forecast of the advent of the Prophets in future and it is for
instructing the mankind to accept them. There appears to be
diff iculty in assuming Allah to be a person. as the common sense
does not permit. Even ii the term 

'God 
/Allah' is interpreted as

superman (lnsaan-e-Kami1) then also there is no reason for taking
the meanings that the shining of cod at Sa'ir wo'ld be the advent
of the Prophet I.scAS and the appearing of God from the mountains
,r[ I-oran - the advent of the Prophet Mohamm.6PBUH. Since, it is
qui te possib le that  f rom al l  these three p laces i .e . .  s ina,  sa ' i r  and
F aran onlv one person may appear, simplv because the places being
the different. it is not evident that the person would also be
different. But it is more l ikely that the person would be only one.
Since, from all these three places only the appearance of Cod is
stated.

J'he second sentence is clear that Cod would depute a
messenger from the brothers of the Jews who would be l ike
Masd'\S. This means that the Promised ProphetpBuH would be
from Bcni Israel . because the brothers of the Jews woulc be Jews
oniv and the descendent of Bani Israel. Thus the l iterary meaning of
this sentence u'ould also not apply to the Prophet Moham-"dPBUH
nor there is anv indication to take any other meaning of this
sentencL� .

' i 'he 
third one shows that HajiraAS, the wife of AbrahamAS

would give birth to a child. From one of the descendents of this
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child, a person would be born, whose hand would be on the hands

of all others. In this sentence it is indicated that, in future HajiraAs

would give birth to a child even though this sentence is from Torah,

which was revealed to the Prophet MusaAS. Prophet MuscAS wu,

born hundreds of years after the demise of HajiraAs. Thus the real

(grammatical) meaning of this sentence wil l also not apply to

Prophet MohammedpBuH. Therefore, the Jews have refused to

accept him as the Prophet awaited.

The predictions in the Holg Bible about the ProphetpBuH

were also similar in nature. In short if the real (grammatical)

meanings of all these forecasts are kept in view, then the existence

and appearance of such a person wil l be irnpossiblc. It is evident

that the appearing of God for guidance ol people from the

mountains and caves or His shining l ike a flame on a mountain, for

instance, Toor-e-Sina or So'ir, is irnpossible and not acceptable to

the human wisdom because this shorvs (or indicates) that Allah is

having a physical body. In fact, He (His essence) is free from

humanly body, form or its necessities. Evidently the common and

central point in all these forecasts is that, a highly exalted person

would be deputed. Almighty God appears to have shorvn the

appearance of such person as His own appearance. If these meanings

are not taken as correct but we continue to consider the real

(grammatical) meanings of such sentences" then the ProrrLtsed

pcrson would neuer appear nor there is any opportunity tu act e;rt

him. Thus, the forecasts about the Promised MahdiAS are also

similar in nature. But several people demand that ali the signs

indicated in Tradition s (Ahadith), even though some of them are

contradicting from one another, should apply in their real

(grammatical) meanings. Then only such a person is acceptable to

them otherwise not!

Regretably, rvhen in all the forecasts about the aclvent of

Imam MahdiAS point, that a person would be deputed, is cornmon

;t is not understandable why this point is not being accepted, even
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though the common point in the forecast about the Prophet
MohammedPBUH ;r also the same, which is recognized and relied
upon. Then it is necessary that this common point about the Imam
MahdiAS shall also be accepted. Therefore, the view that all the
different and contradicting characteristics shall be available in Imam
MahdiAS cannot be relied upon. Owing to these contradictory views
only, this author has stated that the very existence and presence of
the Prophets and the Khalifas of Allah is also a tesr for the all
human beings. This test is to determine whether one has the
tendency and intell igence to accept the good and the guidance. If i t
were not a test from Allah, then it was not difficult for Him to say
clearly that AbrahamAS would be the son of so anci so person and
his name would be Abraham and he would be the Messenger of
Allah in the kingdom of Namrood. he would appear in such and
such city and all shall accept him.

About MusoAS it would have been made clear, that the son
of Imran, Musa would be the Prophet and shall appear in Egypt.
He would get the Bani Israel released from the slavery ,rf Pharaoh
and his acceptance is essential. For IsaAS, the son of MariamAS
would be born at Bait-ul-Laham, without a father. With the
miracle of Gabriel his mother would conceive him. He would be the
Prophet and he shall be accepred as such. About Prophet
MohammedpBuH, that  h is  name shal l  be 'Mohammed' .  he would
be deputed in Makkah;  h is  father 's  name shal l  be 'Abdul loh '  and
mother's 

'Ameena'. 
He would be the last Messenger and would be

of the highest order among all the Prophets; and he would be the
Prophet for mankind and the fins (Cinii). He should be accepred
and all should have Faith in him.

If this system had been in vogue Namrood would not have
killed thousands of children, and h'e would not have thrown
IbrahimAS into the fire. Further owing ro the fear of the prophet

MusaAS, thousands of children would not have been put to death
and due to opposition to him the Pharaoh would not have become
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an infidel ancl should not have put MascAS into troubles, nor would

he have drowned into the river'Nile'. Why the Jewish priests and

rulers of Bait-ul-Muhhaddas would have tortured the Christ (ltaAs)

and crucified him or Monam (his mother) rvould have been blamed

of misconduct. The pagans of Makkah rvould not have disbelieved

the ProphetpBuH and would not have forced ProphetpBuH to

migrate to Medina anci would not have prevented him from

performing the Hajj at Ka'ba or would not have fought rvith hinr. In

facr on all the Prophets their [./mmoh should have had Faith and

rvouid have become obedient. But, it w,as not done in this way.

Since the human race is bestorved with the wisdom and since, the

Will of Allah is to test them, the people could select the right path

in the l ieht  of  fa i th  (Nor, , r -e, lman),  accept  the Messengers of  Al lah

and those who were not having the l ight of Faith (Noor-e-l,nan),

iost t i ie right path an,l feil in the vri lderness of their owti .visdom

anrl philosoph-v.

It may he noted that the people rvho rvere guided by the

light of the Faith. never indulged into the problem of the rightness

ol the signs. The message of the dep'ties of Allah enlightens their

hearts and they immediately accept the truth. 
' i 'hus 

Hz. Khudiiatal

KubraRZ, Hz. Ati Karamullah WaiahuRZ and Hz' Abu Bakr

SiCdiqRz rvho rvere having pure s.,uls, accepted the messagc of the

ProphetpBuH imm"diat"ly. They never asked about the signs or the

indications of the Promi.se d Prophet MoharnmedpBull as detailed in

the Holg Books of the earlier ProphetspBuT. Vrhen Hz' Abu Bakr

SiddiqRz heard the message oi the Prophet NlohammedpBuH he

simply asked for some evidence for his clainr. Then the Prophet

MohammedPBUH ,'.nlinded him about the forecast made by the

clergy.man of Yemen who told hinr that he would be a minister ol

the iast ProphetpBuH. Th. SiddiqRZ accepred this and accepteci

him as the last ProphetpBUI{. In short such people are in the

category o{ such persorls belonging to the Quranic V'erse

".*ntl icg's9{" (Those rvho ha.,re Faith in the unseen). Such peop}.-

have 
'uccr 

oraisecl in the Holg Quran bv Allah and called th"m
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"c,gJu€oJf Fi6sfiJ9l" (these are the people who will get salvation and

benefit). These groups have the perfect Faith and are the true

believers about whom Allah had saici 
"tLor*rdfnAcagl"

(These are the true I\Iomin). These people are included in the first

category of the Companions of the Prop1.,.1PBUH. The people who

have accepted the ProphetpBuH ufter seeing him' his miracles

(mo' juzat) and after seeing the victories of the Islamic forces are not

included in this category. In short it is clear that o{ all the signs

about the Promised MahdiAS. the central and final indication is that,
'he 

would be a clescendent of FatimaRZ.' 
'His 

advent depends upon

the Will of Allah' i.e. Allah has the authority to depute him

u,henever He rvil ls. The remaining signs and indications' rvhich are

contradictory, are in the category of simple indications und henc" are

symbolic. It is not correct to expect the aVdlibil i ty of all the real

meanings in respect of all of such signs in the personalitv of the

Promised MahdiAs. Since, the presumptive signs (Zinni), which

are determined on the basis of singular reports and whose chain of

refcrences contains good and doubtful names and their reference to

the ProphetpBUH cannot be established x'ith certainty, cannot be

treated on par rvith the conclusive reports. Thus u'hen the quality of

the indications and signs is l ike this, hou' can they be treated as

final and conclusivel The signs and indications, n'hich are conclusive

and final such as, the pedigree of the Promised MahdiAS i 'e.' his

belonging to the descendents of FatimaRZ, is a must. When this

sign is found in the claimant of this s'tatus, it is enough. Thc

standard for accepting MahdiAS is the same, which rvas in respect

of the Prophet MohammedPBUH 1..., before the Prophethood, he

should not have told any l ie either in respect of worldly matters or

the religious issues; he should not have committed any evil acts nor

he had thought of committing such; he had contentment i.e., at thc

times of diff icult ies and sorroro his self (rVo/s) should not be shaken,

shall be true in his promises; shall be trust rvorthy; in diff icult t i : 'r '  .

shall be helpful to people; shall be courageous; shall haue t[e r1u;r|t.1'

of justice; shall be generous and bountiful and shall be rvise. A{ter
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the Prophethood two qualit ies were required. First, he shall claim
the Prophethood and second, whenever demanded by the

disbelievers, shall show the miracles (md juzat). The above highly

respectable qualit ies, found in a person, then that person shall be the

Prophet. Since the claim of the Mahdial is not greater than the
claim of Prophethood, hence all these qualit ies are enough to accepr

him as the Promised MahdiAS. This is the only standard for the

matters relating to the Promised MahdiAS and PropherpBL'H

If we consider the facts of the l ife of /momAS (Hz. S,Jed

Mohammed launpun MohdiAS) ihen we know that the qualit ies,

which are considered for the proof of Prophethood, are all found in

him. The historians had also agreed that, he had high characrer,

pleasing manners and was the greatest of the saints. l l is discourse
(bagan) was such that the l isteners uscd t,, get the eiectri lying effect
on their hearts. But the historians have adJed on their ov,n about
his 

'claim 
of Mahdiat being made in ;rn ecsiatic condition (jazba),

yet they had not denied the fact that he was having high character.

Their staternent that the .lmomAS ha:; mode the claim of

Mahdiat in an ecstatic condition \x,,as v.rong. They might have not
received tlre correct reports about his clairrr of the Mahdial or it
may be their personal vierv. The fact is that the correctness of the

reports about the discourse (ba11an) and message or about the

ecstasy is to be taken, from the Companions or their follolers or at
least from those who accepred him as the Promised IVIahdiAS. If the

historians are presenting reports according to their rru'n views, then
they are not acceptable. If some opponents report that the Prophet

MohammedpBuH was not the Prophet or Messenger of Allah but a
philosopher and a legalist and had created the Shairah law according
to the situation of his period, then this vierv wil l not be acceptable
to any Muslim. Since such reports are not having any reliabl.
reference of the CompanionsRZ and their follorvers Similarly, if any
historian has reported that he had mode the claim in an ecstatic
condition. then we never acceot this statement nor we are bound to
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give a reply for such statements. In short, in vierv of both the

Mahdauis and non-Mahdauis the Imam MahdiAS had a very good

character before the claim of the Mahdiat. After this as per the

command of Allah he claimed himself to be the Promised MahdiAS

and on the demands of the public the miracles (mo'juzat) have also

occurred through him. Then there was nothing left awaited to accept

him as the Promised MahdiAS. But in view of those who have nor

accepted him as such, on the basis of argument that, all the signs

and indications, which are mentioned in respect of his appearance in

their real meanings, are not found in him, is an incorrect view.

There is no need to consider it or to answer it.

It may be noted that according to the statement of the

ProphetpBUH the Mahdi is from us and shall not commit errors.

The ImamAS hur rnud. this an evidence for his being the Promised

MahdiAS and stated 
"l 

am the follower of the Book (HoIg Quran)
and the ProphetPBUH" Therefore, Bandagi Migan Sged

Khundmi\Z, who is the Khatifa of the ImomAS, had narrated
"Hz. 

ImamAS ruy, if some one wants to test the truth of my claim,

then he has to consider and compare my acts and deeds and see

whether they are in accordance with the Holg Quran and the

ProphetpBuH. If th.y are in accordance, then accept my claim as

the Pror"nised Mahdi'" His claim is also the same i.e., 
' l  

am the

servant of Allah and follower of ProphetpBuH.' It means that 
' l  

am

not the Prophet but the follower of Shan'ol of ProphetpBuH. 
'1

have no right to interfere with the Shan'al law.' 
' l  

shall tell the

same as told by the ProphetpBuFi' shall do the same as was done

by the ProphetpBuH.' 
'Sin.. 

I am the follorver of the ProphetPBUH

I shall order on the same book and invite people for which the

Proph"tpBuH ured to order and invite.' Thus. the claim of Imam

MahdiAS is in accordance with the tradition (Hadith) that 
"The

Promised Mahdi is from us and shall not commit errors."

It may be noted that the following of the Prophet is of trvo

kinds. One is the perfect following (tabe-taam) and other is the
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defective following. The perfect following is that the deeds and

sayings of the follower shall be like the deeds and sayings of the

followed one. But, it is not necessary to follow in respect of his

personal specialt ies. In all other matters l ikeness is needed. The

imperfect folkrwing is that, one should follow the followed one

according to his capabilities. Thus, the imperfect follorver would be

able to follow the ideal in certain respects and in certain matters he

would not be able to follow him perfectly. In respect of the perfect

following, if the ideal to follow is a Prophet of AllahpBUH then the

follr.,wer must be a person who is free from errors (Masoom-Anil-

Khata). Othenvise he will not be able to follow the ideal perfectly.

According to the verdict of the Proph"tpBuH, it ir evident that the

.lmomAS would be a Khatija of Allah and it is also evident that he

would follow the ProphetPBUH *i11lout f law. Thus he is free from

errors. Therefore, the following, by the I-urnAS, of the

ProphetpBuH ir th" perfect following (tabe-taam). Hence we have

the Faith that the ImamAS being the Khalifa of Allah and free

from errors (Masoom-Anil-Khata) is a perfect follower (tabe-taam)

of the ProphetpBL;FI" Thus there cannot be any errors or mistakes in

his words and deeds. This is applicable to his orders also i.e., since

such orders are from the Imam who is free from errors and are

issued by the Khalifa of Allah the acceptance of such orders is

compulsory (F arz). God permitting we shall discuss this and other

matters shortly. Here it is desirable to discuss about the signs in

respect of t ire advent of the Promised MahdlAS, which are

presumptive (Zinni) and contradictory.

Firstly, they (non-believers of N1ahdi) say, that the Hadith

( t radi t ion)  i .e . ,  
"he 

would f i l l  the ear th wi th peace and just ice. . . "

does not become true in respect of the ImamAS, since during his

period the earth was not filled with peace and justice. The injustice

and tyranny was prevalent on the earth as it was before the advent

of the 1-,r-AS. Thus he cannot be the Promised Mahdi. In fact

after his claim the differences increased. Since some people started

1'anveer-ul -Hidaya
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call ing some others as disbelievers (Kcfir), which further disturbed

the peace of this world.

The answer to these observ'ations is that, firstly the very

concept of Mahdi filling the earth with peace is not correct, because

he is the protector and reformer for the Ummah of the

ProphetpBuH only. Thus the tradition 
'how 

my lJmmah may be

destroyed... '  is an evidence for this. In such a case the Promised

Mahdi is for the well being of the Muslim community (Ummah)

only. He was not for, the people who were target for the

ProphslPBUH. But his Ummah that had accepted the

ProphetpBuH' as the Nlessenger of Allah was i.he target of the

/-o-AS. Even though the targeted field for the Promised Mah,jiAS

is the Ummoh of the ProphetpBuH, y"t the peace and justice would

spread only among the persons who have accepted him as the

Promised MuhdiAS. And those who have not accepted him as the

Promised Mahdi, have rejected the message and justice of the

MahdiAS. In such circumstances it would be impossible to fi l  the

earth with peace and justice. Thus the teaching and the justice of

tlte Promised MuhdiAS as shox,n in the said Hadith would not be

proved.

Secondly, when we observe the justice and teachings of the

ProphetpBuH, then it is evident that he has spread the message ior
'23 

years but his true teachings could not even cover the entire area

of Arab and Yemen. Even the close relatives of the ProphelPBUt{

could not be affected with it. The episode of Abu Talib is evident

for this observation. The ProphetpBuH tried ro make him to accepr

the message ti l l  his last breathe. Yet, he had acted on the advice of

the Pagans and at his last t ime, he had said that he is on the

religion of Abu Mutall ib and died! The death of Abu Tclib in such

conditions had made the ProphetpBuH sorrowful. To console the

ProphetpBuH Alluh had sent the Quranic Verse 
"You 

cannot show

the right path to whomsoever you wish. Since showing the right path

is the prerogative of Allah alone. Hence there is no need for you to
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feel sorry." After the revelation of this Ayah the sorrow of the

ProphetpBuH subsided. The gist of all this discussion is that when

the message of the Propl-t.1PBUH could not reach even to his close

relatives, then how the message of rhe ImamAS *ho is a follower of

ProphetpBuH, could reach the entire world to accept him and get

peace and justicel If such thing happens then the follower would

become superior to the followed one, which cannot be true. It is

evident from the claim of the /momAS, 
"l 

am the servant of Allah

and the follower crf ProphetpBUH", and in view of the Hadith
"Mahdi 

is from us and would not commit errors", that the ImomAS

is the follower and the ProphetPBUH It the followed one. Thus, if

the peace and justice of MahdiAS spreads in the entire world, then

the acceptance of MahdiAS would be far more necessary than that

of the ProphetpBuH. In view of the above reasons we have to

interpret the Hadith in question suitably.

Thirdly, if in acc dance with the said Hadtth, on the entire

earrh the justice of the MahdiAS is spread and the people become

honest and follow the path of justice, then necessarily all the people

would become one Ummah, because the path of all the people

would be the same. But this would be against the verdict of the

HoIg Quran, because there is clear Agah against this concept.

Allah says, 
" !-\>l9cal r. 's'r.J4iJt.b-.J -: (5:48)," this Quranic Verse

indicates ihat, it is against the V/il l  of Allah to make all people one

Ummah and to follow one path i.e. all becoming virtuous. Thus,

when this issue is against the Will of Allah then it is impossible that

the justice of the MahdiAS will spread all o.,er the earth. Since, the

tradition (Hadith) in question is contradicting the Quranic Verse

hence, it is necessary to have proper interpretation of the same.

Fourthly, it is against the Will of Allah that the entire earth

should be filled with justice and the teachings of the I-c-AS. All

the people 'vill become honest only rvhen they learn the justice

through the teachings of Imam MahdiAS and follow it. But the

occurrence of such an event is impossible because Allah says, 
"Had
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your Lord desired so all the people of the world would have become
Momin (true believers)". When it is not the Will of Allah that 

"all

the people of the earth shall have Faith (/man)" then how will they
learn the justice on the instructions of MuhdiAsl How they will
follow it i It is possible to follow the 

'dos' 
and 

'don'ts' (amar-bil-

maroof nahi-anal-munkir) only when people submit themselves
totally to the lmomAS. Unl..r there is total submission to him, how
will they follow his ideas and thoughtsl Thus, it is impossible that,
all the people of the world become honest and follow one path.

Since it is against the Will of Allah, Therefore, this tradition
(Hadith), rvhich is true as per the norms of judging the Traditions
and is included in the books of true Traditions (Sahaa Sitta), is to
be suitably interpreted so that, it may be in conformity with the

Quranic Verse. Thus in the word 
"Al'arz" (the earth) 

'Al' 
as

mentioned in this tradition is to be interpreted as a non-binding and
not indicative of generality or commonness, but it is extraneous or
limited. Then the meanings of the word 

"AI'arz"(earth) 
would not

be the entire earth, but some part of the earth. Then the Hadith
would mean that in some parts of earth where there is injustice and
tyranny, lf the ImamAS enters into that part of earth and the people
living therein accept him then only they would give up injustice and
wrong doings. With this interpretation the Hadith will synchronize
with the Quranic Verse. This interpretation is not done on our own
accord but the commentators in respect of certain Quranic Verses
have adapted this type of interpretation (taueel). Thus in the

Quranic Vers" cr#lajl ls.:Lcld-; gelYl e1:105)

The word 
"Al'arz" 

(earth) is used. It is meant for the Holy
land or the earth of the Paradise (but not for rhe enrire earth).
Similarly the tradition in question 

"Al'arz" 
would mean a particular

part of the earth (but not the entire earth). Thus there would be
total similarity in the Holg Verse and the HoIg Hadith. Thus the
said objection (about the meanings of the Hadith) would not occur.
It is also possible that the meanings of spreading peace and justice

in the world would be that, the popularity of fhe teachings and
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justice of the ImamAS might reach in the far and near areas of the

earth. But it does not mean that all the people who were living on

the earth would accept him and become peaceful and just. Thus, the

lmamAS had spread his teachings and message in the far and near

areas of the earth and has shown the world the path of justice. But

when the people had selected the darkness instead of light set by the

Imo^AS, then he could do nothing. Since bringing the people on

the right path is the act of Allah alone, because in the Quran Allah

says, 
"Had 

We willed so, every soul would have been shown right

path". In short the existence of reforms and acceptance of such

reforms by the people is the act of Allah alone. In this activity of

Cod the ProphetpBLIH or the ImunAS cannot do anything. This has

been discussed earlier also.

The ans.ver to the second question is that it is but natural,

that after the preaching of every deputy of Allah two groups would

appear. One group would accept the reforms of the deputy of Allah

and the other would reject him and his message. Thus, these two

groups would develop opposition and enmity because of the

differences of Faith and religion. Therefore, the ProphetPBUH 6u6

not revealed his Prophethood for sometime to avoid this situation.
'When 

rhe Holg Verse cJdJSvf c'Eo'::c-l$l9 "Thr"aten 
your near

relatives", was revealed on him. Then he climbed on the mountain

of Saf ah and called 
'Oh! 

Children of Chalib'; the family of Chalib

gathered and then Abu Lahab said, 
'the 

children of Chalib are

present  what  do you have to say) 'Then the M"rr .ng. .pBUH.;1.3
'Oh! 

Children of Luee'i then the group of Luee gathered rhen Abu

Lahab said, 
'the 

children of Luee are present say what you want to

sayl' Then he called 
'Oh! 

Children of Munah come'; the children

ol Murrah came. Abu Lahab said. 
'the 

children of Murrah are

present and no one from the children of Chalib and Luee who are

the descendants of Murrah is absent. Say rvhat you want to sayl'

Then the ProphetpBuH called 
'Oh! 

Children ol Kallab come'; Abu

Lahab said, now the direct descendants of Kallab are present, you

say what you want to sayl' Then he called the Qusi; Abu Lahab
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said, 
'the 

children of Qusi are present, say what you want to say?'

The ProphetPBLIH said that, 
"God 

had ordained that I shall

threaten my near relatives and you are all my near relatives. I inform

you that I shall not be partner of any of your worldly or heavenly

affairs, i.e. I shall not help you in any of the matters of this world or

Hereaher, unless you believe in oneness of Allah and say La i laha

il l Allah (there is no Cod but Allah). I shall stand witness before

your Cherisher for those who have Faith in one Allah alone." When

Abu Lahab heard this, he said, 
'you 

be doomed, you've called us

for this onlyll" Imam RaziRH in the Tc/seer-e-Kabeer has narrated

this story at length as given. The gist is given below,

oytp4;iQ d-l qb aJJl dle alJlJf-r otta;c {l ,.*sr.lt+c g*f JLs

4|g J j Cf Jl cr.i*,, \ir)lj aK.n,;t-*-l € P-Se,r.,^Jt Jgt d

,+F+ti JT bqSctjl li 4Jt ,\r-a-i .;.*Jryf d.8)4icJ,Ulf .Jb

rScU p r;c ta.i elll.$ Jlr tiA :<l9; f JlLi ,l+-"^,Jf o.,o JG a+Jf

d,ll | "\5..;/ ob :r+l 9; I J ti9 *Jt .1" c.rq d s. e t'.-n.lt JI Ll

ojs.-sJgrl JE o-," "1^.,.(; rd cf Cz; o)o JT t{ JLg nj :J,u.c l-o-i

otns \s.4e JT b or+ Jti d ./yt J-t-t JG ri :J.r*.c Ln ! e,L3t*5 o;r

d rii€ jJ,jf of .d-:ol ailt of Jtis:J,u-c L^-i.il3l,Lt,J t.b:r<lf+f

g" Yl llit L.j,t,t .1" Fg.i.tLof y \sjf l'^J.tf Of+y'Vl '*.r19 OdJ.o)'f

JE ro*-, r.ic rr(l k J<iLe +jir yr 4Jf y t f*gl Yt 
'l+.,ai 

o.Pyt

6-;#t .-J i;, L:-i9'-cs tidt ett L-3 .rlr5 ir-i-c :-el g-{f

The gist of his writing is that the far and near relatives of

the ProphetpBuH treated him as a fri.nd and a trustee. They also

treated him as a wise man and a perfect guide to them; but when he

had proclaimed his Prophethood and given the message of Allah

then, they became his bitter enemies and started treating him as a

crazy and a mean person of their tribe. If some one wanted to meet

him then, they would say that he is a mad man and that why they

wanted to meet him) Thev also infl icted on himPBUH and l. is
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CompanionsRZ ,.u... insults and injuries. Ultimately they planned
to kill him. Then 1.t.PBUH on the command of Allah left Makkah
and migrated to Medina. From the above statement it is
evident that the main cause for the enmity with the ProphetpBUH
and the believers was thar 1.t"PBUH had proclaimed his Nabouah.
There was no other reason for the enmity. Similarly so long as the
ImamAS had not proclaimed his Mahdiat the people had no enmity
towards him or his CompanionsRz. After the proclamation of
Mahdiat the people who had rejecred his claim of being the
Promised MahdiAS, had become his enemies and the enemies of his
Companions'. Thus, it is evident that whenever the Prophets and
Khalifas of Allah proclaim (Dawaah) they are bound ro face
opposition and quarrels and wars would also occur. It is also to be
stated that the sayings of the contemporaries, on the basis of the
narrations (Naql) that, 

"the 
ImamAS even after being blessed as

the Promised Mahdi, had not declared the same only because the
Ummah of the Proph"rPBUH shall become answerable to Allah in
respect of not accepting the Mahdi", that if the claimant of the
Mahdiat had done so, he is a sinner, since he has not complied with
the orders of Allah and had neglected them. Hence he rvould be a
sinner and a person not free from errors (Masoom) is not
acceptable since from the Hadith of lbn-e-AbbotRZ, which we had
just quoted,

c..r.^Jf Jf t"J'oyf 6;53 oLg q.L $l dte dJf J9-; c;t.f9
dt crn- cr)6 4$./b d .b"g

It is evident that Prophet of 41;a6PBUH even after being
blessed with the Prophethood, in the first three years kept his
Prophethood a secret and was offering prayers in the caves of
Makhah. Thus, the same objection, which is raised againsr
ImamAS,,vould occur to the ProphetPBUH ulso. In such a case
whatever be the ansrver of the opponents; our answer would also be
the same.
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Secondly, the condition that at the advent of the I*amAS

he wouid appear from Khurcs4n or East with the 
'black 

flags'. But

it is not so with the .ImamAS, the fact is that he has not appeared

from Khurasan but went to Khurasan and that his shrine is also

there. The answer to this is that this condition is absurd. It may be

noted that in the Sunc n-e-lbn-e-Maaja this event is noted through

ThoubanRZ but one sentence is omitted and the narrator has

piead.d his forgetfulness and had attached the news about the

MuhdiAS rvith it. This created the doubt that the MuhdiAS .vould

appear from the east with the'black flags'. The fact is that, after a

period of appearance of the 
'black 

flags' MahdiAS would appeur' To

clariFy this at this stage we rvould mention the abridged and detail

narrat ions.  ln  Suncn-e-  Ibn-e-Maaia i t  is  ment ioned:

+ols alf GLa aJJl Jy:Jle Jle cs +j;r g*sglQ9j ct'tr

G)l ),,,at y d a;Jt cpt p€JJa3>6 '"f tt*t Jl;;i{ r"!g

r$:rcl;ap dJ"i'^Jt .,1^s cr. cgdt crQl;J! C'�la3 F3 p<^o'|>19

"9,o;ii, tSf Jt;s +-tai>l y "tin+ 
Jts r".: f9-9  -J-rfu FJV;5

- d;, <oJl alr a;of-;4rtt eJ-iJt GtElfgJg o9'-r-rl+'i'

"lt 
is mentioned by ThoubnnRZ that the ProphetpBuH of

Allah had stated that for your treasure i.e., for Khrlafat three people

will fight. Every one of them will be the son of Khalifa. But, this

treasure would not reach any of them, and then the 
'biack 

flags'

would appear from the east. They shall massacre you but no

community would be able to kil l  them." Here the narrator says that,
'my 

masrer had stated something after this, which I 've forgotten.

Thus, rvhen you see him make covenant with him even though you

have ro go crawiing on the snow, because he is the Khalifa of

Allah, 
'NlahdiAs". In this Hadith the pronouns such ut o9&l; and

ogti! ure indicative towards the 
'black flags'. Due to this ambiguity,

people thought that the 
'black 

flags' would be with the MuhdiAS.

This concept is false. In fact these two pronouns are directing
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towards the I^o AS. This is evident from the narration of

HakimRZ and Abu Nogur^RZ,

n+.ilf cLa 4l;l JysJLe Jti a;c +iir ,-*:o9* ,f

,!l *.v 14Jt gt't F€ltL,J3 d f * JFii Fl-J9

lg.;,i^Jt .Jos cJ" clf c;!lrJt Cllt rJ rte"" *-l:

G.t€^Jf dlJl ai^b.& d f9e aJ.;Q F,)Ut F39l3lit,
a,i.lt 4its Alrf =b lspf S og4l+, o9'lti aq dr^- lSLi

I
lp+6.oltal l t

It may be noted that in rhis Hadith the sentence, which was

omitted in the Hadith referred earlier, is noted and it is
"1,

i5a€^Jt  r't&Jt.j+l F/ Hence rhe pronouns of o,t6 und ogaF

ivill be towards the Caliph of Allah who is the Imam MuhdiAS. In

the earlier Hadith the words of ogtl l=i---..SA€'oJli;taaoJ} ur"

omitted and hence the pronoun, of ogaF etc were diverted towards

the person bearing the 
'black 

flags' (which is not correct).

The gist of this tradition is that after the appearance of the

person rvith 
'black 

flags' the MahdiAS would appear because in

between the person with 
'black 

flags' and the MahdiAS the word the
'q^3' 

is mentioned. This rvord evidently suggests that, in between

the person with the 
'black 

flags' and the advent of MahdiAS there

will be considerable time. Henc" the advent of the Promised

MahdiAS is evidently after the appearance of the 
'black 

flags'.

In short those who have made a condition that the ImamAS

would come from Khurason and the 
'black 

flags' would be with him

ha,re neither given full thought to the Hadith, nor ha.re they

searched for the detailed Hadith. Had they tried for the detailed

Hadith then it rvould have been clear to them that going to

Khurasan or coming from Khurasdn or carrying the 
'black 

flags' are

not at all the conditions for the MahdiAS.
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The third objection is that, the Imam MahdlAS and /soAS
would be in the same period and that this Hadith has not come true
rvith the claimant of the Mahdiat.

J'he answer to this is that the /mamAS and .IsaAS both are
the Khcli/cs of Allah and are independent Imoms. The gathering of
this trvo in one period is not admissible. Since both of them are
permanent Khalit'as hence naturally they will take covenants
independently. Taking the covenant by two Caliphs at the same
time is prohibited, since it is narrated in the Hadith
to,s.r>t tgrlrts.lh-i*l*Jf clg+ f st, which means 

,if 
trvo Caliphs

are taking covenants kill one of them.' This Hadith was also put to
practice at the time of the Khilalat oI Abu Bakr Sidd;qRZ i.r.,
Sa'ad lbn-e-AbadaRZ rvhen proclaimed his Khila|at among rhe
Ansars, he was crushed. Apart from this Noui had stated,
J>l9 ol.oj "J ..y;l^lalt 6{.o;>f ;197 p,rc ..ss.-ALJf 4n>t i.e., the
ancestors have come to an understanding that trvo Khali/cs would
not come in one period. Thus, the advenr of MahdiAS and the
ItuAS in one period is against the Consensus (/jm'c) alsc. Hence
this condition is also false. In the book Sharah-e-Aaaed. I have
discussed this matter at length.

The fourth objection is that from certain Ahadith it is
evident that MahdiAS rx,ould appear in Medina and would come to
Makkah and that in between RuAn and Maqam people wil l make
covenant (Bait) with him. But the MahdiAS would feel this
covenant rrndesirable (makrooh). This condition is also not found in
the claimant o{ the Mahdicl, since, he had not come from Medina
to Makkah but he had gone from India to Mahkah. Thus, this
condition is also not fulf i l led by him. The answer ro rhis is that, we
have earlier discussed that the prophacies are not to be taken in
their l i teral meanings. They carry different symbols and metaphoric
erpressions and since Allah wanted to test, hence there would be
diff iculti",s in uirderstanding their real meanines. In this tradition the
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word 
"Medinc" 

is also in this category. Since it is also a forecast

and is about the advent of MahdiAS in future and after reaching

Makkah from Medina in Ka'ba in between RuAn and Maqam

people will be willing to make covenant (Bait). But he would take it

rvith undesirable feelings. Though in this tradition the word Medina

indicates towards Taaba, which is the name of the city Medina-tur-

Rcsoo/. Yet it means the Medina i.e. a city or a town. Had it not

been so, it would not have been difficult for the ProphetpBuH to

tell Taaba, because, the ProphetpBuH was not willing to call this

town as Yathrab and used to feel delighted calling it Taaba cs this

name was given by him self. Thus, the author of Ma'Iam has

written that,

alr^Jt €n*1 of rtLf qlc 4lJf ,."L.,;*)l ol ;t+t)l e,frl gp9

+1U" _+ _lt59.-r-*
"The 

ancient name of Medina is Yathrab and the name

given by the Prophet o1 411a6PBUH it Taobo." Had the Prophet of

411a6PBUH wanted to tell i t clearly then he would have said
'Taaba'. 

But when he had said it as Al-Medina (the town) and it

is also a forecast then necessarily it would not give its real meanings.

But it would mean simply Medina (town/city). Then the meanings

of the said Hadith will be that the MuhdiAS would enter into Ka'ba

from a city/town. In between Rukn and Maqam would take

covenant (Bait). This rvould be a generalized view; which may

apply to the town of Taoba (Medina) also. Cenerally this type of

metaphoric expression is available in respect of the news about the

future. In the 
'Torah-e-Munzzala' 

about the news for the

Proph"tpBuH it ir said, 
"God 

had told MuscAS (the Muso) I shall

send a Prophet from the brothers of the Jews." In this forecast if for

the words 
'Prophet 

from the brothers' the known meanings were

taken, then it would mean that from the descendants of YoAoobAS

(Jacob), God would send a Prophet. Since the brothers of the

descendants of YokoobAS would also be from the family of

YukoobAs only, in such condition this would not apply to the

Prophet MohammedpBuH, because the ProphetpBUH is the
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descendant of /smci/AS. Hence this forecast cannot be applicable for
his advent. Further it cannot be an answer to the objection of the

Jews. But from what we have investigated earlier, it is evident that
the forecasts or the news about the future cannot be taken in their
literal meanings. But they carry symbols and hints. Hence it would
be necessary to iake the meanings of the word 

'your 
brothers' as the

distant brotherhood. Then the brotherhood would mean the

brotherhood between the sons of lbrahim\S (Abrahum) i.e. the
descendants of IshuqAS and IsmailAS. Thus the meanings of the

brotherhood would rightly apply to these two Prophets.

The fifth ob;ection as mentioned is thar the Promised

MuhdiAS would be the King or Ruler and would conquer

Constantinople and would help the Christ (lsaas; in kil l ing Dajjal.

The answer to this is that as already stated it is not permissible for
two Caliphs to exist at the same period. It was also established that
there is a Cons.nsus on this issue. Yet the Promised MahdiAS
being a ruler and conquering rhe Medina. Constantinople is not
proved with the true Traditions. But it is established that the
commander-in-chief of the military, which would attack

Constantinople and conquer .it, v,ould be from the Bani Ishoq.
Thus, in Muslim Shareef this Ha.dith is note:

r1$"^-,,lrtra pt*g qJr 4i,f dlo $l Jy:Jle Jle oJja.tt '-
y Jle iltte *.Jl e [e*.+Ff -,nJf j b.*.frL? d{a-o+

ti Loitz f cb dttul r# c.lo lojl o9+- br-,q dr 4ctJf f96

,tl 4Ul9 dl,Jlyl d,lytttt N€.{ t9{.i dg e){."altg-gG{ N!
d,Jl yf 4Jt y aJtrtf otgq ,o3 J*.Jf .f qS*lt L6tL" *>l Ja-i*,.i

,Jl{Jl9+!tyt4Jly?iJl.iJf otgrr rrJ L<..l L- J-!*LS ,'II1JJt9

rro'bSt NS|.ii'f!ca^*q F,s t"4p c9n;*2 b9tt4, g616y4

o*t9 !# F of * e-f E Jt--z'rl,lglJt : a
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From this tradition it is evident that a group trom Bani

lshcq would launch lehad at the Medina (city) Constantinople with

takbeer and conquer it. At the time of distribution of the booty

ihere would be an uproar that 
'Dcjjal 

has arrived.' Then this groulr

wil l !"ave the booty and proceed to combat with Dcjjal. From the

perusal of this Hadith it is ciear that there is no mention of Imom

MohcliAs in it. But it is shorvn that the group, which conquers the

city of Constantinople, v,oulcl be frorn the descendants of bcni

IrlloqAs and from the true T'raditrons, which liave reacired the status

of continucrus Traditions (Hadith-e-Mutuatir) it is proved that the

Intam MahdiAS would be a Fatimait (descendant of the B;bi

FatimaRz). Thus roith this tradition it cannot be proved that the

Imam MahdiAs rvould be the king or a ruler. But his domain rvould

be spiritual guidance and that he rvould conquer the hearts of the

people with Faith (lmnn) and the coinaqe of his v'ords rvould bc in

circulation among the righteous people.

'fhe 
sixth corrdit ion is ihat the lmom'\S rvould appear and

proclaim as such ancl that during his periocl t lrere rvould be victories

and the booty v'c,uld i,c t,rought to him. That he u'ould give hearry

arnount of money to people to the extent that the poor rvould

l recome r ich.  The answer to i t  is  that  the d is t r ibut ion of  the boot f  is

a 6rrerogative of a king and kingdc,rn. Whereas it is not proved that

the MahdiAS would be a krng. Then it cannot be a condition for

the N'lahdiAS to dirtribute the booty' arrd u'ealth. Apart from this the

N'lohdiAs is a Khalit'a of Ailah and it is not a condition for a

Khalifa of Allah to be a king also. Since all the ProphetspBul- are

the Khalifas of Allah, even thoLrgh in respect of some of the

Prophets it has been made clear that they are the Khali las of

Allah, such as, AdumAS anci DarvoodAS ond in respcct of others it

has not been made clear. Even then. u'hen they issue

conrmandments of Allah arrd instruct the people to follow them, then

there is  no doubt  about  thei r  being the Khal i ia  of  Al lah.  Thut ,

when it is not a condition for the Kholifc of Allah to have thc

,:xt"rnal .r visible kingship. then for /mam ViahdiAS *ho is also a

"Saad Bin Abi 1

Verse l elr oilrai; u5t';i
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further in Tirrnezi it is ni

c,dsr lJ l *Ul?
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Khalifa of Allah, it will not be a condition to be the king. Since the
victories and distribution of booty is a prerogative of the kings
hence, these conditions need not necessarilv be found in him.

The seventh condition is that in the Tirmezi Shcrecf it is
narrated that:

soA-r f 4,r ",, f ,*l y G* v l c.r"'h. -r,-r/f e{Iry d> td,rJf yaJ$ y

"el5:*Jotc.pJe-rde" 
s l  WG9

Since the MahdiAS under discussion has not become the
master of Arab hence he cannot be the Promised MahdiAS. The
answer to this is that the MahdiAS is the Khatifa of Allah, as it is
evident from the Sunan-e-lbn-e-Maja reporred 6y ThoubanRz.
When he is the Khali la of Allah then it is nor necessary that he
should also be the master of the Arab or any piece of the earth.
Therefore, the Tirmezi has used other words as

..*l JAld J:l Jl e which means rhat 
.unless 

a person from
my Holy Family does not become the master.' It is not a secret
that the word 

'Vilagat' 
is generally used for the state and the

country. Yet the vord 
'Vilagct' 

as ir is used for the state and the
country, it may also be used without there being state and the
country. Thus, it is generally said that the 

'Vali' 
of so and so, son

of so and so or so and so person is the 
'Vcli '  

of his son or he is the
Vali of his grandson. It would not mean that the father or the
grandfather were the ruler of their son or the grandson. In short the
meaning of Vilagat can apply even without a country or governmenr.
In such circumstances the meaning of the said Hadith would be that
the world would not be destroyed unless a person from the Holy
Family (Ahle-Bait) becomes rhe master (Vali) for the guidance and
instruction of the people of the world. As the Vilagat (authority) of
guidance and instruction was evident and proved for the
ProphetpBuH similariy, the Vilagat 

'the 
guidance and insrructions'

for the ImumAS also wil l be applicable. As the ProphetpBuH was
not the king or ruler of the Arab or other parts of the world. vet his
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name would be Abu
in reports (Khabar-
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guidance and message was for the entire world, similarly the lrr'am

MahdiAS was not the ruler or king of Arab or other part of the

w"orld, yet his message and guidance has been for the people of the

rvorld. As the ProphetpBull *u, the master (Va/i) to protect his

ILmr,;"it from destruction and from going astray, similarly the Imarn

N4uhdiAS is also the N{aster (V'ali) to protect the [Jmmah of the

ProphetpBuFt fro* going astray or from destruction. Therefore, the

Proph"tptsuH has said that, 
"how 

my IJmmah would be destro,ved

rvhen I arn at the beginning and IunAS, the son ol Maiam

(I4anam) at the end and the N'lahdi from rny Holv Family (,4h1e

Bait) is in betrveen." I lence the lmam MahdiAS is the master

(! 'cl i) for guidance and instructions (Hid,rgol). In short the word
'dr6'r ' 

used in the prectding flali ih t ioes ttot Inean a ruler or the

king. But ir nieans the master or authority'. in the second lladith

since ihc o,. '.cl (*b-,,J) is u"eri ancl with this the rvord Arab n

ruot rrrt ntioneil, 
' l-h"re 

f,,re. this wc,rd rvould be treated as weak

(ghareeb).  L,specia l iy '  in  v iex ' r , i ' the fact  that  the P.oph"tpBUH in

,,he I{atj i ih. 
"hort/ 

nry (,j mmLth *'t,uld ire clestroyed'.." has forecasted

tlrat ior the erri ire (Jrwtuh of the Pro1.,[ctpBi]]J in the ' iddle period

the N{ahcli o,ould irc t[e protec:t,r thc I ' i laqat or a'thority of Mahdi

roould be for the (intmoh of the Prophet NloharnmedPBUH ;n

general bur not for the Arab land only. In these circumstances it

*,o1116.l sesrn bet',er thet in the senlcrl,,". "l/ l  etto{ thc word Arab

rnay be ornittecl. Thel the meanings c.f these Traditions wouid be ip

conformity w'ith the Hadith 
"horr" 

tny Linmah would be

destroyed. . . 
"

It may be notecl that the people who had rnude such type of

forecast about the conditions for the MuhdiAS had not given thought

to the fr.ct about the news of unseen (ghaib). ]n the Traditions in

.r, 'hich th,: p,rophecies are made. there are several problems in

ascertaining their meanings and that the f6recasts v,otrld never carry

the real meanings or t|e meanings as per the dictionaries. This has

becn d iscussed ear l ier .
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In short the result of the above discussion is that in respect
of the meanings of the forecast, there is a great need to keep in vierv
the honesty and piety. Since the forecasrs are test frorn Allah, it is
mandatory (Waiib) to consider them deeply and to search the
delicacies and hidden implications in them.

It may be noted thar the historian lbn-e,Khutdun afLer
considering the apparent meanings of the words in such Ahadith has
made the fo l lowing observat ion.

=
aIJl .ji 9 ot.r J* sb Yl a;9cc;XEJ negw .5.l.6.oJl lb,l& e,a oti

Jtpg {^olt)t+Utl l.jtl a*as 9 { f A N.., .,^r dc|.jt d Oe# cX
lra Jro Jl pd, onaligca ot .jtu +:/ ris r, ,* totl l$lc !,,,,U'

**Jt JAI d a;*-r cJlsyl {yy Sz,,,e, )Fg,o jLi}l c,.o tpl d.*yl
a-a^.*,Alf O*bl,t Jt Ua ol,i,i.Ll toJ c6iyg euj ,v1Xi

i .e . ,  
" l f  

th .  advent  of  the Mahdi  is ,  t rue,  then there seems no
reason for his invitation excepting that he ivould be a F atimait and
that Allah should put in the hearts of the people the lo'e and desire
for follorving him ti l l  he attains the glory and grander-rr. Further, for
spreading his message his porver shall be enough. Then alone he can
propagate his teachings and can instigate people on follo*,ing thern.
If he does not possess the grandeur and power of spirit and makes
his claim as N4ahdi and propagares his reachings and feels it enough
to be a person from the Holy Family (Ahle-Bait), then only his
being the rrrember of that family would noi be enough and he
cannot attain success." It is the opinion of lbn-e-Khuldun that the
MahdiAS roould be a king and hence for him grandeur and power
are necessary, because without this the affairs of the government
cannot be properly managed. This opinion of lbn-e-Khuldun is
wrong, because from the qualit ies of MahdiAS as mentioned in the
true Traditions the followinq is established.
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The first is that the MahdiAS it th" Khalifa of Allah as has

been reported by lbn-e-Majo through ThoubanRZ. Thut one who

would be a Khalif a of Allah need not be a king also.

The second is that the MahdiAS would be a person who

would protect the (Jmmah from destruction. This has been reported

by lbn-e-AbbasRZ and haq noted in Mishkat. It is not mandatory

(Wajib) that a protector from destruction and from going astray (of

the IJmmah) is a king also. The Prophet of AllahpBUH was a

protector from destruction and from going astray for the entire

world, yet he was not a king. This is obvious and needs no proof.

The third is that the MahdiAS is the concluder of the Faith

(Deen). This has been narrated by Hz. AIiRZ and has been

reported loy Tabrani in his Mu'aiam Awsat, and for the concluder

of the Faith it is not a must to be a king also. Since the religion of

the ProphetpBuH was started or founded without a kingship or

government, similarly its conclusion shall also be without kingship or

government, because the beginning of a new Faith would always be

difficult than its conclusion. Especially the Faith v,hich rejects all the

othe" Faiths. was founded without the grandeur, authority and

kingship or government, its conclusion would also not require such

things.

The fourth is that the Imam MahdiAS is the authority

competent for invit ing people (dau;ath). It is evident from the

traditio' (t4 et laf q,qJl a., +itt r+;e;, which is narrated by

Hammad and Abu Nageem. There are two reasons for it:

'The 
First is that for the concluder of the Faith, it is a must

that he should be an authority competent to invite (dcu.'clh). Since,

if he is not so, then what would he be concludingl
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The second is that the iVlairdi"{S ir the protector of the

Ummah from destruction then he musi be invit ing people towards

1].tg 'iqhteous path. If not, how he rvorrld shov, the way of salvation

and protect the [Jmmah from destruction or from going astrayl If it

were to be possible to protect the Ummah of ProphetpBUH vuithout

the invitation (dau;ath) then the very Hadith u,here in the

ProphetpBuH said that, 
"how 

my lJmmah would be destroyed..."

would become void.

When it is not possible to get protection without followrng

him, then it has to be accepted that the Imam MahdiAS is the

person who invites (dau;i) and a person who invites nced not be a

king or the ruler with grandeur. Thus, all the ProphetspBuT *ho

had invited (dawath) were not the kings or rulers. Even when the

Prophet og 411u6PBUIi int ited his close relatives torvards Allah they

not only rejected him but also had given him pain and injury in

different ways. Abu Lahab said you be destroyed, Oh!

Mohammed.. . '  
' ln  

response to th is  rudeness of  Abu Lahab,  the

Quranic srru-- - -* .d l  urc ' t '  (Sura 111) was revealed.  Fur ther

the ProphetPBUH ur"6 to tole rate the high handedness, teasing,

insults and injuries infl icted on him by oLher pagans of Makkah with

compassion and used to invite them torvards Allah and right path

again and again. Ultimately owing to these troubles, as per the

orders of Allah hepBUH left Makkah and migrated to Medina. h is

obvious that had he been the ruler or had the temporal power and
grandeur he woul.l not have been given such troubles nor he would

have migrated to Medina. However his message started affecting

number of people and making way into their hearts gradually and

they started converting without any fear of authority or grandeur.

Til l  the agreement o[ 
'Hudebiah' 

this condition prevailed. Tht

message of the ProphetpBuH *u, reaching to different tribes. Br-rt

there was no success. After the conquest of Makkah the progrcss

was visible. The other ProphetspBuT rr.h as l\fusn'lS (lt ' lusa).

/saAS (1sc) have faced similar problerns. Iv[uta'As was helpiess

before the pou,er and grandeur of Pharaoh, yet forced the Pharaoh
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through his inner power to submit. Similarly ftoAS in spite of his

weakness and downtrodden condition launched his campaign with

full force against the arrogant and rebellious clergymen of the

Judaism. Ultimately, after great troubles and injuries, he was

elevated to skies. In short, the invitations of the ProphetspBuT used

to be like this only. They never needed the pomp and show or

grandeur. Only the help from their Cherisher was enough at the

time of the delivery of their 
'message' without any government or

grandeur. In spite of countless troubles they never relaxed or showed

any slackness in delivering t\e message. Even they have sacrificed

their Holg lives in the cause of Ailah. The Prophets like

Zakai.aAS, Yahiga\S and others have met with this type of

treatment from the disbelievers. The HoIg Verse

laitt ' t4to}ho#1 (2:91) is the proof for this. Thus, it is evident

from this discussion that the authority competent to invite (da*^ath)

need not have the temporal power, government or grandeur, because

for such persons and message Allah is the protector'

The eighth condition is that there is a narration from Umme

SaImaRZ, the gist of which is that to fight with the MahdiAS utt

army will come from Syria and it would sink into the soil in between

Makkoh and Medina. Since this condition has not occurred to him

hence the claimant is not the MuhdiAS. The answer to it is that it is

not proved with the true Traditions that Syrian army would sink into

the soil in berween Makkah and Nledina and it is also not proved

that this would occur during the period of MahdiAS' It is not

nrentioned in the said tradition rhat Mahdi would fled away from

Medina to Makhah but in the Hadtth it is mentioned that a person

from the people of Medina wil l go to Mahhah and people would

make allegiance with him in between Ruhn and Maqam and that a

Syrian army would come to fight with rhar person and that it would

sink (in sand) in berween Makhah and Medina. Hence this

tradition does nor apply to MahdiAS. Actually the sinking of the
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Syrian army occurred during the time of Abdultah-bin-ZubairRZ.
Thus, it is mentioned in Scfti Muslim

c,* aJJt,r+ 9 ar*t .=1l c.* crJLall .l-c Jls d*h.iJf +i-f t,r*"c cf

.5,rJl,l.:J f sc QJfu c#"i*Jf f t AaJ,-, f t *1" t.o{n,o 0 t9 at gb
J J

!.c dlJt dl,o AJJl Jys Jts c,.t6s;glt pQt G ogg4r J*.>tr-

-i-,-t ,-f S\l q;"'l,l+l{ lilt tste e"r? qJt e^-*9 c,#Jt, cgry rtl-g
Q c.lne 1a61;e..zr Jl,t taJlf otraro,r.-i1'(-, oilt Jf-, {i €.Gi Ne

f9{.*t'$!9N,€.* { s-r...*r JLi IAJl.f OK'"+.jf-i *, J*,

1;+*aoqijr
i .e., Harith Bin Abi Rabiga and Abdullah-bin-Saffwan and
Obeidullah Al Qubtia came ro IJmme SalmaRZ and Obeidullah
asked about the army rvhich sank during the times of ZubairRZ,
then Umme SalmaRZ said that the ProphetPBUH 6u3 stared that
the person rvould take shelter in the Baitullah (Ka'ba) rhen an
army rvould attack. when it would reach'Baidc' it would sink into
the earth. with this Hadith it is clearly evident that the syrian
army, v,hich rvould sink in betrveen Makkah and Medina. would not
be during the times of MahdiAS. Btrt the forecast about this sinking
of army is related to the period of Hz. Abduttah-bin Zubaifz.
Thus those who have related this iladith with the chapter of
MahdiAS have committed a mistake.

The gist of this discussion is that the Traditions. which are
quoted in respect of the signs and conditions of MahdiAS are vividly
evident in one aspect i.e., the birth of the MahdiAS i, n...rrury and
this issue is proved rvith other Traditions also. Therefore, the birth
of MahdiAS i, n.*, through conrinuous Traditions (Ahad.ith-e-
Mutuatir) the other qualities, condirions and signs that are in the
category of news from single Traditions (Ahaad) would be
presumptive (Zinni) and woulC need thorough investigation. Some
people feel that all the Traditions in respect of MahdiAS are not
onfy weak but are also all coined, during the times of Khalila-
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Mahdi-Bin-Mansoor-Abbasi. Some worldly scholars, ro make
worldly gains and to increase their position with the Khatila Mahdi,
have coined these Traditions. Thus, these Traditions are not worth
making a base for awaited Mahdi in future or to accept some one as
the Promised One basing on them. The answer to this is that the
true Traditions, in which the ProphetpBuH instructed to wait for
Mahdi's appearence in future, are indicative rhat the N4ahdi would
be from the Holy Family (Ahle-Bait) and would be a descendanr
oI Fatima-tuz-ZohraRZ. He rvould be the person who would
protect the L|mma'h of the ProphelPBUH from mischief and
destruction. Moreover, the Faith (Deen) would be concluded on
him and he would brighten the earth rvith the l ight of the Faith.
Here we would quote certain Traditions through which it is evident
that the Promised Mahdi would be a descendant of Fatimait-uz-
ZohraRZ.

first tradition,The

oUl ,rL. ol,tJg-; slo*J sJtS &I*l tf 61c !,+".oJlC a1l.l cf
|  .  7 , ,l$. AlJl c,4a^bLi Jl cf 6r€^Jl J* pt-l q_t

ln Mustadrak it is reporred through Hahim that (Jmme

SaImaRZ narrates that she heard the Prophet o1 61lo6PBUH saying
that  the Mahdi  would belong to Bani  Fat ima (Holy Fami ly) .  This
is  repor ted in  Sunan-e- lbn-e-Datrood a lso.

The second tradition,

df of c*allqf .Jl PSr*Jt Jt5..,l;Jldfr.Jldlcf
qJ- 9o efr d-l qJr niJl ,rL" ni'f Jy, oLorf l,nf .r1"r f jl

.fllty^y ..S*Jf d qq y, dJ*Jtd cr{ # ,o,tl .,rr;1 Jz;
Yrc

'Hz. 
AIirRZ looking at Hz. HurrunRZ said that this son of

mine is 
'SYED' 

thus the Prophet of AllahpBUH hud named him
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so. Through him a person would be born who would have the name
of the ProphetpBuH and his characters would be similar to those of
the ProphetpBuH. But he would not be having facial resemblances
with the ProphetpBUH. H. wil l f i l l  rhe earth with justice.' This
Hadith is also reported in Sunan-e-Abu Dawood.

The third tradition, narrared 6y lbn-e-OmefZ that,
c:

Oii..tEJl *tg g" ,.F: e-ftJtg oo Ut oar.*c o1l cf
tt-p k! i*i19 k AcJ Jt+t aJ..u-J ttg dj.ia,t ,_log cf

!d bQ1- y t F*r' g{ t Jii trEJ t9 4^+r. "J ro. GJ I Jij t*J I b pl

-\r"iJf 9t;f.J chr ct N$, oijt"* yl l;iLxJtg
'From 

the progeny of Imam HusrainRZ, a person would
appear from the East. Even if mountains stand in his way he would
destroy them and carve his way.' Haliz Abul easim, Hafiz Abu
Nageem Asfahani and Hafiz Abdultah Nageem Bin Hamed have
narrated this tradition in their books.

The fourth tradition is that,
.i- l

pl-g qL AJJl dLa dl Jf, qJ€ +:.c alSt o,arqqj- f

+ Ulrs ailt .i*J,r>t9 f9{ 
yl t*-rJt c;".r11 F,t Jl,t dlt

.':,
d Clh +lJl,r*c bt Ls:3,.silt AiJ"} 9.."S-t 4^*Jl yr. 

J
yr b9- 4l edirg g;r.rJf { 4iJt c;r ;Gnil9 ,f }t (j).J ,.rut

JUi q;Lo*Lil f lni 4iJl Vt 4Jt y 
Jgrt yt 

.pryf +.>. g .=lc,_sdt

olc o.r* +-f gl.rs .=.it +,g Jtsp i;Jg.gf +i.ft Jf-,, Q
**i. .,Jl,,S *r r*rO{:*rEJl" 

Hazrath Huzaif aRZ had narrated that the prophet of
411.5PBUH had stated rhar even if one day is left for the end of this
world (Day of Judgment) (Allah would prolong that day so that) in
that day a person who would carry my name, characteristic and
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family name of Abu Abdullah would be born. In between RuAn
and Maqam people would make covenanr (Bait). Allah would
restore the pristine purity of His religion through him. He would
have victories to his credit. On the earth he would not meet the
people rvho do not recite 

" lJlyl+ll Y" (There is no one to worship
except Allah)." Sulaiman enquired to the ProphetpBuH as to which
son of the ProphetPBUH this person would belong) The
ProphetPBUH said 

'he 
would belong to this son of mine and

touched Imam HussainRZ.'

It may be noted rhar in the tradition, which has been
quoted earlier through Hz. AliRZ, ir is indicated thar Imam
MahdiAS would be a descendant of Hz. HurrunRZ and as per the
Traditions through Ibn-e-OmeFZ and KhadijaRz he rvould be a
descendant of Imam HussainRZ. In these Traditions the conmon
thing is that the Imam MahdiAS would be a descendant of F atima-
tuz-ZohraRZ. This is evident from earlier Traditions also. In such
circumstances it would be concluded that the Imam MahdiAS would
be a Fatimait in his progeny and his being Hassani or Hussaini is
a matter of presumption (Zun).

The fifth tradition, narrated by lbn-e-OmerRZ that,

Ut ,* oJll JyrJti -16 4;c 4iJl ge; Fu{t;€

r_S*ll c,p ,h:efrGb lcul fg6 Y d-l q&

r:.il"o Laf Yuc ,P:\l '),tof ,=#ff a$ glsa"J(f 4^-,,f

t lP
"The Prophet of AllahPBUH ,uy, that the Day of Judgment

would not dawn until a person from my progeny appears. He would
carry my name and his family name would be mine."

The fourth tradition, which is narrated through HuzaifaRZ,
is evident that, the family of Imam MahdiAS would be Abu
Abdullah and hom this tradition (fifth) it is proved that, his family
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name would be Abul Qasim. Since both these tradition are singular
in reports (Khabar-e-Ahad), hence rhey are presumptive (Zinni).
out of these trvo, the true tradition would be that which actually
occurs. Thus, with us the tradition of Ibn-e-Om.rRZ i, f inal in this
matter, because the Imam is having the family name as that of the
ProphetpBuH und since it had occurred accordins to the said
tradition.

It may be noted that in this tradition and the tradition
quoted through Imran bin HassairtRZ and other tradition of
HuzaiftRT-, the rvord 

'ualadi' 
would mean Fatima-tuz-ZohraRZ,

because there is no tradition in which it is mentioned that ImamAS
.vould be a descendant of any other daughter of the ProphetPBUH.

The Sixth tradition is that,
j

aJJl *.;.y.rEJl _k -F _16 _o oyt -:c;_Gtr _-rf a.-c
I

ol-: qt dJJtJg*Jj oh-to.5-,\- ti.o.-.r*..rtolJl,ni 4-ir

9oa&c ooP,,-lc e-e9-r"{+ p-! t-F:* rt'efu
'[A*Jl .Ft carts ex sg+ll j@lgt9.*Jt 4-oL,ol9.;rut

:Ja"J1 F*.a liiyt oJf a€-rEtl cJ+l p)9-b9 kjtL-J9

Up)yt),|a{ ti tiiJt 619 a"Li.p.rYl oi.xr_r oJi,=.riJl .-r{Sl
a .  "-l,,fr91,--o-J-br-i--lr y,r_c

It is narrared by Abi Vagal that Hz. AIiRZ looked at
HussainRZ and said, 

"This 
son of mine is a Sged, thus the prophet

of AllahpBUH hud named him so." The person who carries rhe
name of your Prophet would be born to him at a time when the
people rvould be negligent of the religion (Deen). He would aim at
reveal ing the t ruth (Hoq).The Heavens would be happy on h is
advent. He would have bright forehead, sharp nose, broad shoulders
and slender rhighs. on his right thigh there wourd be a mole. Th.re
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would be a gap in his teeth. He would fill the earth with peace and
justice as it would have been filled with tvrannv.

It may be noted that through certain Traditions it appears
that the Imam MahdiAs would be a Hussaini, (descendant of
Imam HussainRz) and through some orhers if is evident that he is
a descendant of Imam HassonRZ. It may be seen that the reporters
of some Traditions are different and of some others are the same
persons. Thus we have quoted two Traditions as narrated by Hz.
AIiRZ of which one is evident thar, lmam MahdiAS is a descendanr
of Hz. HurtunRZ and from the other it is evident that he is a
Hussaini. since these Traditions are singular (ahad) it is possible
that the tradition wherein the name of HassanRZ is mentioned in
fact it would have been HussainRZ or vice-versa. There would be
these two possibil i t ies. But from these Traditions there is a
conclusive proof of the fact that Imam MahdiAS would be a
Fatimait. In several Traditions it is also reported rhat the ImamAS
would be from the Holy Family of the ProphetpBuq lAhlr-Bu;t1.
Thus in Sunan-e-Abu-Dawood through AI iRZ and in Fawaid-e-
Hafiz-Abu-Nageem through Abu HurairoRZ und in Sunan-Abu-
Omer-Osman-al-Maqurg through Abu Sageed KhudariRZ and in

lama' -e-Tirmezi through lbn-e-M asoodRZ and Abu N ageem
through Abdullah Bin Ome#Z and orher Mohathiseen (the
narrators of Hadith) in their Masaneed and Sanoin (books of
Hadith) have narrated that the Imam MahdiAS is from the Holy
Family of the Prophet MohammedPBUH lAhlr-Buit!. Now, we
have to consider the point that which persons are meant from the
expression of Holy Family of the Prophet MohammedpBuH (Ahle-
Bait)l It is evident rhat rhe Ahle-Bait includes Hz. AliRZ, Fatima-
titz-ZohraRZ, HasronRZ and HusscinRZ. Thur, in Tirmezi Shareef
it is narrated that,
a{tt o.r-rr,.:Ji {i.J Jte {c "Jlt oo,,.etsg.-dl crf r*d,-!:

9 qb 4iil Jy: tc5 ,j.s-.tj9 U "U9 r*t.qr 9 U .l;+f €.r-j _

. ---J-qt ,"<I-lt Jt-59 f--;-*-9 tJ r 9 ato L,r 6
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"Scad 
Bin Abi Viquas has narrared that, when the Quranic

Verse ( u' Fsjtlit 6ei td p,ot1y was revealed, the prophet

7v1o1lo^^"4PBUH called AliRZ, FatimaRZ, HassunRZ and
HussainllZ- and said "O! 

God this is my family (Ahle-Bait)"
further in Tirmezi it is narrated that,

.:.# */Ul* l*Jl? Ut9 4{tttis.rt.rJte'.ial- pl 6

oq jl Nllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllic..Ar*J +ilt u*-rt Loif roI.g qJ. riJl ,rL- ,-;*Jl
; J

4!l ;lE &l Jysc4*Jt eg _t1:sbi,"t4!q 9 c/# Jtal

of JLgg 'L-.3 ,56il+ o*.^rEtlg O,.^Jl9anlzl,i9 r"bg qlt

c."lef )*glai roS-Xb: J*-jf pg;s lr.ss6.r* ,-Jot,y+

cJ" c; I F el d,t.t I J lne c"d J$ t cpo \;"*J | &' Jf-, t

Si€ -;lt etill"Umme 
SalmaRZ has reported that when this Quranic

Verse rvas revcaled I rvas standing at the door of the Prophet
NIoharnmedPBL'H un6 the Verse rvas that Allah rvanted to remove
dirt from you and rvould clean you and 1'our family (,4hle-Bait) and
at that t ime, the Prophet MohammedpBuH, Fatimait-uz-ZohraRZ,
HurronRZ and HussainRZ *"." present in the house. The Prophet
Mc;harnmedpBuH had covered them all in a sheet of cloth and tolcl
that this is my famlly (Ahle-Bait), remove dirt from them and
purif l '  them fully. Umme SalmaRZ s,u[rnit.^.1 .r '  "O!

Pr<rphetPBUH o- I not from your family)" He (Proph.rPBUH;
said, 

"You 
are a pious woman and one of the wives of Prophet

MohantmedPBUH." It is evident from this Hadith that the wives of
the Prcrphet MohammedPBUH *.r. not included in the Holy Family
(Ahle-Bait). It is a fact also because for any person family members
would mean the relations that cannot be broken in any
circumstances. The rvife is not in that category, because her
scparation irc,m her husband is possible. This is in respect of women
in generi l. but the position of the wife of the Prophet
MohammeclPBUH It different, due to their superiority and respecr.
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However, it is evident from the Hadith of (Jmme SalmaRZ that the

definition of 
'Ahle 

Bait' is the same as is shown in the Traditions

through AnotRZ, AishaRZ and Zaid lbn-e ArqamRZ.

The gist is that, the person from the Holy Family (Ahle-

Bait) of the Prophet MohammedpBuH means the same as shorvn

earlier wherein MahdiAS would be a descendant of Fatima-tuz-

ZohraRZ. In such circumstances what benefit would have been

drawn by the persons who wanted to please a person ftom Abbasiat

progeny by creating the Traditions indicating a person from

Fatimiat progeny as the Promised MahdiAsl In fact, with such

foolish act they scem to have proved their own absurdity. Since,

with such Traditions the rejection of the Mahdi Abbasi would be

proved. Thus their opinion is foolish and the question is childish!

Some people who seem to be interested in worldly gains and

rvanted to have independence from religious bounds, have expressed

the opinion that when the Khilat'at and the rule from the

descendants of Hz. Ali Karam Allahuwaihu lras taken arvay and

the poverty and necessity had made them disgraceful und dependent

on the other communities (tribes) and w'ere looked down by the

courtiers and rulers of the Bani Ummagga and Bani Abbas. then

for the well being of their future generations, they might have coined

some Traditions of such nature, rvhich may be indicative that in

future the F atimait progeny would gain power and its government

would cover the earth from east to west and would fill the earth with

peace and justice. Thus they created some Traditions with such

matter and have indicated that from the progeny of F atima-tuz

ZohraRZ a great person would be born, who would have the tide of

the MahdiAS and would fill the earth with peace and justice. He

would also be a Khalifa of Allah and that the Deen would also be

concluded on him! Hence, all such Traditions are coined ones and

there is no reality in them. I would l ike to submit that this is a

statement, which is evident of atheism and the doubts indicated

therein are so vast that the entire religious ambit would be rejecterl,
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since in such circumstances it can be viewed that all the Islamic

sects' fall in the same category. For instance it may be true to say

that the Hanafis, have created some Traditions and have founded

the basis of their liqa and that not even a single Hadith quoted by

them is true. Similar doubt can be expressed in respect of the Fiqa

of Imam Shafai, Imam Malik and Imam Ahmed Bin Hambal,

that in support of their liqa they have created certain Ahadith in

their support. It may be thought that people have created several

Ahadith in support of their religion and to reject their opponents. In

support of their view 
'all 

such coined Traditions were presented.

Thus, when in spite of all the care taken by the persons who have

collected the Traditions and in spite of their being pious, a doubt

has been expressed that such people have coined Traditions in

respect of MahdiAS to please the government and to gain power,

then why such a view should not get strengthened in respect of

every Imam-e-Mujtahid that to give glamour and to spread their

religion, they have created such Traditions and that the historians

have also followed them whole-heartedly. Thus, those who have

presented these views, in fact have tried to uproot all the religions

and sects. This open mindedness, Cod forbidding, may also lead to

the opinion that all the religious heads are in the same category,

because it is possible that in every period some wise men might

have created some political and administrative rules to have the

foundations of culture and civilization and might have given them

the religious colour by call ing them 
'Cod 

sent Shcri 'a'. Further to

give stability to this cultural activity might have forecasted the

advent of the Prophet or several Prophets in future. The

enlargement of this doubt will result that there would be no religion

or Faith, which is in existence, is founded or sent by Allah. Thus,

the said opinion is completely atheistic.

Some people view that lscAS and MahdiAS ur. not two

different persons but lscAS himself is Mahdi and that the Hadith
F -  6 ,

" "#c 
y! (5-t<5 y 

1Th.r. is no Mahdi except Isc) is evident
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the word 7- rs applici

qja 4IJJt ,rL ,g'JICs eU to C.f t cf (.9)-+Jt O*r C.c

FlJ6 c .f "-. v! t5*<" v Jte 4jt Nl*,g,
Mohammed-bin-Khalid-al-Jindi from Abaan Bin Saleh-bin-abi
Agah from Hassan-al-Basri from Anas-bin-Malik from
ProphetpBuH, *ho said that there is no Mahdi except Isa-bin-
M aiam. Yahiga-bin-M oin has called M ohammed-bin-Khalid- at -

l indi as Vclid but rvas silent about his memory (hilz). Bahiqge
says that Mohammed bin Khalid is solitary (munfarid) alone in
this tradition. Hakim says that he is an unknown (majhool) person.
There is no tradition by him through Abaan- anil-Hassan and the
tradition from Aban-bin-abi ALtash through Hassan is also a
deserted (matrook) one. The author of Aaqduddar says that,
'Nisagee 

has treated this tradition as denied one.' Bahiqye has
termed Mohammed-bin-Khalid-al-l indi as uni<nown (majhoot)
person and treated lbn-e-abi-Arlcsft as rejected one. Thus, there is
no doubt in this tradition being a weak and doubtful one. The
people who viev' the Imam Mahdi-e-N,luoodAS and the lsoAS us
one person are not having any evidence.

The Traditions we have quoted earlier are evident of two
aspects. The first is that the Imam MuhdiAS is a descendant of
Bibi FatimaRz. The second is rhat the Imam MahdiAS would be in
the middle of the Ummofr of Moha-ttt"6PBUH. Thus, the tradition

$ois*^Jfg IAJ-I.J "*g ultj 6t6nid,u<3 !4.r

tda-.o J -+ .-lot rr
evident for this. This Hadith is quoted in Mishkaat, Razeen and
Masnad Imam-bin-Hanbal also. From this it is very clear that
\4ahdiAs is descendant of the Prophet of AllahpBUH and /roAS i,
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the son of Mariam and it is also evident that MahdiAS would be in
the middle of the Ummah of MohammedpBuH and .[saAS would be
sent at the end of the Ummah of MohammedpBuH. Since it is
wrong that the two permanent Khalifas of Allah would gather is the
same period, hence the said Hadith which it self is weak and against
other Traditions, cannot become loeical evidence.

It is evident that one of our contemporaries Mirza Chulom
Ahmed Qadigani from Curdaspur of Punjab, after proclamining
that he is the christ, has also claimed that he is the Promised
Mahdi and has argued with the Hadith

a /

( ',*,oct r#€V!q5..l6oY'; ancl has greatly neglected the
Tradrtions in which it is informed that 

'1so' 
is rhe son of Maiam

and would descend from the skies in the last days and would kill
Dajjal. When these Tradirions were not applying to him he has
interpreted these Traditions out of context and on imagination. out
of these interpretations even one of them was not correct. Had he
himself considered the issue carefully then for him neither the
proclamation of the christhood nor the Mahdiat was worthwhile.
Chulam Ahmed Saheb was neither the son of MariamRZ nor the
descendant of the Prophet of AllahpBuH, but he was the
descendant of some 

'Mirza' 
. In these circumstances if he had

adopted a general position and had become a great scholar of
scholars then it would have been suitable for him. But he had made
such a claim that was never applicable to him. He did not stop at
this proclamation but he had also proclaimed that he was Shree
Krishna and did not consider how righteousness and meanness
rvould accumulate in one person at one time. We will drop this
discussion here and discuss the Traditions, which we had mentioned
earlier. From the said Traditions it is proved that th; Imam
MahdiAS is the Khalifa of Allah and free from error and is a
protector of the Ummah from destruction. Thus MahdiAS, because
of the fact that he is a Khalifa of Allah and the protector of the
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Ummah of the Prophet MohammedpBuH, is in rhe caregory of the
Prophets.

The discussion about the first issue is, that the tradition
from ThoubanRZ, which has been reporred by Hahim Abu Nageem
and IL,;-e-Maja, it is evident that the Imam MahdiAS i, th"
Khalit'a of Allah. The tradition is:

C;f rur J|;^6 Ai,t Jy:JLr Jtg d;c Ai,f .-t't cly cs
sliltt ell'i d pa*n,l>l9 *@o-f V ad"l} Cl F€Jf arl3

..=br d f9s olq ,t. Ni NS9'gGf d,.;t$Jr rhg c,o^ caJl
diti ClsJt ,*ly- ggog4t*i orti ar dr^rt5ti aj,lf a;*I.>

.g,r.goJf+irf aqf;

The translation of this tradition is given earrier. From this
tradition it is evil ient t\at Iniam MahdiAS is the Kfta1i/o of Allah
and the one who is the Khali/a of Allah wourd necessarily be free
from errors. If he were not free from errors then there wouid t,e a
possibil i ty of commiting mistakes in his orders. In such conditions
every order given by him rvould be a mixture of right and wrong.
Then it would nor be mandarory (Wajib) to accept him. Therefore,
for a person who is a Khatifa of Allah, it is mandatory for him ro
be free from errors.

From the Holg Quran it is evident that the Khalifa of
Allah would be a person to whom God has taught th'e names of all
things. Thus AdamAS *u, given the Khitafat of Allah. Allah has
taught him the names of all things (t<Ir-.to-vr r5r |."ke) (Z:31, 32).
Since the word Aiif and laam are the evidence of total coverage
and the word ' t€lt '  is used for emphasis. Therefore, AdamAS
shoulcl be a scholar of all the names in the manncr that no name
should be out of his knorvledge. Thus, all the names of the creator
and the created ones would be included. Therefore, one who would
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be a Khalifa of Allah should necessarily have the knowledge of all
the names of the creator and the created ones. Therefare, Imam
MahdiAS being the Khalifa of Allah would be a scholar of all the
names of the creator and the creations.

The second issue is that, the MahdiAS is the protector of
the lJmmah of Prophet MohammedpBuH from its going astray.
Thus, from the Hadith ("-r-r\sJr.a;4f r-{l€i\raf 

) i.e., 
"How 

my
ummah would be'destroyed..." it is evident rhar in the [Jrnmah of
Prophet iVlohammedPBU['l ,6" possibility of destruction is due to
the reason that for the first three generations the Proph.tpBuH hod
given the good news of their safety. After this period there arose
differences in the belief and acrions of the Muslims. In tha third
centuryAH several Muslims were attracted torvards the philosophy
and thousands of new ideas and innovations crept in Islam and
every sect started crit icizing the other. Thus in accordance rvith the
saying of the ProphelPBUt"i

1 
o-slgYkrUl j t<Jf 4grt c;t:+- 9 aiyi .=Lc . ;of g!_J;r ) that

means 
'my (Jmmah would be divided into 73 sects out of v,hich

one sect would be heavenly and all others u,,ould go to hell ' . Thus,
ProphetpBuH rvith a view to prorect the Ummah said that my
Ummah would not be destroyed because in the beginning I am and
/so AS would be in the end of the [Jmmafr and NIohdiAS would be
in the middle period of the lJmmah. when rhere are rhree
protecrors of ummah it would nor go astray. From this Hadith it is
evident that the aspect of protection of the (Jmmoft is equal with all
the three Holy personalit ies i.e., there would be no excess or less in
this aspect.

Analysis
From our foregoing statements it is evident that the advent

of Imam MuhdiAS is essential. For this advent, two reasons have
been stated.
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The first is that the /mcmAS is the protector of the [Jmmah
from destruction and going astray. The second is that the true
Traditions (Ahadith-e-sahee) are giving the message that even if
one day is left for the end of this world, Allah may prolong it to the
extent that in it the Imam MahdiAS would be born. Thus in
Sunan-e'Abu Dawood it is reported,

b. ;J tP;t'i 4l,l e4i sP lll e,lJi 4)l Jq"rrll ffi 
yl tjJl d & oJt

-.d l rorf q f ror ll,rnrt al.r l &t *,,,.'g..Ja f ,rrll .*i .f
The translation of this Hadith has already been given. In

sunan'e-Abi 'Sheeba rhe same tradition is noted through Abduilah
Ibn-e-Masood. 

'Tabrang' 
in'Afrad' and Haliz Abu Nageem and

Hahim in their books have also reported rraditions of this narure.
The gist of these Traditions is that the birth of Imam MahdiAS ," u
necessity of the Deen (Faith) and if ir were not so, there was no
need to express emphatically that even if one day of this world were
left it would be prolonged that in it ImamAS would born. Now the
matter to be considered is that as to what was the reason for
expressing it so emphatically. In this regard it is to be stated that as
per the ProphetpBuH the ImamAS would be the concluder of the
Faith. This is supporred by several Traditions.

1) The first tradition is from Nageem bin Hammad, which has
been narrated lry Abu Nageem that,

- L

J I U,�of 4l Jys ! cJg Jte {r Ut oar.J" ,c
J

4{ 4lJl ni>c,, U.o.-! V Jlie U.f c,," pf !SA{.oJ!aarEo

-Q d, Lof gr*lt

It may be noted thar the word Minna is used for Aal-e_
Mohammed i.e., Hz. AIiRZ asked the ProphelPBUH whether the
Imam Mahdi is also included in Aal-e-Mohammed or not. The
ProphetpBUH repli"d that he is from us and Allah shalr conclude
the Deen (Faith) with him as it had commenced with us. Tabrantl
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has also reported this tradition through Hz. AI]RZ but there is slisht
difference of words:

,"f !S'r.€att "tatEo JT Uof aiir Jysli ./t Jle & *, ,*r.# cf
_ t+ ers tn f oJ,rtr q +! f 6:q U" J V J tai gf o"

In the second sentence of this tradition (Hadith), the
passive participle has been omitted. From the first tradition it is
evident that this word is 

'Deen' 
. The meanings of this tradition are

the same, which has been given, in the first tradition.

2) The second tradit;on is from Haliz Abu Bahr Behqge in the
book ,41 Ba'as Wal Nashoor:

r,lk gi I \ru J te d" Ul ,* ,e.rk g* | ..Jf" uo-, ..A I cf
Y olg.>;V .,lt rot rg qJc 4lJf ,rL. oll Jg-sJt! Jgq a;c alt g,

!6 ,'ebLi toyi c.*Jf -lbl Uo 4!f c"j+i.sP JLJJIg f Qyt i-,Adi

alf )l t+ y)tl f * er Lof aoyt oilyt Nt't t4*1l1 dl '"nJf q*j:

_t! tiil 4$rq
It is reported 6y Abu Sageed Moula lbn_e_Abbas rhar the

Prophet o1 411'6PBUH said the days and nights of this rvorld rvould
not end unti l from the Holy Family (Ahte-Bait) a youth wourd be
born. He rvould be rhe person who would bring the activit ies of
Ummah on the right path. Thus, in the manner as this order
(Deen) starred with us, ir is hoped that Allah would end ir wirh us
only i.e., when the Mahdi is from the Ahle_Bait of Rasool
411a6PBUH then in the same manner as the propll.rPBUH, he is the
concluder of the Faith (Deen). Thus it is evident that the MahdiAS
would be concluder of the Faith (Deen\ and his advenr is essenrial
otherwise the conclusion of the Faith wourd not be completed. At
this stage it is desirable to mention the aspects, which would be
attended to by the Imam MahdiAS for concluding the Faith of the
ProphetPBUH und would invite on those aspects on the orders of
Allah.
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It may be noted that, the teachings of the Holg euran are
covering three aspects. The first is the knowledge about the Islam
(llm Islam). The second is the knowledge abour the berief (Iman)
(llm Iman). The third is the knorvledge about the perfection (llm
Ehsan). Therefore, all the three aspects are clearly indicated in the
Hadith in which it is narrated that the Angel Gabriel Uibrael) in
front of the companions of the ProphetpBUH questioned about
these things. The Hadith is as under:

dLE 4Jl JS,-:y..? {sJl cJAiJ 4;c c-lJt t*s -u-ccll cf
aalJlcF ,J-. I u"'Fs St.=r{ e+rt tisf rtJ-9 4.k dul

r5'! Cf* ,.-cegs,.tUJl JleJ .,hfie qsl+Jf Jb. ; cfo 4".rEj lo^rio

ol,.oiyl t"Sff oUl Jysli Jlie F"l9 qlc aj-Jt sJa dtJg-.r

F gaJyS So,r-c ti-0.:c-o Otg aLtt yt 4-Jt y q;t o+t+s Jt-i.s
alll crn of g o-1> s.\dlg prl f#tl g &s gqJg a;S)aoJ cJ.a

fltJt qlc dJl Jysnni,\.a;r dg+ ti.rEd, gg,r.- Jlii "" ;JLrj

C{l;i Lo;)t*Jt ,+{s LtJt Jg--tl{ Jtns erUt ,J-at .-k: C.'o
'>+.Jl e, g O l,a.o; f g g 6' f jt, 14 19 o ).i,4J t a.oLg t J Lnt,")a*r )r t

Jg*s Gfir.dJ 4r9it l;a*e Jti *i,r.a Jlie 4rt^+Jl ,o.1U!Vf9
gLeYtlo dl Jf-l q J6e a,oJa o6tf pLg ool" 4tJt \sJr {tJt

J69 Jl.r Ati olj crS ,aJoG of;.j,tlLf 4JJtj^*j otJLt
t{ Qb J#f tee Jle AcLJt ...,,+ dJt Jgaslr Jlns," .:.jA.a

Ua of dt Jlsj d.,,rUf Ja.,9J� F! t i.s ,oi #Uf $4 N--e

O--(;+sfJL.-r..irF.(r-Jr.-d-Jl rt h.*
Abu Mutg'ee Balkhge has narrated this tradition from lbn-

e-Omer, which has been adopted in Fiqa-e-Ahbcr written by
Imam'e-Azam, and sahiheen (books of rrue Traditions) with sright
change in wordings, the rranslation of which is rhar Ibn-e-OmeEZ
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stated 
"l 

was sitt ing beside the Prophet o; 411a6PBUH and (some)
elderly people were with me. Then a person with good looking hair,
wearing headgear (dastaar), looking like a villager, came crossing
over the heads of persons sitting and stood before the ProphetPBUH
and requested him to state 

'O! 
Prophet of AllahpBUH what is

Iman?' The ProphetpBuH stated that, 
'you 

have to bear witness to
the fact that there is no God except Allah and MohammedPBUH i,
His servant and aposde and shall have Faith in His angels, books
and Prophets and on the Day of Judgment and also have belief that
the good and bad are predestined and are from Him (Allah).' H"
(the stranger) said that 

'What 
you said is correct. ' We wondered

that he says to the Prophet of AllahpBUH what he said is correct,
in spite of the fact that the villagers would be ignoranr. Then he
asked, 

'Ol 
Prophet o1 411a6PBUH what are the rules of Islaml' The

ProphetpBuH stated, offering Sa1cf, payin g zakaat (poor tax) and
observing fasts during the month of Ramadan and performing
pilgrimage to Ka'ba (if capable) and taking bath after having
intercourse. Said (the stranger) that what you said is true. 

'We

wondered that he is confirming the statement of the ProphetpBuH
as if he is teaching to him (The Prophet). Then he asked, 

'O!

Prophet of 411a6PBUH what is perfection (Ehsan)? The
ProphetpBuH said that, pray Allah in rhe manner that you are
seeing Him and if you cannor think l ike this then, know that Allah
is seeing you. Said (the stranger) that what you said is correct.
Then he asked that O! Prophet of Allah when the Duy of

Judgment would dawn) The ProphetpBuH told thut, I am not
better informed than the questionerl Then the stranger turned and
went into the public and disappeared. The Prophet o1 411a6PBUH
stated that he was JibraelAS (The Archangel Gabriel) and had
come to teach you your religion (Deen). From this tradition it is
evident that there are three branches of the revealed Shcri'at. Out of
these three branches, the first is Iman (Belief) the second is Islam
and the third is Ehsan (Perfection). The Holg Quran covers all
these three aspects but out of these three aspects the Prophet of
AllahpBUH has fully covered the two aspects Iman and Islam.
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Hence there are thousands of Traditions and hundreds of book
covering these two aspects and teachings. The teachings about the
perfection (Ehsan), which is the third aspect of the Holg Shari'at-
e-Munnazil la and the third wing of the Holg Quran, have not been
given commonly by the Prophet o1 411u1-tPBUH in uny of the hadith
in detail.

From the perusal of the said Hadith it is evident rhat rhe
Ehsan (Perfection) means the vision of Allah (Deedar) only,
because the words,

1ol;.ilr 
rf +iir *+ri ol .! olj.16 [f o,i,lr.1'o*.pr,

denote the Vision of Allah (Deedar) and its details or explanarions
are neither available in any of the Verses of the Holg Quran or in
any of the Traditions. In other words it can be stated that its details
are left unclarif ied even to the Companions and that rvhen some of
the Companions such as Abu ZafZ asked the ProphelPBUH
whether during the Me'raj he had the Vision of Allah.
Proph.tpBuH repli"d, 

'He 
is the l ight (tVoor) and therefore. how

can I  see h iml '

In short he (ProphetPBUH; has left rhe orders concerning ro
Perfection (Ehsan) unclarif ied. Had it nor been so and its details
would have been stated, then there would not have been any
differences on this issue. 

'When 
we see the different Islamic sects we

come to know that majority of them are not having Faith of Vision
of Allah, either in this world or Hereafter. Only rhe 

"Sunnis" 
are

having the Faith that in the Hereafter rhere can be Vision of Allah
without exhilaration (Bila-Kaif).

The gist of the above statements is that the Prophet of
AllahpBUH has not taught the aspecrs relating to the Ehsan
(Perfection) as a message. But in whomsoever he (ProphetPBUH;

found the capacity, some of the aspects of Ehsan were taught to
him. For instance to Hz. Sgedna AIiRZ these aspects were revealed.
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Therefore, the source for the reachings of all the Sufi order (si/si/as)
is Hz. AliRz and all the Sufi si/si/cs reach to Hz. AIiRZ only.

Thus the Prophet of AllahpBUH in view of the fact rhar the
orders relating to Ehsan carry greater hardship has not revealed to
them' But mentioned, that in his descendants a person would born
who would carry his name and his father and mother would have the
same names as of his father and mother; he rvould be MahdiAS; he
would be the Khalifa of Allah and would be the concluder of the
Faith (Deen). Further, it is a must for the Ummah to make
allegiance with him, even if the hil ls of snow are in between him and
them they have to cross them in whatever manner it is possible and
reach him to make covenant (Bait). Thus, the Hadith reported by
ThoubanRZ, which has been narrated l:y lbn-e-Moja, says,

6.r€.oJt 4Lt aiJt 4jti Clilt ,*t* lgo9+F. For this reason
only it is also stated that,

.;> f 9-Jt t'-t s alil J9.b.J -r>t9 1o9t >tt qj.^rt cr6.5+€ r.J9J
eJ?l 91 . J.+ Jal .ro9t .=iot .y 

jt=, 4.9 iJ('3 alrt q1.'i.:

q=:t t.*,f a*:t rs-t9, -c*rl a.o*rf

Therefore, the Prophet o6 411.6PBUH has stared in respect of
ImamAS ( . r - . r t+c- ! r ' ! : - rqJ)  i .e , 'A l lah would conclude the Fai th
on him as it has been commenced by us.'

If an objection is taken based on the euranic Verse
! Je, Ns-tJ- r:.s-o3t9 rss=ir.s ,+<r._J^r-t e*115,3) that the
Deen has been perfected during the times of the prophet of
AllahpBUH, then again where is it necessary for its compretion and
conclusionl

The answer to this is that:
(5:3).# r# .*19 '=g':c F<'€'J5rt e*l

According to the Verse the matters relating to the
necessities of the religion were completely revealed in the Holg
Quran, that is to say, that after the completion of the revelation of
the Holg Quran, there was no necessity for revelation of anv further
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orders. Thus, in respect of the revelation of the Islamic beliefs, the
Faith (Deen) was completed. In such conditions the conclusion of
the Faith l>y Hz. MahdiAS would mean that the message and
invitation in respect of the orders reladng to perfection (Ehsan)
would be completed by the advent of Hz. MahdlAS. Thus the
completion of Deen is in respect of revelation and the conclusion of
Deen is in respect of invitation to perfection (Ehsan). Hence the
perfection of Deen is not relevant to completion of Deen.

If it is pointed our and objected that Allah in rhe Holg
Quran says,  €>Utvt  J94)Jt . - )=t -s  (24:54)  i .e .  

, the 
status of

ProphetpBUH is that, he has to convey to the (Jmmcfr whatever has
been revealed to him and in such a case how can it be believed that
the ProphetpBuH has kept the orders relating to Perfecrion (Ehsan)
secret, and MahdiAS has reu"aled them)

The answer to ir is rhat rhe message (Tabligh) is of two
kinds. one is that which is given as an invitation and the other is
that which is not given as an invitation. Thus, the ProphetPBUH 6u.
conveyed the orders in respect of Iman and Islam as invitation and
the orders relating to Perfection (Ehsan) were not conveyed as an
invitation commonly. But in whomsoever hepBUH found the capacrry
these orders were conveyed to them. Thus it is possible that the
conveyance of message of Deen can be as an invitation or even
without an invitation also.

Therefore, I^omAS being the Concluder of the Deen would
not mean that the ProphetpBuH hu, not conveyed some of the
orders of Deen. It is also desirable to state that PropherPBUH 6u,
not given the invitation and teachings of the complete Holy euran.
But the things which were required according to the demand of the
time were only taught and the things that he felt were not required
(at that time) were not taught. some examples of such orders are
mentioned hereunder:
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1. The first is that the abbreviated words (crha;o) of the

Holg Quran such as (d- rt*l"-F'f etc), rhe meanings and
teachings of which w-ere not conveyed by the ProphelPBUt-t.

2. The second is rhar the Attributes of Allah (Sifaat-e-Bari-
e-Tala) such as &e (the one who hears), ;P (one who sees),
rooif 1th" one speaks). The meanings of which are included as the
real Attributes of Allah (st/c at-e-Ban-e-Tcla) were not explained
by the ProphelPBUH.

3. The third is rhar the ProphetpBuH has not explained the
realit ies of the Attributes of Allah (Haqiqat-e-sif aat-e-Bari-e-
Tala), u'hich are common in names in the created and the creator.

such as the word a?l 
lFace), Jv (Hand), l$ (Foot) etc.

4. The fourth is that, in the Holy Quran ar several places an
indication has been made about the Day of Judgment, but the
ProphetPBUH hu, not indicated its t ime. Whenever he was asked
about it, the ProphetPBUH repli"d,

.-liUl cJ. rJE ! le'o 
J9i*-sJt b *hich means, the one who

has to answer, does not knov, more than the one who is questioning.

5. The fifth is that the ProphetpBuH has nor explained certain
matters clearly v'hich relate to the l ife to come such as, the book of
deeds (1t 'ama-e-A' lam),  the 

'Weights 
of  Deed (Wazan-e-A'mat) ,

scale (meezon) etc. Therefore, in respect of Faith in such things it
has been decided that it is Compuls ory (F arz) to have Faith
(lman) on realit ies and it is not desirable to indulge in arguments
and get emotional about the status of such things.

6. The sixth is rhat, the ProphetpBuH has not defined the
Quranic Verses comparing the Compulsion and Fate (labar-o-

Qadr) and has not explained the clear meanings of such Verses.
Instead, it is evident from some of the true Traditions that, he has

6 l
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prohibited his Companions who were indulging in discussion of such
Verses. Due to this reason cnly, the issue has not been decided so
far. Nor it is possible that it would be settled in future. Great

scholars l ike FaAftr Razi, Aamadi, and Chazali etc, were stuck into

confusion on this issue and no Muitehid or research scholar could

settle it.

7 . The seventh is that, the ProphetPBUH 6or not explained in

detail the Quranic Verses which prove the theory of Wahdat-ul-

Wajood (Unity of existence) such as the Holg Verse

)9\a9fr Xtl Ftujf GS(;.J 29j;t"Ul9.rrlJaJl9,-;Vt9 .19vt9-r

{;/l jg;'4,6$l *.rJl "'a:r(caT-9ty'ttt 4.>l n"g t 919: tu+(,-.lT

4!t cf 
y9 c4a25l.n^.0; to9(+11 ;9tp'Lo^1l "Sr-9s9(,4T;9t1

-F€:+l ,,j9le.JJl .l.1 aJJlo9"i tr l,o.rf e!9+!^l g-rJlul(c^.:T::f).'.a-r

etc., were not explained in clear terms. If some of the Traditions
(Ahadith) on this topic are available they are in the category of

singular reports. This wil l create doubt and hence it wil l become
presumptive (Zinni). Therefore, such Traditions are incapable of

being the Bagan (explanation) of such Quranic Verses, which are

not distinct in nature. Further, when such Verses are included in the

category of Mutashabehat by the Mujtahideen and the Mufassareen
(commentators on the Holy Books). 

'The 
order for such Verse

would be similar to that of the abbreviated words (Muq atta'at) af

the Holg Quran. Since the human wisdom is incapable of

ascertaining the meanings of the abbreviated rvords of the Holg

Quran (Muqatta'at), similarly the wisdom is incapable of knowing

the real meanings of such Verses and the Verses relating to the

Attributes of Allah (Sit 'aat-e-Ban-e-T ala).

In short the abbreviated words of the Holg Quran, the

Verses relating to the Attributes (Sifaat-e-Ban-e-Tala) of Allah

and the Mutashabehcct were not defined fully by the ProphetpBuH.
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Nor the human wisdom can explain them. only Allah knows about
their reality.

tiol ltg Fl"Jf "J o+:dl*)l jlgd(lJt yt+,rfli 
rol+ L"f 

It means, the
elucidation of the Mutashabehcar is not known to any one except
Allah. The people who are having Faith say that, 

'we 
have accepted

and confirmed the Mutashabehaat of the Holg euran' i.e., they
cannot explain them since they know that there are certain words,
the meaning of which, cannot be ascertained from the Arabic Idioms
and the dictionaries. Thus, the obvious (zahir) and finn (nass) and
the explanatory (MuJassir) and rhe evident (mohakkam) etc are in
this category. whenever the wisdom can ascertain their meanings
then, they explain them. About the meanings of the euranic Verses
where the Arabic language and the Arabic idioms cannot define
them, or the wisdom cannot solve their complications, they won't
explain such verses, but say that rve confirm such euranic verses
and know that they are true (haqh). It may be noted that some
Qons recite the above quoted Quranic Verse without stopping, at
the word l l lal lah, but read it joining with 

'u.,ar 
Raseeqhoon,. By

such recitation the meanings of the Verse would be Allah and
Raseeqhoon-.fi l- i lm (those who are firm in their knowredge) know
the meanings of Mutashabaat. But with this style of reading the

u,ords 'u"Tl  oJtS' r , rould be of  no usefu l  meaning,  because then the
meanings of the said Verse would be that, the expranation of the
Mutashabehcal is knorvn to Allah and the 

'Raseeqhoon 
lit i tm'

(those ri 'ho are firm in their knowledge) only and no one else knows
and that rve ha'e Faith on this and confirm it. In such a condition
there v'ould be no objecriviry for the word 

'16' 
, in.., Raseeqhoon

fil i lm, according to rhis style oJ reading (eirat) it wourd nor be

known as to whom the n'ords ' l ;.f l t6' 
would be applicable.

If these rvords were considered to be the words of
Raseeqhoon Fil i lm (those rvho are firm in knowledge) and if i t is
concluded that the Raseeqhoon Fil ilm are the persons for whom
the word 16 i. uppli.able, then it would become weak (RiAcAc/) in
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language. It is the duty of every Muslim ro have Faith in the Holg

Quran and to confirm it. Thus if the Rcsee qhoon Fil i lm (those

who are firm in their knowledge) have confirmed it after knowing the
meanings of the Quran, then rvhat is the specialty with them, since,
every ignorant believer had the pride or even it is the duty of every
Momin to have Faith in every Verse and every rvord of the Holg

Quran. If i t is accepted that Rcseeqhoon Fil I/m (those who are
firm in their knowledge) had said Amanna (*. accept) after
knowing the meanings of the Hoiy Quran, then it might also be

construed that before knowing the meaning they did nor accept the

Holg Quran! In such a condition it can also be rightly said that

Raseeqhoon Frl llm (those who are firm in their knowledge) were

having doubts about the Mutashabehoat being the parr of the Holg

Quran. The fact is that even an ignorant believer also could not

doubt about the Mutashabo being the part of the Holg Quran and
immediately accepts it and says Amannc. In such a situation an
ignorant Nlomin would have supremacy over a person who is

Raseeqhoon Fil llm (one who is firm in his knowledge) and this
would be false. Thus, in adopting this type of recitation there is
weakness in language and defect in the meanings. Therefore, the

recitation adopted by the majority of Qons. gives correct meaning

and would convey t}e best sense, which has been adopted by the

scholars. It means, that only Allah knows the meanings of the

Mutashabehool and he also know that Raseeqhoon Fil l tm (those

who are firm in knowledge) would say Amanna (we accept it),

since they do not know the interpretation of such Verses and they

would not attempt a thing which is impossible. Since, their wisdom

is not capable of ascertaining the meanings of the Mutashabahaat.

Hence, they feel that it is enough to say that 
'we 

confirm that the

Mutashabhaat are the Holg Quran and the meanings of such
Verses are in the eternal knowledge of Allah and it is the truth
(hoq).

Hence, it is not correct to interpret (Taueel) the
Mutashabahaat because Allah had said before this Auat
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'4;:.iJt "Gri | 4;- +1,t3 to €rg,r+.:e Cfj rr,€+JFIE ..-s gp;Jf toti

aJ*96 .Ur9l e e:7)
i.e., 

'those 
who are having bad intention would follow the

Mutashabaa Verses with a view to create mischief by different
interpretation; by giving the meanings according to their own will; to
create mischief among the people and to create innovations in Islam.
They are misled and will mislead the people. The c,rnclusion is thar
the interpretation of the Mustashabaa Verses is not permissible. But
the scholar has to translate these Verses in a way that they
synchronize with the Mohakhham Verses and this is the way of the
scholars of subsequent periods. But the earlier scholars have avoided
this style also and have kept silent in respect of the proof of such
\/erses, because these things were not explained or interpreted by
the ProphetpBuH. The PropherpBuH and the f/o1y Quran have
prohibited interpretation of such \, 'erses. Then rhere is no necessity'
for interpretation of such Verses. The conclusion of the above
statement is that there are different types of Quranic Verses:

1. The first is that, there are certain Verses the meaning of
which are beyond the reach of the human wisdom.

2. The second is that, there are Verses in which the human
wisdom can think over, bur rhe Holg Quran itself prohibits their
interpretation. For instance, Mutashabehaat in general, because
Allah says that 

'only 
those people will make efforts to inrerpret who

are having i l l  intenrion. The Holg Verse,
( <it c+.: r-<+ss i {r-jJr L"c) (3,7) is evident for this.

3. The third is that, there are cerrain Holy Verses in which
the human wisdom can think over and the Islamic law and the Holg

Quran have not prohibited their interpretation. But the human
wisdom would not be able to reach to a conclusion successfullv. But
v.ould be astonished and rvould be in a state of absorption, such as,
the Verses relating to Vision of Allah (Deedar-e-Khuda).

Therefore, there are no clear Traditions (Ahadiths\ of true nature
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(safi ie) regardins the \/ ision of Allah. Even though a ferv
Traditions are available in the books of sufis but the scholars of
Ahadith (Mohadiths) are suspicious about rheir narrators and taken
different type of objecrions. Hence. such J'raditions (.Ahaditl i) have
not b::,. talien as true by the scholars of Ahadith (Mohadiths\.

4. 
-I 'he 

foLrrth is that, there are certain Holtt \. 'er.ses the
meailines of rvhich can be understood by the hunlan u.isciom
propeilv and th"re is rro prohibit ion for thcir e.xpla.ration also, such
as the Holg \/erse-. whicli '  are in respect r-ri k'owlerlge relating to
I.riom and Iman. All such \, ' i :rses are in this category and the
hrrrnau *' isdor' can r"each to their subject matter and there is no
prohiL,i: ion in their explanation and interpreration in the Islamic lav,."i-hus, 

the Prr:phelF13UFJ has exploincd and inrer[,rt-t.rrl such \/erses
ancl i-,ence there ai-e thorrsands of 

' l 'ra,l i t i ,,ns 
(,. lhaditlt) and

hun, l r . , i is  c , l  ha, , i rs  t rn the orc ierc re la* ing te thesc t$. r r  aspects.

.Si r r . :e .  t i re  Prool r t r t  l l r i rarnrnedPBL' l l  . ,or r , .6  preaching new
Shari 'ol and th,. [- 'ait l, r".ras ne,.r ', onlv such nrafters \r,ere taught
rvlrich tire \1r-rslirrs coulcl understa'd prope.ly in those early days.-] 'h,,s,, 

order s w.rre cxil*sivelv in r{rspcct ,{ I man and I slurn,
i recause.  ; r l l  these,r rders rv t re very c lcar  anr i  obvious ancl  i t  * .as not
t i i f f ic i r l t  for  the pr( i i rhetp l - lL i l i  t .  cxpla in them to the per , i - ,1r .  s i , ice,
the' ProphelPLrL' Fl rr.", 1,er fectlv arvare of the caPairi l i t ies of the
peopie of  that  per iod.  he preachec the mat t t 's  * 'h ich could be
corrvcnicnilv unde rsr.od arrd iearnt by' rht' LIotg hearts with
er i i rus ias in"  Si 'cr ,  the re l ig ion (Deen) \ ! .as nc\ \ .  and in respect  of
iur.ictirns of Islorn and I mon there u,ere scveral diff icult ies an,l
hardship, hence the ProphelPBUFl l,u, c,,nfined the tea.chinss to
these trvo aspects orrly.

Therefore.  Haheenr fbn-Rashad Andalas i  (S;ranish)  who
was the chief jud*e (Qazi-ut-Qazath) of his co,.rntrr,, in his booklet
K. is l rs / - r r l -  i t  I  i  r  t  1  a l  ha* wr i t t r ,n ,

l 'anvecr-ul-iJidava
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p€ljU.o./Ul Jt sl tr.;.f 'l*iyf .;i',o tlt p)LJ! ql" Jte tUrJl

FeJg*)at.# F€*btx3 Clg
i.e., the ProphetpBuH ,uy, that we the Prophets keep the groups of

the people according to their status and talk to them according to

their wisdom. Thus it has to be understood that, tne ProphetpBuH

did not invite the people towards the teachings of Ehson. And,

according to the true Traditions (Ahadith-e-Schi) he has stated

that in the last days, an ImamAS would take birth, he would be

from my (Prophet'spBuH; Holy Family and his parents would carry

the names of my (Prophet'spBuH) pur.nts and he rvould be the

Khalifa of Allah and the Concluder of Deen. Hence making

allegiance with him is compulsory (F arz). The Traditions relating to

these aspects were discussed earlier.

Thus, from the above detailed statement it is evident that

the ProphetPBUH 6;4 not explain every Vers. of the Holy Quran

commonly. Since, the orders relating to Ehscn are very delicate,

difficult and complicated, hence were not taught as a message to

general public. Since, the orders relating to Ehsan were based on

the Holg Verses of the Quran, their teaching was also esserrtial.

Therefore. without the invitation and education of the orders of

Ehsan, the explanation of the Quranic teachings (Bagan) would not

be completed. Hen.e, the ProphetPBUH ;-tu6 instructed l; is Ummah

to follow the Imam MohdiAS, so that the rneanings of the Hadith

(.t 'Jl +' +b ^r' l ; could be completed.

The conclusion is that, for the explanation of orders relating

to Ehsan the advent of the Promised MahdiAS *u, .rr.ntial. Now

we conclude this topic here and take up the next chapter.
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CHAPTER - II

T a n v e e r - u l - l l i d a r  a
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Section - 1

'f)is6ursion 
about the Perfect Man'

fhere is a difference of opinion as to whether the reality
(Haqiqat) of all the human being is one or it is different in respecr
of each i 'dividual soul. Aristorle a'd his followers have the belief
that the origin of all the souli of the humanity is one and every
individuai soul is <.l istincr from the other due to the fact that the
attributes and qualit ies of every individual soul are different lrom one
other. For instance, in respect of the rvisdom, the sharpness of
senses, power of rernembrance, power o{ inrasination, tact and
ternper, honesty, justice and bravery erc. each individual differs.
ThLrs, these qualit ies are fo,ncl excessivc i '  soint- inclivirluals and rn
sorne these are l imi te, l  i .e .  to  say that  cer t , i in  people wi l l  be very
rntell igent ancl rvoulri solve verv intricate problems easily. Their
'r ' isdom rooulcl .ncluire int. the r.lctails of such prrbiems and make
them easv. And certain people woul,] be tr.,ry dull and rvould not be
able to understand sinrple and e;r,;y problems n'r rvoulcl they be
able to get any succ.ess after thinking over Lhe issues. Similarly, the
power undcrstanding of certain pt,ople rvil l  he very strong that they
coulcl understanci thc clet.ri is irnd intricacies of arry ;rrc,blern rvith a
iitt le effort or at f irst sight. The position ol the grear sch,tlar Abu
Ali lbn-e'seena was the same and he usecl ro solve most diff icult
probleins at one sight. He learnt sevr:r ai suL,lects l ike Biology,
Nlathematics anr] Medicine wirl iout any diff iculty. Thus, he himself
has u'ritten i '  his book , At-Hikmatt.l Alai1la, rhat 

'certain 
per,;, le

wil l have vr:ry powerful imagination and whatever they rvoulcl think
'vould be true.' 

'Ti 'reir 
dreams rvould also become true as if the

pers(,n narrating has seen with his own e)./es. The philosopirers say
that the Pr,rphetspBu'i used to prophesise correct things on account
of the perlection o1 their foresigirt. These thines rvc,rrir i be out of the
reach ,rf a common person with norrnal rvisclom 

-[ 'he 
philosophers

:lsc.r say that the imaginary figures (AqlU), Angles w,ould appear
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before the ProphetspBuT in th" human form, rvith w,hom they
speak. Thus. the ProphetspBuT u,ould receive Wahi (revelation)

through this power only. J'herefore, MouLlim-e-Sani Abu Na.sr
Farabee, Philosopher lbn-c-Rashad Andalasi and Sheikh-ur-
Rayees Abu AIi lbn-e-Seena ancl the Philosr. 'pher Moskugah had
the same faith, since Hz. Moulano Sheihh ,.Lhber Mohiuddin lbn-
e-ArabiRH and Sheikh-ul Ashraq Shahal:uddin MauaLtad Bit
Malkoot had adopted the same faith. Similarly certain people rvoulcl
have greater memoiry porver srrch as the Nluhariithseen and the
scholars of Hadith and Fiqh had great memory power. It is reported
that Hazrat Bukl'LariR'A and Suedna Imom Mohammed lbn-e
Idrees Al-Shaliek4 had great memolr power. It u,as enough to see
a big book once to remember it and for a iong period thev need not
refer it again.

My own grand falhcr u,hose name rvas Syed Ashraf , a great
scholar of differcnt subjects relating to various fields, had astonishing
memory power. The contents of different books relating to different
subject were stored in his memory. Without much effort he
remembered several books of syllabi by-heart. My ': lder trrother
Moulantr  Moulu i  Sged Mahmood Saheb 56;67oRl j  has repor ted an
incident that once his friends (my grand father's friends) rvere sitt ing
in the mosque discussing sometlring uith him. At that t ime a person
reciting certain poetic \"erses irr Telugu \\,as passing by. They
thought of testing the memory of Syed Ashral and hence told hrm
to l isten the Verses carefully and that they rvould l ike him to repeat.
He agreed to it and concentrated on them. The person r.ecited seven
stanzas and stopped. He (mv grand iather) was requested to repeat
them. He repeated all the seven stanzas without the difference of a
single word and the most astonishing thing was that, he did not
know the Telugu at all l  Those present were spell L,ound. Certain
people would have great power of justice. It is reportcd that
Nausherwan-e-Adil had greatest power of justice. In Musli,ns. Hz.
Sgedna O^"IRZ was so popular for his abil ity of doing ju;.rice that
there was no match to him. For the quality of charity Hz. Slledno
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OsmanRZ was unmatched and Hz. Sgedna Ati lbn-e-TalabRZ and
Khalid bin WaleedRZ *rrc unmatched in respect of bravery. But,
certain people would be different from this and would be imperfect
in the said qualities and some others would have moderate abilities
in them.

In short, all the qualities would not be equal in all the
human beings. Some wouid be having perfection, others would have
very good abilities and some others would be imperfect in such
quaiities. Therefore, various persons would be valued on the basis of
their qua.lities.

Certain scholars believe that the individual souls (nc/oos) of
the persons wil l be having separate identity. For instance, the
identity of the soul of Zaid would be different from rhe identity of
the soul of Omer. Their qualit ies would also be subject to their
identity. Thus, a person having a high standard soul would also
have great qualities and a person who is having a soul, which is low
in status, would have low characteristic. In short, the reality of the
soul of each individual would be different. If it were not so then the
soul of the ProphetPBUH un6 the soul of a disbeliever rvould be the
same - God forbid. 

'fhis 
is the Faith of Imam FaaruddinRZ and

certain other scholars.

The result of this discussion is that among the human
beings c;:tain souls would have the highest merit and purity and
their qual,iies of self (Na/s) would be very srrong and their actions
and reactions would be of very high order. The persons of these
qualities would have higher status in comparison with the persons
whose strength of wisdom is imperfect or who are under the control
of their desires and anger. This type of people would not have
balance in their actions. The people of the very high order are those
who have been chosen by Allah the Almighty for the revelation of
the 

'Noor' 
and who would be chosen for the guidance of the

common people.
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The gist of this talk is thar the perfect human berng is ont:
rvhos.: abil ity of opinion or clecision and the abil ity for action arc
perfect. Now, it is to be understood that the highesi perfection of
the abil itv of opinion is that, one should have the cognizance of the
Essence (Dhat) and Attributes of Allah (Silo at-e-Bari-e-Tata)

Further, the perfection of actions also should be srrch that he shoulri
be very active in submission to Allah and shall not crirnrnit anv
mistake in doing s,,. Tl,e people rvould be happy with his style of
l ivelihot cl and civil izcd behaviour and shouid not cause anv ioss to
anybody in his social activity. His generai opiuir.,r, on,l l,rs generai

actions sh,',uid not be free from wisdom ancl i.,r ir. Irr strort, his
abil it ies of observation and action shall necessali ly be {rce irom
errors. 

' l-his 
is mandatory (We;ib) for a perfecr p.:i 'sor.r. Thus, a

person of these qualit ies woulcl be superior to ali human bcings anrl
a leader. Such a person i ' ,,ould only' be corni,ctent- to be the Kholitrr
of Allah among tfre human beings. If such a person makes a claim
,-,n behalf of Allah for making others perfect, then he u'ould be the

Khali. la of Allah and his acceptance as such is compuisory (Farz).

Analysis
If we go through the events of the l ife of Imamana Hz.

Syed Mohammed Mahdi-e-MooodAS then, it is evident that rhe

I*a^AS from the childhood u,as bestowed with such qualit ies and
characteristic, which can only be accumulated, in such Holy souls
who have proclaimed the lVcbouch of Allah. The lmamAS foliurved

the Shcn'ol-e-Mohammadi even in his childhood to the perfection,

so much so that none of his actions or utterances were in

contradiction of the Shari 'at-e-Mohammadi. He was perfectiy

truthful and sincere to his promises and commitments. Taking care
of the poor and consoling the helpless was his duty" He was very
generous and trustworthv. He was always busy in prayers and

devotion. His every action was perfectly religious. I Ie was very

brave and a good warrior. These qualit ies were proved during the

war with Raja Dalpal, which is an evidence of his bravery. He was
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very soft spoken, his wisdom and understanding was marvelous.
when he used to visit the school of sheiAh DanigalRH people used
to get astonished on his scholarly explanation of the important
matters. His lectures were very popular in near and far places. The
toughest problerns were solved with his casual attention. The
greatest scholars of his time used to visit the Madarsa of SfteiAARH
to l isten his (/m,zmAs) speeches. They used ro ger asronished while
listening to his unmatched speech at a tender age. when he attainecl
the age of 12, the sheihhRH called for a public meeting and invited
the great scholars and research scholars. The ImamAS had deli.,ered
a lecture, which was highly scholarly covering the rerigious issues.
All the schc,lars rvere astonished to listen such a scholarly, speech
(from a boy of 72 years) and they had unanimously given him the
tit le of Asad-ul-Ulema.

In short, he was perfect in the power of action and
observation. Apart from this, his full attention was bestowed on
prayer and devotion. During this period, he used to get absorbed
and used to experience the beatif ic Vision (Tajjatigat) of the
Essence (Dhat)  and the At t r ibutes of  Al lah (s i laat-e-Bar i - ta la) . ln
spite of this absorption, he used to attend to his religious obligations
perfectly. He never missed even a desirable act (Mustahob). During
this period of absorption though the food consumed v,as very less,
yet he used to get the spiritual food from Allah. His every action
was perfecdy normal and moderate during this period. Muny
miracles occurred through him, the details of which are available in
his biographies. His speech was having such spiritual power thar,
eve' the rulers used to tremble in his company. Many sinners and
bad men reached high spiritual sratus. If any body happened to
shake hands with him, then he used to have the unique fragrance in
his hands for weeks. During this period, through true divine
revelations he came to know that he,is the Promised MahdiAS.

'fhe 
populariry of his spiritual perfection had reached several

countries. Hence Ataullah AsfahaniRH had heard about his soiritual
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perfections at Ast'ahan (in lran) and had come all the way from
Asfahan to India just to have the honour of meeting the Imam
MuhdiAs and had recited a poem (masnaui) depicting the reason
for his journey. Since these matters are relevant to the biographies
and not a topic of this subject and are different from the topic of
this book, we are concluding this discussion at this point.

)k*)b***

(sr€a,tf hpT!J .#f t€l9f .d Ut oroi\:ltd .if

ka-l,J r# $f cr is the
evidence that after the period of the Prophet og 411a6PBUH
gradually the human being would involve in innovarions (Bidaat)
and misdeeds; would be attracted towards the decor of the mortal
world; the irresponsible rulers would become habituated of tyranny.
Under such circumstances the fear of Allah's anger and punishment
would be erased from the hearts and the people would be happily
involved in major sins. All these activities vould lead to destruction.
Keeping in view such a crit ical siruation, the Prophet og 411a6PBUH,
to protect his Ummah from destruction, had already given the good
news that MahdiAS would born in the middle of the lJmrnah and
protect the Ummah from destruction and /scAS would come at the
end of the Ummah and guide the Ummah to the right track. Thus,
the reason for the advent of the Khali/as of Allah is the tremendous
increase in the sins and tyranny. Similarly, during all the periods,
the ProphetspBuT were born to guide the people. Thus, according
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to the Hadith quoted above before the ad.rent of the MahdiAS the

rvorld was full of bad qualities in human bcings and it was full of

tyranny and injustice. The hearts of the people were emptied from

the love of Allah and His ProphetpBuH dr,. to the love of this

world. The spurious and false religions were on the increase. The

innovations and polytheism were rampant; the devotion to the priests

was more than the devotion to Allah. The lust for the world had

removed the love of Allah and His ProphetpBuH frorn the hearts of

the people. At this crit ical t ime the Imamana Hz. Mahdi-e-

MawoodAS as per the Will of Allah had proclaimed his Mahdiat,

and started sowing the seeds of the Faith into the hearts of the

people. The p"rcont, whose hearts rvere fi l led with the l ight of Faith

by Alfah, accepted the message and had Faith in his Mahdiat. The

bliss of his company had erased the love of this world from their

hearts and in its place; the love of Allah and the ProphetpBuFl rous

fi l led. The sinner started hating the sin and the bad qualit ies

vanished. The good qualit ies have taken their place. The hearts of

the people were enjoying the joy of the unity of Allah and had no

other work than the remembrance of Allah and his love. Thus, the

predicti,rn of the Holg Tradition that the MahdiAS rvould fi l l  the

earth with justice really means that the MahdiAS rvould call the

people towards the true Shan'at and right counsel and would explain

the secrets and intricacies of the Iman (Faith) and Ehsan

(Perfection). Thus, the meanings of f i l l ing the earth with Iman are

the same. In short Hz. I-a*AS had called the people towards

Allah, had declared his message openly to all the people of the

world, and had issued letters to the rulers of that t ime inviting them

to the truth. After this general message those who had the divrne

guidance had accepted it, the others remained arguing. Thus,

MahdiAS invited people in the same manner as was done by the

ProphetpBuH did. This is evident from the Holy Quran that the

responsibility of the ProphetpBuH *u, to show the path of Faith

and it was not his responsibility to force any body to become a

Muslim. Thus, the responsibility of the MahdiAS was also to show

the path of righteousness to the people and it was not in his sphere
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of activity to force anybody to accepr it. Thus, MuhdiAS hu,
popularized the path of righteoun ess (Hidagat) in the same ,vay as
was done by the Prophet MohammedpBuH. But the prejudice of
scholars did not allow them to see beyond the curtains and hence,
they could not think over the secrets for which the
Ayat r-.6+F<i-rbJ>/t . -i cr- o-t e-!) ;&eJ9 (10:99), the

Ayahs 6.:>t9a-i ^sr'+r alt.r*es9 (5:48) and
tArs. -.;p .Jtc+ t c'-., g s (32:13) are clear evidence. Howelrer,

they will not ponder on the true message of the ProphetspBUT und
their ummah had not only rejected them, but had given troubles to
them and even killed them. In short, rhey (the scholars) had shown
total disregard towards the everrts of the Prophets of earlier times,
and had unnecessarily involved in the arguments about the signs and
felt it essential to see the contradictory signs and indications. What
ever the essential signs and indications were predicted by the
ProphelPBUH about the Promised MahdiAS rhose are all found in
the Promised MahdiAS. The existence of the contradicrory said to
be essential is not acceptable.

rk***?k?k

Section - I

Proof and Signs of MahdiAS (fr€"erLovc ae9i,

We have discussed the signs of the MahdiAS in the sections
of the first chapter. The gist of the said discussion is:

i. The MahdiAS would be a Fatimait i.e. the descendant of
F atimait - tu z - Z ohraRZ .

ii. The MahdiAS would carry the name of prophet
MohammedpBuH and his parents would carry the name of
the parents of the ProphelPBUH. Thur, .lbn-e-MasoodRZ
has narrated a Tradition, which is reported in Sanein-e-lbn-
e-Abesheeba and Tabrani, rvhich is evident of this matrer.
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And, the same Hadnh is reporred in Sanein-e_Abu
Dawood also.

i i i . Nag'eem lbn-e-Hammad has reported through Khatad.aRZ
that the Imam MahdiAS would take allegiance at the Horu
Ka'aba in between RuAn and Muaam.

lv. From the Tradition as reported in Mishkat-e-Shareel
through Roz"rnRZ it is evident rhat the lmcm MuhdiAS
would appear before the descending of 1rc AS.

Imam MahdiAs wil l f i l l  the earth with peace and justice,
Imam MahdiAs rvould carry the characteristics similar to
that of the ProohetPBUH.

When the Imam MahdiAS appeared he rvas carrying all the
above indications i.e., he was a descendent of Imam HussainRZ: his
name was Mohammed; his father's name was Abdultah having the
tit le of Sged Khau his mother's name was Amina. When he
proceeded to Ha.ij, then in between Rukn and Muqam he
proclaimed his Mahdial. He invited people and accordins to the
Hadith of RazeenRz. as reported in MishAcl his advent is before
the descending of .IsaAS from skies. He presented his craim openly
to the entire ummah of the ProphetpBuH un.i wrote letters to the
rulers of his time inviting their attention to the fact that, 

' i f 
I am not

proved to be true then my assassination is mandatory on them and
it is for the scholars ro investigate about my Mahdiar. ' He also
stated that the true proof of his Mahdiat is his perfect following of
the book of Allah and the Prophe,PBUH'un6 that he has nor
proclaimed himself as N abi and has not introduced any new
shan'at. ' ln fact I am the supporter of the shari 'at of the
ProphelPBUH and invite people to rhe orders relating to rhe viragat
of ProphelPBUH which are known as the orders relating to
Perfection (Ehsan).' This type of proclamation was made openly
and those who were having the desire for the truth had accepted him
and were blessed with Faith. This is rhe real sense of f i l l ing the
earth with peace and jusrice. The Hadith 

*.P;Yl .Vai" 
do., nor

mean that, the peace and justice wil l spread all over the world and
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all the people of the world will accept Faith' since, from the advent

of the ProphetpBul-i until this date, all the people on earth have not

accepted the Faith nor they would do so in future. In fact when the

ProphetpBuH hud tried that Abu-'l"alib shall accept Islam and when

he did not show any interest in it the ProphetpBuH rn/as

disheartened. Then Allah to console ProphetpBuH hud sent the

Ayatc"+fl oo lSJ€r y cll 
eB:55), i.e., 

"O! 
MohammedPBUH ;1

is not in your capacity to bring to right path the person whom you

love. In iact it is the Will of Allah to whomsoever He wil ls He

would show the right path". This has been discussed earlier.

Thus, the responsibil i ty of the ProphetspBuT and the

Muhdi'\s is to show the path of Allah and it is not within their

scope to bring people on the right path, because this faculty is with

Allah who says ' l*+g-G-r<r-e.G{.:r"JLa{ (6:93)" Thus, those who

were keeping in view the Hadith lPrvt '>{^: say that during the

times of Imam MohdiAs the entire earth would be fi l led with peace

and justice and all the people would become Momin. are exhibit ing

ignorance bi, holding this wrong view. This has aiso been discussed

ear l ier .

In a nutshell, the Imam MuhdiAS had invited the people

torvards the \/ ision oi Allah and right path, as was done by the

ProphetpBuH. H. hacl also shorvn the miracles in sr-rpport of his

invitation. But according to the Holg Yerse, 
" elr693 to )'';J59"

(6941) and only those pe ople whom Allah has described as
" ..".*Jt{ o;';f91.y_.1,r_rJt{jJ;;-o.!.-9-\A (Z:2/3),, had accepted him

but those who were not blessed with this quality involved themselves

into arguments of indications and signs. These indications and signs

are sacred indications and their real meanings are never meant. The

Jews in respect of IsaAS and Jews and Christians in respect of

ProphetpBuH did similar mistakes while rejecting them.
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CHAPTER III

Section - |

'The Evidence of Fundementals and Obligations':

(#tf g Jrt c.leor)
' It may be noted that the Imam MahdiAS as the Khali/a of

Allah, had made certain aspects obligatory on the Momins

(believers) which v,e rvill discuss in the subsequent sections. At this

point it is desirable to ciiscuss whether the obligations as ordered by

him are obligatory under Shari 'al or not.

In my view, it is a fact that such obligations are compulsory

under Shari 'al. The details of rvhich are:

It is evident that the fundamental sources of the Faith (Deen)

are four.

1.  The Book of  Al lah ( i .e . ,  Quran-e-maieed) '

2.  Ways of  the Prophet  (Sunnal-e-Rasool  AI Iah) '

1 .  Consensus ( l im'a) .

4. Opinion (KhYos)

Any ord.er, which is derived from any of the above four

fundamentals then, it becomes Shan'at. For instance, with the true

Traditions (Ahadith-e-sahi) of the ProphetpBuH, it is proved that

from the descendants of Bibi F atimaRZ, a person would born' who

would carry the name of the ProphetpBuH and his character and

behaviour would be identical to that of the ProphetpBuH' His

parents would carry the names of the parents of the PropllttPBUH'

He would be a Khatila of Allah; would spread justice in the world

and eliminate the tyranny; would protect the IJmmoh of the

ProphetpBuH f.o- destruction. His advent is essential to the extent

that, even if one day were left for the end of this world' Allah

would prolong that day to the extent that such a Promised person
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would advent. He would be the Concluder of the Faith (Khatim-e-
Deen). Making allegiance with him is compulsory (Farz\ because
Allah deputes MahdiAS and he is the Khal ifa of Allah. Thus, in
vierv of such true Traditions (Ahadith-e-Sah;), which are
continuous in their meaning (Mutuatir), it is proved that accepting
him as such is compulsory according to Shon'c/. Thus, due to this,
Shan'o (Law) foundation, when his acceptance is compulsory, the
matters which are made obligatory according to the Holy Book of
Allah (The Holg Quran), which is the first fundamenral source of
the Shari 'a, would also be compulsory in Shon'c. For instance, the
lmcmAS, according to the Holg Verse
aJJt uarl .,..(i r.Jl - sgcLaJt elyff. gaittgOtgi,oToJAJt L€rt q

9-f3ls - | a.r.oc,.r .L9 F.<7 f!al9 6 ef:.J9G t<p fS-r+ t ei-a a**rt9

-i3'.r Lg*i;-o lp.rJt +-t q;K;.n-o - 641-€ =b9 rs9.*s-c L,ot+ diJt

oPytj F.et,_r.J or.rJletiJgl C;gs"aii y t<*s Fag F€JLq-cl ,v€*Jf
os|+ J;*2 Y9 

"t^St- 
)1^.c Jto4le {.,.tiiJt Fi OV c.rog - J[LJlyt

cr+Il9-l"Jl,*,-=.r a-i-ltot a-i.tto-i= J-f 9_ri - t.l->t +-,,
the company of the Ascerics (Sadiqeen), Hijrath (Migration),
constant remembrance oi Allah (Dhikr), renunciation of the world

, fark-e-Duniga),  desire for Vision of Al lah (Taleb-e-Deedar-e-
Khuda), dependence on Allah (Tautakkat) and retrear (tJztath)
hat. been made compulsory. Similar is the position of the other
Agah also. They are based on and are derived from the Holg
Quran. Since, all the orders are derived from the Holy Quran,
rvhich is the fundamental source, all such F araez (orders) would be
compulsory in Shari'at. Thus, one who acceprs MahdiAS and
refuses to accept the above orders would not be considered as the
Momin (True Believer) because when he accepts that the
acceptance of lmamAS is compulsory and that he is the Khalifah of
Allah and a truthful reporter, then the acceptance of his orders
w'ould also be compulsory. Othenvise such person would fall into the
category of the persons about whom the Ayah

i;ct+r o9;nra \.F*# o9.. t had been revealed. If it were to be
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objected that these orders are not the orders of Shcn'at but are
relating to Vilagat and the ImamAS according to his status of
Vilagat has ordered them as compulsory, then all such orders would
be compulsory in Vilagah only.

The answer to this objection is that the orders of the
Shan'at are those which are confirmed according to the evidence of
Shari'at. When all the Faraez of Vilagat are proved with the Holg
book of Allah and the Sunnch of the PropS.,PBUH and according
to Verses quoted, the ^fmamAS had proved them to be compulsory,
then all such orders would be compulsory in Shcn'at. They are
called Farae z'e-vilagah, because they are meant specially to bring
closer to Allah (the almighty). Even though orher orders of Sho.ri'at
are also the source for bringing closer to Allah, yet they are not so
specific, because their t iming is prescribed and the .rders of Faraez-
e-Vilagat are to be followed for the entire l ife rime, such as Tark-e-
Duriga (Renunciation of v,orld), (l zlath-al-Qalq (Retreat),
Sohbat-e-Sadiqeen (Company ,,f the ascetics) Tawakkal
(Dependence on Allah), Talab-e-Deedar-e-Khudc (longing for the
Vision of Allah) etc.

In short, these orders are related to involvement with Allah
and to get absorbed in Allah (Fana) by contemplation, and the
other orders are not of this force and magnitude. Hence these orders
are known as Faraez-e-Vilagah. Since they are more reiated to
Vilagah (i.e. to attain nearness to Allah). When the compulsion of
these orders is established and proved with the Holg book, (euron-
e-Majeed) and the true l iaditions of the ProphetpBuH, then one
who rejects these orders would be rejecting the Quranic Verses and
the continuous Traditions (Mutuatir) and one who rejects the

Quranic Verses and the Tradition of continuous nature is a non-
believer (Kofir).

Therefore, one who rejects these orders would also be a
disbeliever (Kofir) and this is rhe position with regard ro these
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issues and according to some scholars, the orders of Shari'at are

those rvhich are performed by bodily actions and the orders relating

to Vilagah are considered to be the actions within the heart (Qc/b).

The source of such actions is the heart. In such a case, there would

be a difference between these two acts. The author says that, the

definit ion of the Shan'af orders is not specific and absolute, because

the intention (Niggat), presentation (Nazar), repentance (Toubah)

and non-pluralization (ShirA) etc., are also the orders of the Shan'cl

the source of which is heart (Qc1b). The fact is that the orders,

which are proved based on the said principle or the orders of

Shcri 'al. irresoective of the fact that the source of action is whether

heart or physical l imbs. In short, if the orders of Vilagat were not

established with reference to the sources of the Shari 'at. then it

would not be necessary to accept them as mandatory (Wajib) and \t

would not be proper to act upon them. In such a situation, it would

be considered that those orders are invented and fake and hence. to

act upon them would not be Sharaee act (God knows better).

If i t is objected to on the ground that the orders that are

made compulsory by the Promised MuhdiAS are desirable with the

schools of jurisprudence (Aimma-e-Mu.itahideen), when and if such

orders are made compulsory it rvil l  amount to repealing. The answer

to this objection is that when a desirable thing is made compulsory,

it would not be considered as repealing, because repealing would

arise only rvhen an order goes against the Shoraee evidence and

against the evidence of the first order. Since the matters, rvhich are

made compulsc,ry by the Promised MahdiAS, are not made such,

by different orders, but their source is the same, which in view of

the scholars of jurisprudence was desirable, or Sunnch. Hence, there

is no repealing of the order; the examples of such are abundantly
. ,  i  r

available in the I-iqh of Islam.

For instance in wuzu, about gargling and cleansing of nose,

by taking water inside, the scholars are having differences in their

order. Some call this as Sunnah. This is the belief of Imam
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Azo*M Imam Malik and Imam Shafee has also adopted the

same beiief. But certain others have considered these two acts ln

tLluzu as Compulsory (Farz). Thus, 1bn-e -Abilaila and Ashabe

DnrrdRH had the same belief. Certain others believe that the rinsing

of the rrrt.rrlh is Compulsory (Farz) and cleansing of the nose with

rvater is Sunnah. Further, there is a difference in rvashine of both

the harrds. Honaiiah have termed it as Sannah. Malikees and

Sticjaees aiso ha,re the same view. There is a narration from Imam

N'|,,! ihLa rhat it rs desirable (Ltustahab) and DaudRA and his

follovers lracl the view that it is rnanrlat or.1' (Waiib). Certain others

ha.'e r1o1.,1 that after waking up frurn sleep it is mandatory (Wajib)

to rvash ihe hands and if one has slept in the daytime then it is not

n:andatory (Waiib) is the belief of .Ahmcd birt HanbalRH. Similut

is ths ... 'r.11,icrr in res;rect of the sequence of .vashing rl ifferent parts

rn the D:uzu", some pec,ple considererl it as Sunrr,i/r. Thus, the

fcll.-..r,ers of Irnrtm Malik ha', 'e the same Faith. Imam Ab"-

f len i iaRA. SunRa and Dau,oodRl  have the s imi lar  v iew.  A sect ion

has tirc Faith that i ire seilr:ence of actions in uuzu is conipulsory.

Th, ls ,  . Inrom Sh, , laccRt l  Imam Ahrne. lRf l  ond Abu-LtbaidaRa hod

the ..arne viev'. i 'hese ar,: ali the rl iffe rences in the seqrrence of

comnulson' acts in LL)Lrztl .

But the sequence which is related to the desirable acts
(.NIustahab), with the r;c'plplqlsory acts (Faraez) is aiso different.

With /nrom ir4n1;pR'l i, i t is Sunnah \\ ' i th Imant ,Vohammed bin

Idrees Shafa..&{ it is compulsory (Farz). 
"I 'h" 

v'ashing of the parts

of. u,uzu continuousiy, is also having the same position. Imam

it{aliku says that it is compulsory and In'ran't Azamtu calls it as

Sunnah.

l t rom th"  above statcment  i t  is  ev ident  that  an act ion is

desiral-rle (mustahab) u'ith certain scholars an,l the same action is

SunnaA with some others and mandatory (W,iib\ with ferv others.

But this is not a repealing, because the leaders of the jurisprudence

\.i"i"itc!.; ' lcen) have .lrarvn the said r:onclusions basing on the Holy
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Traditions and it is rrot a matter of discussion whether certain

Hadith is important or not. But, the reason for these differences is

the interpretation (l jtehad) by such leaders. Hence, it is also

permissible that the orders discussed earlier, which are desirable with

the leaders of the jurisprudence (lmoms of Fiqh), the Promised

MahdiAs had made them as compulsory (Farz) and due to the fact

that these orders are compulsory (Farz) with Imam MahdiAs it

cannot be treated as repealing (Mansooq).

But, it is also a fact that the orders of the Imam MahdiAs

are more acceptable while comparing to the orders of the scholars of

fiqh, \ecause the scholars are not free from error and there is a

possibility of flaw in their orders. But, there is no room for any

doubt in respect of the orders of Imarn MahdiAS, since he is a

Khalifa of Allah and a Truthful Reporter (Muhhbir-e-Sadiq).

Whatever he said is the truth (Hoq) and whatever he prohibited is

false (Balil). Since he is the Khalilatullah and a deputy of Allah

and the one who call the people towards Allah (Dcyee), Sheikh

Akber Mohiuddin lbn-e-Arabi in his book Futuhat has stated that.

.5,!t oJbo alllo.rjs .,16-:,lloJl qJl,=d LLr YlL5,&AJ|F(*r t-o,.i

otf t !s.rJ! $r6nJl \silrgJt g,;fgs eus g 05 'r*1J +i.lt a.l:.r

k1i p(eq pt +tlLJl .j,tlf 4.Jf eti) gt : r"t-l 4.lt 4lJl ola 'n:<-o

ltpf qb fF (.s"\<OJl €J,iJl9A eus ol rtls C;,\(4lt N<rqyf

a;;,c up !O f *r9 tAqt;ki ailtn:r;o sjil d'ca-ailtcl>. gc.

-&-.i,oyC-. ,oLif t;r;-Li s-b-4ygA:i |q;;+
"The gist of this is that, the Imam MahdiAS would order

the same thing, which would have been revealed to him through the

angel by Allah. The orders, which MahdiAS gi,re", are the only

Shaiat-e-Hanafi-e-Mohammadi. It is to the extent that, if the

ProphetpBuH *".. to be alive and the same issue had been

presented to him, then the ProphetpBuH would ha.,e ordered the

same thing, which /mcm MuhdiAS had ordered. With this it is
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evident that the orders of the MuhdiAS are exactly the Shorc-e-

MohammedpBull. Thus, when such type of teachings are available

with him, which has been bestorved on him by Allah, then it is not

permissible for him to act upon opinion (A/ryas). For this reason

only th, .  ProphetpBuH hud said in  respect  of  MahdiAS, that ' l ie

'""ould follorv my footstep and would not err'." From the above

stafemenr of Sheikh Akber cerrain matters are established. The first

is that the Imam MahdiAS r*'ould receive knorviedge thrciugh an

arrg"l. 
"fhe 

secc,nd is that , the orclers siven by the Promised

MahdiAS would exactl.v be the 5trn' 'a .,f MohanirnedpBljH. 
-I 'hird 

is

that acting on opinion rs prohibited (Haraam) for Imam MahdiAS.

The fourrh is that, the Prornised NlahdiAs rvould be free from error'

The fift lr is that the Prorrrised N4ahdi'\s is t lre ioilo'ver of the

PrnphetpBul{  und not  a Prophet  wi th a r rcw Shor i 'c l .

It rnai, Lre n.,tcd thai rvhatevt'r S/iciklr Akbar has stated is

cin the basis oi the revelaiion (Koshl-) Out of the matters, rvhich

the 5fueiAh iras sraterl t lre {irst is not our established belief, t,ecause

lmarn \{ahc.i i ' \s 1,"* stared thaL I receive knowledge and teachings

directly from Allah Su-'!-hana-o- 
-falc. 

That means' in respect of the

education and teachings there is no source except Allah at all; even

an angei c,r a N4essengtt

This I haue clarif ie,. l in s". 'ct.ai of my bookiets. In short with

us it is established that /mam V]ahcii ' \s recetved knorvledge from

Allah directiy. Thus tht: frrst issrie (of Shcifrh Akbar) is not from

our established Faith. The other issues ai-e erur established belieis.
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Section - 2

Company of the Ascetics

c.,icL" \&
In the Holg Quran, Allah savs 

'Obey 
Allah and his

M"rr"ng"rpBuH.' This has been insisted upon at several places in

the Holg book. This obedience is equally compulsory (Farz) on all

hur- beings. In the commentaries on f{olq Quran detailerl

discL^sions are available on this issue l-lr. hisher prrrpose .f

obedience of Allah and the obedience to the ProphetpBuH is that

the man should acquire the Vi rutes of  Al lah.  (4 i j ld) l t t r tgG),

It means the same. In such er conclit ion the man u,ould lose the

human desire (,No/s) and in place of srrch desire, his nature wil l

exhibit the qualit ies of Codly Virutes. Tirus, Liit imately by follourirrg

such Virutes, he wil l attain the position of annrhilation (Fana) and

the least purpose of acquiring such qualit ies is, that he would get

protection from the punishment of Allah. Here we wil l discuss the

first object and state that the acquisit ion of the Codly Virutes is

impossible t ' i thout complete obedience to Allah and F{is

Pr.' irhetpBuH. In other rvords it can be said, the perfection in

obedience is the main source for aspiring Godly qualit ies. We have

qualif ied the obedience of being perfect, because the perfection in

obedience would carry the sincerity torvards the Unity of Allah
(Tau;heed). There would be no joining of any other object rvith

Allah (Sh;rA). Those not having these two qualit ies or is having one

of them cannot acquire the Godly qualit ies. Thus, the acquisit ion of

the Codly Virutes is not possible without the obedience to Allah

and the ProohetPBUH.

Considering deeply

of ProphetPBUH who had

company of ProphetPBUH

Virutes. As they used to

it would be seen that, the Companions

the advantage and pride of being in the

had no difficulty in acquiring the Codly

get the knorvledge of secret issues every
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day and every moment through the teachings of the ProphelPBUu.
These secret issues were not revealed to the earlier (Jmmah.

But, after the period of the Companions of the prophet
PBUH 11 is evident that, the acquisirion of the Godly Virutes had
become very difficult. Though the performance of sharaee orders
regularly can be a source to acquire the Godly qualities. yet,

without a guide, it is difficuk ro reach the goal. Therefore, Allah
Ta'la in Quran Majeed says,

o*Ssla.rr ety#is +irrg*or eir7,..:-r. lr b, tr (9:119) i.e., 
.,O! 

True
believers, fear Allah and be with the ascetics", that means 

..O!

Believers if you are deprived of the blessings of the company of the
ProphelPBUH th.n it is compulsory (Farz) on you to acquire the
company of the Sadiqeen (truthful ascetics), so rhar, due to their
company, you may acquire Godly Virutes. Thus, after having Faith
in Allah and the ProphetPBUH it i, compulsory (Farz) on every
human being to be in the company of rhe ascetics (Scdiqeen) and
to acquire and adopt their sayings, their appearance and actions and
not to leave their company at any time.

After this, it is believed, that gradually the Virutes and
qualit ies of other ascetics would appear in his (the follower) virutes
and conditions and ultimately he would acquire the Godly virutes
and then the indications and qualities of the Godly virutes would
start appearing in him. This is rhe colour of Alrah, which is
mentioned in the Quanic
V.rr.*": a-trr..-*..ef ..*g <iir ,4-(2:13g). Therefore, one who
acquires the Godly Virutes would have the colour of Allah. Hence,
the colour of Allah means the codly virutes. Thus, the meanings
of acquiring colour or Godly Virutes mean obedience ro Allah and
the Prophet MohammedpBuH. This is dependent on the company
of ascetics' Hence, in the same way as the obedience to Ailah and
Prophet MohammedPBUH 1r rhe source of acquiring Godly Virutes,
the company of ascetics (sohbar-e -sadqeen) is also the source of
acquiring the codly Virutes. Hence, in the same manner as the
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obedience to Allah and the Prophet MuI.,u**"dPBUtj rs

compulsory (Farz), similarly the company of ascetics (Softl,af-c-

Sadiqeen) is also compulsory (Farz), on every beiiever (Momin').

For this reason only the Imam$ uncier the orders of Allah, had

said that the company of the ascetics is compulsory (Fcrz).

It may be noted that there is a difference of opinion atrout

the meaning of Sadiqeen (Ascetics). The commentators

(Muiassareen) have stated that Sadiqeen means the ProphetptsllH

and his Companions. Some others have the vierv that, ir. rneans

purely the Mohajireen (lmrnigrants irom Makhah to l4erlina); some

others have opined that  Sadrryccn are the pei , l r le  rvhc,  are per fe i l  in

their Faith and are having rruc intcntions and tt 'ould dischalge lheir

religious obligations truthfuliy and are trust northy.

Thus,  th is  author  ( i .e .  Al lama Shomsi fn i l )  submits  rhar  thc

f i rs t  and the second v iews are weak,  because the word ' f t ' ' ib . '

witlr) is an indication to prove that the Momineen (believers) would

be always u,' i th the Sadiqeen (ascetics). \f Sadiqcen me€rns only the

Companions and the Mohaireen,  then the orders of  the comp. i , iv

continuously rvould become false, as the Holy Verse indicates, ihat

for the Momineen (Believers), the priety' is alu'ays cumpulsory

(Farz); similarly the company of ascetics is also compulsory (Farz's

consiantly. Hence, how can the people who wil i become Mcmine"n

ti l l  the Day of Judgment be in the company of the immigrants

(Mohaireen)Rz and the CompanionsRz) If i t is said that the

meaning of being in the company would be to follow them, i.e., it is

mandatory (Wajib) on the part of the believers to follorv ihern or in

any way they have to follow them, then they rvil l  acquire the

company of the Companions or the immigrantsRz.

The answer to this is that if the meanings of company are

taken, as following or obedience then two probiems v'i i l  arise. The

first is that there would be a need to interpret the Holy Verse

without any reason, l-recause the obedience to Allah aird the
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ProphetpBuH hur been made compulsory (Farz) in several Holy
Verses and according to the true Traditions following the
Companions of the ProphetpBuH hur been mandatory (Wajib).

Allah says ^s*r6>,t . -tete Jo-tto-&te &r y,&t (4:59). The
commentators (Muf assireen) say that in this Ayat the words
(Ulool-Amr) are meant for the Khalilas of ProphetpBUH. Furthe,
the Ayat AJI s,arvf .j F€JI-:-.J9 Q4:55) is also in respect of
the Khilat'at of the CompanionsM. Thus, according ro the
commentators the obedience to the Khalifas of ProphetpBUH ;t

mandatory (Wajib). In the Traditions also following the
Companions ,:f the ProphelPBUtt has been stressed. The
ProphelPBUH has stated F:r-":'61 -r-u5t rseLs ;9-7*rlf .-;t*l
'my 

Companions are l ike stars i.e. whomsoever you follow you wil l
get the guidance.' Thus, when in these Verses and Traditions the
following of the CompanionrRH has been stressed upon then in the
above-referred Verse, which gives the benefit apart from the

following of the Companions of the FrophetpBuH, th.n ir is not
correct to interpret it as the following of the Companions of the

ProphetpBUH only.

Thus it is desirable to apply the Verse to rhe present than
to the past. Since, according to the l inguists (scholars in language)
the meaning and expression is desirable for the present than the
past.

The second issue would be that if the meanings of Sadiqeen
were confined to the extent of the Companions and immigrants

Imams (Leaders) of the Holy Family of ProphetpBuH and the

saintsRZ and the persons of the Concluders of [Jmmah about whose
greatness and miracles (Mo'juzat) which are indicated in the Holy

Quran would be devoid of the truth (haq). Allah says about the

Concluders of Ummah ro<rt9'E=J{toJr.<- $aPTs (62:3) i.e., the
ProphetpBuH would purify and teach the persons at the conclusion
of Ummah but they would not be attached to the Companions of
ProphetpBUH. Further the ProphetPBUH 6u, stated rhat
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of'l 7l )* 4J9l r-S;-YY-zJao'Jl J^s-!s:-ol ..F 1.s. m, f-lmmah

is like the rainfall. It does not known whether its beginning is better

or the ending. Mulla AIi- ol Qari in his booklet Al'Mahdi and

Allama Sa'oduddin Tultazani, in hls Sharaih Maqasid, have

quoted this Tradition. The author of Akhdud-dcr has also narrated

this in the said book.

The gist of it is that the said Verse and the Trudition are

evident that at the conclusion oi the IJmmah of ProphetpBuH there

would be certain people l ike the Compar,^--,, of the Proph.tpBuH,

because the forecasts, which are mentioned in the Holy Quran and

in the true Traditions, are considered to occur definilely. This has

been proved in 
'[J 

sool' also. Thu. the Sadiqeen would be

continuously coming in the Ummah ti l l  the Day of Judgment. In

such a condition the third explanation of the word Scdiqeen would

be proper i.e., the Sadiqeen are the people rvho are perfect in their

Faith and their intentions are pure and true. It is compulsory

(F arz) to be in their company and try to acquire their Virutes and

this is the indication of the Holy Verse.

It is also desirable to indicate as to whether the creation is

capable of changes and decay or not. There is a difference of

opinion in this issue. Here we wil l discuss this issue in a short

manner. It may be noted that some intellects are of the opinions that

there cannot be any change in the Virutes i.e., if one has the good

qualities in his personality then he will have goodness always and if

some one is having bad qualities in his personality he will have the

same always. This group does not have any importance for teachings

and training. Some others believe that, every person will be having a

special ability, which is either related to good or bad. A man of this

character when receives education which is against his nature then he

rxrould not accept its impr:ssions. 
'When 

he is given education, which

is in conformity with his nature, then accepts its impressions very

quickly. Some other intellectuals are of the opinion that the Virutes

are of two types. One is natural which cannot get decay at all and
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the other is materialistic which is subject to decay that is if some

one is having the foundation of goodness in his nature and acquires

the badness due to teachings and company then these bad qualities

are subject to elimination. If some one is having a foundation of

badness by nature and due to company and teachings became pious

then it is possible that his goodness may decay. The Holg Tradition
44EJ? to,=ltsry,dG indicutes towards this view only.

Some others are having the view that every man is neither

good nor bad in his nature. But is capable of becoming good rt'hen

he is taught of good things, and becomes pious and when he is

taught of bad things, then be becomes mischievous. Thus, the

Hadnh.
+jl.:9r+r ol9,:ti .z:2JaiSl . -ls -rJgg c/y t-F

C+jt---49 lrl)'a;r-9

is evident of this. Some other intellects are of the view that every

human being is good by nature. But due to the teaching of i i l  wil l,

he acquires bad qualit ies. Some others feel that every human being

is basically bad in his nature and acquires Virutes through virtuous

teachings. But the condition is that there should not be excessive

mischief.

It may be noted that this is an absurd view. If goodness is

not included in the nature of a person then the question of excess or

less of evil does not arise. It is interpreted that the human being is a

combination of two elements. One is l ight (noor) and the other

darkness (Zutmaat). When the element of darkness is powerful over

the element of light, then the teachings would not be effective.

Incase the element of l ight is powerful i.e., Nc/s-e-Natiqa\ over the

element of darlmess (Nals-e-Zulmaat) then the teachings would

have effect. Certain others are of the opinion that the human nature

is of three types, i.e., the first is that the basic nature is of good and

in it there would be no evil under any circumstances. The second is

that the basic nature would be bad and it would not acquire good

under any circumstances and the third is that the basic nature would
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have the ability of good and bad in such a case the teachings would

have the effect.

In my opinion this view is correct and if we consider the

human nature and conditions deeply then this view would appear to

be correct. It may be noted that the people who are having basic

nature of goodness and devoid of evil, they are the Prophets and

MesrengerpBuH and their nature would acquire the teachings of

Allah and the Godly Virutes quickly. There would be no possibility

for doubt of evil with them. The people who are having basic nature

of evil only are the disbelievers, and criminals. They will not have

the impact of teachings. The people who are having the ability of
good and bad in their nature, if happen to get the teachings of

goodness, they will become very good. If they get the teachings of

evil they would become very bad. Hence, they will have the effect

of teachings and the effect of the company. Thus, the people who

are having the view that the human beings are having a specialized

ability in their nature or they are having goodness in excess over the

evil, then they will have the effect of teachings and company. For

these reasons only M"ssengersAS ho.'. been deputed and the people
(Ummah), who have accepted them, were created on such nature

only. Those who are perfect believers and the ascetics among them

have become such, because their basic nature was good or the
goodness was over shadowing the evil. Due to this reason only the

ProphetpBuH or Hz. Om"fZ shted in respect of Hz. SohebRZ

that 
'Soheb 

is a very good servant of Allah and had he not been

afraid of Allah even then he would not have committed sins.' It

means that even if the orders of prohibition and the punishments on

such deeds had not been revealed SohebRZ would not have

committed sins, because the basic nature of ShoebRZ was on
goodness. For this reason only the Holy Quran had stressed for the

company of the ascetics and the Imam MahdiAs had made this

compulsory (Farz\ on his followers orPcl'aJlcf gf:.F'ul
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***ik**

Section - 3

Migration (or+l )
The meaning of hijrah is going away from ones native place.

According to the Islamic terminology, it means that when in the

native place, there is prohibit ion, in expression and performance o[

Shai'at orders from the opponents and then it is compulsory for the

persons in such position to migrate from the native place. The

purpose of such journey is to be able to perform the Shari 'al orders

properly without hindrance. If one were living at the native place

even in such conditions, then he would be forced not to follow the

Shari'at orders or would have to lose his life. Stren a person is

weak when compared to his opponents and there is prohibit ion from

the opponents in performance of prayers to Allah then, the migration

will become compulsory (Farz). Thus, Allah says

Ut 1/te r$rt Foet tE F<;it .-oJ($ :\gli.-o.Jl r$4e9-l qtiJl crt

t+slgf k$atut9 4iJr.rarr o"G |!JI lgJb.gr:yt iqj-.r*-a;..6

l'''''--uc: 't ,9,a*--€? g-sl9l o.:G-Jcl ' (4:97)

According to this Holg Yerse it is evident that at the time of

weakness, migration becomes compulsory (Farz). The commentators

on the Holy Quran are having the same view. There is a Tradition

from the Proph.tPBUH

+J *1:9,*,,f ..ftYl c,f ttr olf r.rlg ,-P )l ,tl.p-:l c,p aJC-p O.

plt*Jf t--<.J- r+ g r**ll;+l.-Ht,-1tJ9 ai-er-Jf i.e., .a

person who goes from one place to another place for his Faith e'uen

the distance may be less than a foot, he had gone out of his native,

then he is the companion of Hz. IbrahimAS und the ProphetpBuH.'

The author of Tafsir-e-Madank has stated that the Verse

( 9-F+l \ cF{d-'(-t Q:1g5)) means for prorection of the Faith

wherever peace is available, a man has to undertake journey. Thus,
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the migration in the last of the Ummah would be as if it were at the

statementbeginning of Islam. The
.=Jf l.-{il--..Ia 9l .,..c o-r-2t-6.o-Jl .r-.r9 fg_r>L-o g-2.r_Jl_s

.=.i a;{L5o-J+-€JLJ dG cjryLr !r.12',.EJf n <lt-r-, o-i-.f f

is fyJylJgt .--se.i(-J.l o .gt-;-Jt F-tT.

In short, the migration from one place to another, depends upon the
fact that the, propagation of the religious orders and performance of
such orders is not possible at a particular place. For this reason only
the ProphetPBUH 6u3 migrated from Makkah to Medino. 1'he gist
is that rvhenever the reasons for Hijrah are present, then migration
would become compulsory (Farz). Whoever has defined the Hijrah
as a person leaving the habitat of idolatrous and undertakes journey

torvards tire locality of Muslirns', is wrong. If thls definit ion were
taken as correct, then those Companions of the PropS"lPBUH *ou16
not be treated as Mohajireen (immigrants) u'ho have migrated from
Makkah to Habashah, because at that t ime Hcbashch was not
Dants-saLam, but it was the abode of non-believers. Some others
have statecl that after the conquest of Makkah the orders about
hiirah are cancelled (Monsookh) because the Holg Tradition is
e;g -t+ o;7s Y i.e ., after the conquest of Makkah. there is no
Hi.irah. The ansrver to this is that, this migration is relevant to rhe
specific rnigration (Hiirah) from Makkah to lvledina or towards, the
ProphelfrBUF{. Thrr, rhe orders about this specific migration were
cancelled. Because when the Makkah was conquered, then it i tself
became the Doms-salam and then migration from Darus-salam is
an unnecessary thing. With this Tradition it cannot be taken as
prohibit ion from the places where the propagation of the Faith or
performance of its orders is prohibited. fhus, from such places
migration is as compulsory as it was from Mahkah before its
conquest. Thus, rvhenever the conditions of Hijrah are prevalent
then hijrah (migration) would become compulsory (Farz). For this
reason the hijrah is compulsory for us. The ImamAS had te.med as
hypocrite, who fail to perform hijrah. Since, there are severe
punishments revealed about such persons. Thus, Allah'sa,..,*
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€.r.t*-c ^;<= *+r9b --lil9t- re:a f9-.714;i.i atu19 4ijt Lrb-,.1 cr.g ,GJl

l22a

(4:97). The gist of this Verse is that, when the earth of Allah is

vast, it was compulsory for you to leave your native. When such

people even after these orders were not ready to migrate, then it is

evident that their hearts are ready to accept the prohibition of

performance of orders of Deen, would be more concerned not to

displease the disbelievers. Thus, the abode of such people is the

hell, and it is a very bad place. The out come of this is that

whenever the reasons for migration are prevalent, the hijrah would

become compulsory (F arz) and the people who would not perform

it would be under the orders of hypocrites. The persons, whether

from the earlier periods or from the periods to come avoid to

migrate (Hijrah) from the place where the conditions for migration

(Hijrah) are prevalent, they all are termed hypocrites. Since, with

the above Quranic orders, at the time of necessity, in all the

periods, orders of Hijrah are made compulsory (Farz). In this

respect, there is no possibility of any interpretation and this is the

position of the people who had accepted the fmamAS but, had not

migrated with him or towards him, at the time of mischief and

preferred to live in their native places only. Thus, there is no doubt

about their being the hypocrites.

* * * * * *
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Section - 4

Remembrance of Allah

(4urfs )
Allah in his Holy Book says,

F,gg9r+ ,.J"c.91 s9.a59 Lor t; +_iJt I gfsLt 
O:1g1) i.e., 

.remember

Allah while sitt ing, standing or lying on the sides. Ibn-AbbasRZ
,.p -..5Jt S ).zdt 9 ;Nl r''4t 9 JJt.g9 ;k*,t:,_J*rtl (5t

narrates 4--- .;).{.-..-i--Jlr-Jl9a.=-..---_Jf9 i..., 
.duy

and night, in forest or in waters, in journey or while staying, in
sickness or in good health, openly and secretly remember Allah.
Further Allah says,

i)4 j€+Jl cj9.59 +-t9 L€ *ari c..L.a-j G-i e-bJ_r-r5t9

.::*LiL-irl c.r- cl53 :/9 JL€tt 99,^j_Jr :, J9_aJt i.e., 
.remember

Allah within souls with humil i ty and secrecy, do nor remember him
loudly, day and night i .e.,  always be remembering him, and do not
be unmindful.' Imam Razi in his commentary on the Holg euran
rvrites that 

'the 
meanings of the Quranic V".r. ,.*Gt*tf c.* cr.G y9

(7:205) means that the remembrance of Allah at all the times is
mandatory (wajib) and the verse 

"don't 
be unmindful" indicares

that the mandatory (wajib) remembrance has to be always within
the heart (Qalb). It is also mandatory (Wajib) thar, man should
always be mindful of the grandeur of Allah. His (lmam Rczi's)
statement is as under,

qrt '.=4 drl \sJ.c Jtc Jf-yfgg.rrJt{ ;lr-j +J9.s gl .;.-r*.-fl

oo+tGJl cr" cF Vg oJf S c,rGgYt .JJ- j yet-> 
itilt o9.(.r

Jiju y.119 ta:ls ogrQ gt \-++r,-s.lijtJtiijl gt t=Js J-q

.1*"1 <i!/'; alt ;fOrUa.x-l .lc o..r-:.19 aJi..=-J,:JL*jyt

lt:f \rf : oltt 9;St f q;iTo-r.rJf L<ttL{ - a:J,&Jt aglJa.Jf
Further Allah says 

'O! 
Believers remember Allah

abundantly.' The author of Ma'lamil-ul-Tanzeel narrates
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r J ' ;

oct*cGlstc otJt rpAN,&.Jl;t3 dJl rlrdLlcc'{f J$

.rt.r Uf Jb d ktn t.r& d t"9l-" t,t- t<J $r9yt Z.zu-f

8; G rbt J.r4 rJg q)t .,*ilt f ,p d,h+{ F, +jtr y'AJt

W J'fyf .*r rt r-r-ff a--l--a- + Li iJ-i.iyt. The
gist of this is that lbn-AbbotRZ says that Allah Subh ana'o-Tala

has not made any thing compulsory on his servants without

prescribing its l imits, such as in the event of sickness in Sclah (the

prayer) the standing is exempted and if the sickness is so severe that

it is not even possible to sit or perform Sijdah then all these

compulsions are exempted and it is compulsory only to perform the

Salah with signs. Thus for a healthy man the l imit for Sc/ch is that

he has to perform the Sc/ah with all its acts such as Ruhuh

(bending), Sijdah (prostration), Qaida (sitt ing) etc. However, for a

sick and weak pe:^." the l imit is that he can perform the Sc/ah with

signs and indications and need not perform all other compulsory

actions. Similar is the position in respect of Scum (fasting). For a

healthy and resident person, during the month of Ramadan, the

fasting is compulsory (F arz). For a sick or a person in ;ourney the

facility is that he can perform the Ramadan saum (left over) while

in good health and staying at his place. Further. the compulsory

payment of Zakath (poor tax) is also conditional i.e., on the

prescribed limit unless a period of one year has passed; the Zahath

would not be compulsory. Hoij is also in this category only.
'Without 

means, the trouble of journey is not mandatory (Wajib).

Thus, in all these compuisory acts (Faraez), l imits and time are

prescribed. However, the remembrance of Allah is a compulsory act

for which no l imit or reason is prescribed. The man is not exempted

in any circumstances from this compulsory act (F arz). Thus,

remembrance is compulsory in all times and in all conditions on

human beings. Under only one condition, the man is exempted from

the compulsory act of ZihruIlah i.e., if he is not in his senses and

devoid of his wisdom.
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From the above-referred HoIg Verses, it is an evident proof

that the remembrance of Allah is compulsory (Farz) in all the

circumstances, conditions and all times. Because, in all such Verses,

instructions about the remembrance of Allah are in the manner of

orders and any order given without any condition would prove to be

compufsory (Farz). Since, the orders for remembrance of Allah in

the said Holg Yerses are directions and also in the form of

unconditional orders, hence with the said Verses also the

remembrance of Allah proves to be compulsory (Fcrz). Thus, with

these Holy Verses Sgedna Imam MahdiAS had stated that the

remembrance of Allah is compulsory (Farz). He had also told that

the remembrance'of  Al lah is  compulsory (Farz)  in  general

conditions and all t imes and that a perfect believer (Momin-e-

Kamil) is one who remembers Allah round the clock (Aath Paher)

and should not be unmindful of Allah even for a moment. because

Allah says 'cJsliJf .-l"c)s\9 g,zosy'i.e., do nor be among the
unmindful. Thus, the person who is having this quality would not be
a oerfect believer.

It may be noted that among the scholars and ascetics
(Sa/i), there is a difference of opinion as ro whether the

remembrance of Allah is better or thinking over the Essence of

Allah (Dhct-e-Bai-e-Talc) is superior. Certain scholars feel that

thinking (Tasauoor) is superior than remembering and certain others

are of the view that remembrance is superior to thinking. Those who

think that thinking is superior give the following reasons - the first is

that the thinking is the action of the heart and soul and

remembrance is the act of tongue. Thus, as the heart (Qc/b) and

the soul is superior to tongue, similarly thinking is superior to

remembering.

The answer to this is that the explainer has not defined the
'thinldng' 

or 
'remembering' 

it is also not clarified as to what is

meant by thinking. Whether it is pondering over the creations or the
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Creator i.e. the Essence of Allah (Dhat-e-Ban-e-Tala\? If the
thinking is for the creator i.e. the Essence of Allah, then it may be
noted that the ProphetpBuH has prohibited from such an act i.e.,
think over the creations of Aliah and do not think over the Essence
of Ailah (Dhat). Therefore, thinking over the Essence of Allah
(Dhat-e-Ban-e-Tala) is not perrnissible. The Quranic Verse also
provides the same view i.e. 

' think 
over the unique creations of Allah,

because by thinking over and pondering over such creations, one
may Bet .visdom and would know the secrets and r.asons for such
creations. Allah says,

i tr9-2{i;r9 fl<Jts .rJc'9 lsc*t 9 Lot^3 +JJl o9y'r+ \tirt
>llrt--' l;-b \:.^-6J--t Lr Lj--jJ -p_rYf9 c.rfgjr*Jl .# i.e.,

"The 
people who remember Allah while sitt ing, standing and lying

and ponder over the creation in the earth and the skies, sav that. O!
Allah you have not created all these creations unnecessarily." From
this Verse, tw'o things are evident. One is that Allah is ro be
remelnbered aiways and in all conclit ions. The second is that to
think over His r:rc,rt ior.rs. Apart from these two things, no other
aspect is mentione,j in tfris \, 'crse, l 'hus, the Quranic order indicates
that since the Essence of Allah (Dhat-e-Bari-e-'fala) is above

praise 1 
c"*"1t9<+o; and is impossible to be inclicated

1o;LiYl C!*1, hence it is not permissible to consider over it in arry
manner. Therefore, it is for the servant of Allah to foreet himself
and be engaged in remembrance of Allah alu'ays For this reason
only, the scholars have concluded that rhe Essence of Allah (Dhat-
e-Bari-e-Tala) is not l imited and is beyond imagination
(:*9J9'\t 'o). It is not l imited, because for the l imit of every
thing there is a need of element or parrs, whether imaginary (.+i)

or external (.f,;b).And, rvherever this type of elements is found
it would become limited. Since, ,4/1aft Subhana-o-Tala is unmixed
(+4444444�) i.e. for Him there are no parts either imaginarv (Zalmi) or
external (Kharij i). And, Therefore, He cannor be confined or
limited, because if the Essence of Allah-Tata (Dhat-e -Bai-e-Tala)

were to be a combination of parts or elements then all these parts or

l  r n v e e r - u l - I l i d a y a
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elements rvould be either mandatory in existence (s9-.tl.f lg) o,
prohibited of existence PFll C{*)

In the first condition, when all the parts or elements are
mandatory in existence (wajib), then all of them being mandatory
would be independent (.r.c) and would not be depending on
combination. Under these circumstances, the acquisition of the
Essence (Dhat-e-Bari-e-Tala) would be impossible. Further, in a
condition like this rhe existence of Allah would prove to be in
multiples, whereas under the evidence of wisdom it is already proved
that the Dhat-e'Ban-e-Tala is alone and pure (Bcseet). Hence, the
condition that the Essence (Dhat-e-Ban-e-Tala) is a combination

of those elements or parts, which are possible (cf. dlclfu ), i"
false. The second condition that if all the elements are possible
(mumkin) then these elements being possible would need some
reason for determining their reality. It means that, before such
reasons these elements were not in existence. Thus, with the
elements the reality of which is non-existant, how the Essence
(Dhat) of Allah would be madel since, with the combination of the
possible elements, the combination so acquired, would also be a
possibil i ty in its nature. Hence, in this condition the mandatory
existence (wajib ul wajood) would become a possible exisrence
(Mumhin al Wajood), which is false. The third condition i.e. the
Essence (Dhat) of Allah rala is made up of the elements of non-
existence in nature ( P) is clearly false, because with the
imaginary elements or parts which are non-existent the Essence
(Dhat) of mandatory exisrence (Wajib ul Wajood) cannot be
acquired. Thus, all these three apprehensions are false. Hence, it is
not possible that the Essence (Dhat) of Bari-e-Tclc is l imited.
Now the matter remains that Essenc e (Dhat) of Allah cannot be
apprehended ()*). In this respect, it is to be stared that the
apprehension of anything can be acquired in four ways i.e.,
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o Total reality (axltt)

o As exists partly ( {€ )
" To ..me exrenr (oa#ti)

*  lc  t l re  possi i : le  extent  (4- t )

-lhe 
,:xplanation for this is that the image for everything,

wi,icir cornes into the mind, is the irnage, which can become the
niirror fcr exposition of the verif ication of that thing. Then we have
iir see vhethnr this irnage is in conformity with the Essence

1*; i ;Jbe)  and t l i f fercnt  in  expcsure ( r l+rcvt r : * )  I t  i t  is  in
ccnfirma.tion with the Essence (Dhat) then it is the image (bi1

hunalt) i.e. total realrty If i t is in confirmation with the exposure

r.;LjclQ''t*;a) an.j diiferenr in Essence (c;l 'r lurSh; th"n, it is the
image (bil utajah'l i .e.. to some extent; and if the image so acquired
cannol, becorne the rnirror for the exposition oi the verif ication of the
thirrs, ' , 'et it is hi,ving the full r:onnq:criorr rvith the Essence (Dhat)
c i ' t i - ,e  n- i ' . r ine t ! :err  r t  rvoul t l  be the image (bo wajah)  i .e . ,  to  the
r,rssible e-l itent. i\ lo*,. since tlr is issue has been clarif ied it is to
ii:rrltrstand that the er:isrence of IJari-e-' l.ala (Waiood) and his
AtLriirtrtes (Sif aat) are the real Essence (Dhat) of Bai-e-Tala
.:., ith the scholars and Sufs. Then it is irnpossible to have the image
oi Ban'e-Tc,.la (bilkunah) ar (bakunah). Because, rvhen Ban-e,
' i 'a!a 

is pur,: ;.,.nd unrnixcd (Baseet) and is noi a combination then
J-iis, confinement { {t '*t: ' , is impossible. Since, the existence of
{Jqi'e-T ala (\Voiood) and Aurih,utes (Si/oat) of Ban-e-Tala are
the real Essence (Dhat) of Bon-e-Tolo, hence it is impossible to
lrave the image of Bai-e-Tala (Bakuna) in toral reality. However,
tir,: irrrage bil wajah (to some exterit) and bautajah can be acquired
to the exient possible is not irnpossible. Because, by thinking over

the c:eations and their relics (-r$l; the image bil wajah (to some
exi..- 'r i l) or inrage (Briu:ajah) the extent as it can be acquired. For
ilr is i e;r;,rr ,tnl;. ,/11!t;h -o-Taln had ordered to ponder over the
' - .  i  e l l lL ) I15 .
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Thus, it is impossible to ponder over the F,osence {.Dhati qf

Bai-e-Tala and since the efforts for the impossible are p,rohihite.i.

hence it is also prohibited to ponder over the Essence {.Dhct) cf

Ban-e-Tala. Due to this reason onlv the ProphetPBUF-i said th,ri

4 IJ f  j  I  a f i  Y9.  H"n"" ,  the theologrrns ( l {utc lo l l imct . r r )  ar , :  , . I

the opinion that the existence of Bai-e-Taia (\Y/a.iot;d-e-Ean-e-

?",r/c) and His Attributes (Si/cat) are not the real Lssence iDhci)
of the Dhat-e-Bari,-e-Ta1c. This is the beiief of the majorit l '  of t i:t,

scholars of theology. Horvever, Sheihh Abul Hasan Ash'ui \a,:)

stated that the existence (Wajctod) is the reai Essence {Dhat; of

Ban-e-Tala and the At t r ibutes (Si t 'aat)  af  Bci -c-To. la ar t  nr : : iher

the real  Essence (Dhat)  of  Ban-e-Tr i1, l  no i  t l . ry  a"e nan- iss, :nce

(Dhat)  of  Ban-e-Tola.  According to the thc, . r iograns.  the Essence

(Dhat) of Bari-e-Tala is in the category ,, i the non-Cetennin:ri ir. ir

(cJPy) and from all directions and concepis it rrroulcl l,e conceaitd

beyond the concil iation (..*tt :ac; Because, when the existence

(Wajood) is in addition over the Essence (Dhat) then the

determination of the Essence (Dhat) would be different from the

existence.  Since,  th is  posi t ion of  the Essence of  Bof-c- Io l i ;  is  p, i r r :e i

(oF) than even the existence. I lence, it , i .ouid bt be-.. 'ontJ ti ie

limits of the praise (Majhul-un-Naot) anci u oulci be coircr,aicc

beyond the concil iation (Cfrnib -ul-Chaib). In this conditioir, ihe

imagination of Allah would be bil kunah i.e. in neither total realit. ' '

nor bakunah i.e. as exists partly. Further, it rvould also not be

either bil wajah i.e., to some extent or bawajah (to the possible

extent). According to the Faith oI AbuI Hasan Ash'an the

imagination bil hunah or bahunah would be irnpossil-i le. {s .1'e h6i'51

stated earlier, the imagination bil a,aiah and bc wajah are nol

impossible. Horvever, it would not be useiul for achiev;ng thc

objective. We also agree for pondering over the creations, |tui '.1'i1f1

this pondering, nothing except the knowledge about the creativit l '

(*"t 'yt) of Allah rvould be achieved. Noi,y the matter rernains,

that when the Essence (Dhat\ of Ban-e-Tala would be cieterrniir,:<l

basing on His Attributes (Sifaat), then whether it could be
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imaginable or not) In this respect, it is to be stated that though

according to the Faith of the Theologians (Muttah'alimeen) the

Attributes (Sifaat) of Ban-e-Tsla are in addition to His Essence

(Dhat). Yet, His Attributes (Sifaat) are also so great that they

cannot be imagined in any manner. Thus, the reality of such

Attributes (Sifaat) would also be beyond praise and description

(Majhoctl-un-Naath)" Therefore, they would be in the same

category as that of the Essence (Dhat) of Ban-e-Tclc. Since, the

objective of His Attributes (Sifaat) would also be the Essence

(Dhat) of Ban-e-Tala. lf the object of such Attributes (Sifaat)

happens to be something else than the Essence (Dhat) of Ban-e-

Tala, then the Essence (Dhat) would naturally be dependent (i.e.,

it would not be independent). In such condition Essence (Dhat) of

Bari-e-Tala would become possible (mumkin) and would not

remain mandatory (Wajib), this is a false presumption. In short,

after further consideration in respect of the Attributes (Sifaat) oI

Bon-e-Tala, the knorvledge can be acquired that all these Attributes

(Sitaat) are ancient (Qadeem). Otherwise, the Essence (Dhat\ of

Bari-e-Tala would also not remain ancient (qadeem), which is a

false presumption. The result of this discussion is that to imagine

about the Attributes (Sifaat) of Bari-e-Tala and also to ponder

over their meanings is impossible as per the belief of the theologians

(Muttahalimeen). Sheikh AbuI Hasan Ash'an also believes that the

Attributes (Sifaat) of Bai-e-Tala are neither the real Fssence

(Dhat) of Bari-e-Tala nor different from the Essence (Dhat) of

Ban-e-Talo. It is very diff icult for the people to consider the issue

of Attributes (Sifaat) with these meanings. Because, keeping in

view these statements the reality of the Attributes (Si/aat) would

become unknown or undesirable (majhool).

The gist of all this discussion is that, it is beyond the

purview of the human wisdom to consider and think over about the

Essence (Dhat) and Attributes (Sifaat) of Bari-e-Tala. That

means the consideration about the Essence (Dhat) and Attributes

(Sifaat) of Ban-e-Talc would be an effort to know the impossible,
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which is not desirable. For this reason, only the ProphetpBuH hut

tolddt ,E 1 gJ<$ y9 dljt jJ't,-st t 9J$E 'ponder 
about the

creations of Allah, but not about the Essence (Dhat) and

Attributes (Sifaat) of Bari-e-Tala.' 
'W'hen 

it is prohibited througtr

the HoIg Quran and the Traditions of ProphetpBuH to consider

about the Essence (Dhat) and Attributes (Si/aot) of Bari-e-Tala

and it is proved with the logical considerations (dalagal-e-aquliga)

that it is an effort to, achieve impossible, then how this type of

unproductive effort, which is prohibited, would be better than the

remembrance of Allah (DhiAr)i Thus, the pondering, as it is irnown

about the Essence (Dhat) and Attributes (Si/aal) of Allah, is not

above the remembrance of Allah. In fact, it is not permitted at all.

If the meanings of pondering or consideration are not taken in their

known sense, but are used to indicate concentration and diverting

the heart towards Ban-e-Tala, then it would become new

terminology. rvhich needs no discussion. 
-fhis 

type of imagination

and concentration relates to the remembrance within heart (Dhihr-e-

Khafi). Because, thinking would need attention tov'ards different

matters and setting them in an order and its purpose rvould be to

achie,re desired objective, where as here (in respect of Dhihr) only

attention towards the object is needed. There is no need of setting

different considerations in order or achievement of the object. The

consideration in these meaninqs is not a matter of discussion.

It may be noted that there are different types of

remembrance (Dhikr). The first is remembrance through tongu.

(Dhikr-e- Lisanig). It is also know as ili,t. The second is
'remembrance within heart (DhiAr-e-Qalbi). It is also known with

Su/is and scholars urtu9-9. In our community, the remembrance

within heart, i.e. Dhihr-e-Qalbi, is not called with this name (i.e.

waswasah) and it is considered undesirable to relate the DhiAr with

the word waswasah (which does not carry good meanings). The

third is Dhikr-e-Ruhi i.e. the remembrance through the soul. The

second name of this type of Dhikr iso.$lin. The fourth is Dhikr'e-
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sirrei, it is also known as4iih.. The fifth is Dhikr'e-Khafi. h is also

called asttb.

The first duty of the Dhahir (one who performs the

remem:)rance) is to keep his tongue, his ears and his eyes, free from

the m.rtters relating ro orher than Allah. All his senses should be

diverted towards Allah alone. He should try to reject the

temptations of self (Nafsani Waswasog) and always 80 on

repeating the Ta'ouz (seeking protection of Allah from Sclcn) for

which purpose only the ProphetPBUH 6u4 insisted on the usage of

Ta'ouz. The Su/is taught the method of Dhihr-e-Lisanig

(remembrance through tongue) to the beginners, since one who is

desirous to gain the Vision of Allah would feel fresh and happy with

His name. When his self becomes accustomed of Dhihr' then he

would be able to reject the temptations other than Allah; and would

become capable of controlling his heart and mind. Then he is taught

the DhiAr-e -Qalbi. With this Dhihr, the beginner rvould know the

inner secrets of the heart (Qa1b) and the hidden things would be

revealed to him; his heart would be brightened with the light of

revelation and inspiration. After this, the Dhakir (one who performs

Dhihr\ would be capable of the teachings of remembrance through

soul (Dhihr-e-Ruhi). In this Dhihr, the Dhakir would be capable

to visualize the secrets of the names and the Attributes (Sifaat) oI

Allah Subh ana-o'Tala. He would acquire the qualities of Angels

(Mala'iaha). It would be a simple matter for him to see things,

hear the sound, beyond the reach of a normal person and reach the

distance of thousands of kilometers away within a fraction of second.

This type of Dhahirvould be very rare. After this, the turn of

Dhikr-e-Sim would come. When Dhahir succeeds in this Dhikr'

then he would see beatific Vision in everything. In every such

Vision, he would be seeing the glory of oneness (Tajialigat'e'

Wahdat).ln this condition, the determination'of the existence of self

(Wajood) would become extinct (botil) and i,r its place, the glory

of the Attributes (Sifaat) would appear. With this DhiAr, those

ProphetspBuT "r. k ro*n whose position is elevated to the status of
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those who had reached the stage of the first determination i.e..
ta'goun-e-Auuual. After this the position of the Dhihr-e-Khafi
would appear. This type of Dhakir would feel his own self and the
existence of all the other articles absent (Chaib) and would realize
His existence only. Since, his heart would be brightened with the
manifestations of the Essence of Allah (Tajjali-e-Dhati), hence
everywhere he would see these manifestations only. This absence
(mu'ghaiba) of the Dhahir would not be of one rype or everlasting.
At times, it would be for a moment and at times, it would be
lasting. All this is dependent on the mercy of the Almighty Allah.
The obedience to Allah and praise and glory of Allah by an
individual cannot become the reasons for it. For this reason only,
the results of remembrance (Adhkar - plural oI Dhihr) would not
be known to every Dhahir sinie the results of such acts are the
prerogative of Allah alone. Hence, it depends upon the mercy and
the kindness of the One who bestows. I have not discussed the
detailed introductions and effects of all these types of adhhar, since
the topic of this book does not permit such discussions. I have
discussed these issues in detail in my booklet shar'ah-e-wahdat-e-
Mutlaqah, in respect of the h'alima, 

"La 
l l laha IIIalah" vhile

explaining the Dhihr-e-Khafi. One who is inrerested in these
arguments may see the said booklet. In these days, the people who
claim to be practicing such Dhihr may not be expressing truth in
my view, because the qualities, which are to be found in them. are
missing. Suppose a person claims to have perfected in Dhihr-e-Ruhi
and is not having the qualities of angels, then how can one accept
that such a person had acquired Dhihr-e-Ruhi, because the quality
is in the category of compulsory to appear in such persons.

***kr*k
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Section-5

Renunciat ion of  Wor ld 1: r )  
J l ;

The ImamAS had made Tarh-e-Duniya (the renunciation

of world) compulsory (Farz) on all those who have accepted him.

The scholars in general have determined the meanings of duniga as

heedlessness (Sa'flath) i.e., the unmindfui ness in respect of Allah,

His Essence (Dhat) & His Attributes (Sit 'oat) and His orders.

The heedlessness may be for a moment or for the whole l ife. In this

situation, there would be categories of heedlessness. However, the

general sense of heedlessness would apply to all such categories.

Therefore, the sense of heedlessness would be conditional. Thus,

there should be differences among the people who are heedless. To

clarify it, in certain people, the sense of heedlessness (go'flalh)

would be very strong and in respect of certain others, it would be

slight. The reasons for this difference would be due to their

category; it means that the order for the persons who are very strong

in heedlessness (ga't'lath) would be different and for those who are

having slight heedlessness. Thus, there are two categories of

heedlessness. The first category is hee dlessness with respect to

Allah. The second category is the heedlessness with other than

Allah and that, one who would not be remembering anything but

Allah. The one who is having this quality is a true believer. The

research scholars call such persons as Taik-ud-Duniga (those who

have renounced the world). At this stage also, there is possibility of

doubt, since some seekers would remember their own existence and

the existence of Aliah Subhana-o-Tala and some others would

forget their o'vn existence and would view the real existence and the

real Manifestation (Allah). The curtains of material world and its

determination vould be raised from their eyes, and would become

capable of seeing the truth (hoq). Among the IJmmah of the

ProphetpBuH su"h people are superior. A person of such qualities

only can be a priest and a guide. His bright heart (khalb-e-roshan)
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would have such capacity that it would become the mirror of the
beatific Visions of the Essence (Dhat\ and Attributes (Si/cat) of
Allah. If such a person, were ro be deputed by Allah (Mamoor-
min-Allah) then he 'vould become a Messenger or Khalifa of
Allah. Several Prophets and Messengers were blessed with such
qualitys. This ha. been discussed earlier also.

There are several types of the first category (heedlessness
with God). The first klnd of such people is that they would be
heedless of the Essence (Dhat), Attributes (Sifaat) and the orders
of Allah. That means they would not be aware of all the aspecrs of
Shan'c/ and Allah. A person having this quality rvould be an
atheist. In his opinion, there is no creator of this uniVerse. He
believes that the entire uniVerse has come into existence without a
Creator. Further, the creator of the uniVerse is the nature itself.
Such person is a disbeliever in all the religions. This group would
not consider the fact that every compound thing would by nature,
be the result of increase or decrease of its units. 

'when 
the thing is

dependent on the increase or decrease of its units and when the
same effect becomes activator, then it would be necessary that the
effect would be in existence before the unit itself, which is falsel

The second kind of such person is that though he may be
aware of God, His Essence (Dhat), and His Attributes (Sifaat),
yet would be heedless of the revealed Shari'at. That means he is
unmindful of the revealed Shari'at and is not aware of its existence
or otherwise. A person of these qualities is also a disbeliever. The
third kind is thar, such person though would be aware of the
Essence and Attributes (Dhat-o-Silaat) of Bari-e-Talc and is not
unmindful of His orders. Yet, is not able to follow them due to the
power of his desires and carelessness and not due to utterdisregard.
Such person is also an unmindful and is known as a sinner (/csiq).
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The fourth kind is that, the person is not unmindful of
Essence (Dhat) and Attributes (Sifaat) of Ban-e-Tala i.e. he
knows something in general and is aware of the activities of Shari'at
and is also involved in them and gives up the prohibited things.
Such a person is unmindful because he is not involved in the issues
relating to Essence (Dhat) and Attributes (si/aar) of Ban-e-Tara.
Thus, in this direction, he is not perfect ranA (one who renounces
the world) for Allah and in'this respect he is unmindful. since, he is
giving up the prohibited things he would be a'Taih'. yet, it would
be an imperfect Tark (Renunciation).

The fifth kind is thar a person is aware of the matters
relating to Allah and the deeds of the shcn'ar and engages himself
in most of them. Such a person is known as a philosopher and a
thinker. In the language of shan'at, he is an Imam and is known
by the general scholars as a Tanh-e-Duniga (one who has
renounced the world). A general sign of such a person is that he
would be moderate in his utterances and actions. His piety would
be apparent; he would have natural hatred towards the evil desires of
the self (nafs). In his utterances, rhe force of angels would be
evident. The things, which are beyond the habit of nature, rvould
occur to him. Talking to him would give spiritual satisfaction and
would enlighten the heart. In his company, good habits rvould
develop and bad would vanish. with this statement, it is clear rhar
Tarh-e-Duniga with the S".i, scholars is in the sense of the
renunciation of heedlessness. The difference among those who have
renounced (Taikeen) is due to the difference in the status towards
the achievement of renunciation, i.e., heedfulness.

It may be noted that the renunciation of world is nor
compulsory (Farz) with the general scholars and the theologians
(Mutak'alimeen). However, it is desirable (Mustahab) with them.
Hence, a person who is not adopting it would not attract any
punishment. The general teachings ol naboua are also like this.
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Therefore, the inrerpreters (NlujtehDeen) have not discussed and
interpreted it deeply. They have confined themselves with the issues
relating to the prayers and deeds. But, Syedn a Imam Mahd"i-e-
MaoodAS who claimed of the general vision of Alrah for general
public and who claimed ro be a Khalifa of Allah; as per rhe orders
of Allah had stated that Tark-e-Duniga is compulsory (Farz). For
this claim he has used certain Quranic Verses, such as Allah savs,

kP r.sS ro€Jt.o.t ra<tlt Cr.i t+^l;l t*-rJt,U:t qJltcr.g

Jlitf yl ofll j N<J.;r.:J C.rJl cJ:Jgl o9r.-34 Yt

The gist of this verse is that the persons who are desirous
of this world and its decor, for them in the Hereafter there is
nothing but the Hell. In this Agah the word, 

'mann, 
occurs which

includes all i .e. believers and the disbelievers. Thus, those in whom
the desire for the world and its decor is present are the peopre who
would be governed with the orders of this Verse. It is evident that
Allah subh ana-o-Tala has fixed the punishment of f ire for the
Muid-e-Duniga, and it has been clearly expressed that the
punishrnent for the Murid-e-Duniga, in the Hereafter, is the
punishment of the Hell only. In the l lm-e-lJsool. it is proved that
Allah subhana-o-Tala had fixed the punishment of Helr for a
person rvho is not afraid of the orders of Allah (Amar) and the one
who is not afraid of the orders of Allah is a Kafir. Thus, Murid-e-
Duniga is a Kat' ir. Due to rhis reason only in some of the verdicts
of the Imam MahdiAs, ir is clear that 

"without 
Tark-e-duniuc there

is  no Fai th ( lman)."

The second Verse is

c.SgLoJt .sa F+--Jt,;1[9 l.i;11 olH-rEJt ;T9 1U.}otof9
(79:37, 38' 39) i.e. one who adopts the l ife of this worrd wourd find
his abode in the Hell. Imam RuziRH in tafseer-e-Acbir has stated
that the love of this world is the main source for every fault. 

'when

the man adopts rhese two qualities - disobedience of Ailah and
adoption of the life of this world - he would be a Kafir and would
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enter into the Hell. The extracts of the statements of Imam RaziRH
is,

.--e Jt5 +rf p).LJt 4+lc 4.i.c LSSJ LoJ el,lo -;fs Loitg
J

alllr sL+Jt: g)UYl cjlt!s:69 UJd JtorfJ lr,rJl

G,asl oJl5l*ilf .'s UJb Olf c.:f;oYt q;e.r<+ lsf y

l5,L*.o a=rGc qJ95J g5-Uf ,stgfgsg ,.:rQl*.lt

Thus, adoption of the world and to have desire for it would

be the reasons for th" punishment of f ire. Hence, Imam Mahdi-e-

MaoodAS has stated that the renunciation of the world (Tark-e-

Duniga) is compulsory. The theologians (Mutak'alimeen) have not

considered the meanings of these Verses deeply and have not

understood the realit ies hidden in them. Therefore, Tark-e-Duniga

is a desirable (Mustahab) act rvith them. V/hen the scholars of

Islamic fundamental (UIma-e-Usool) hat e proved it a thing,

adoption of rvhich would result in the punishment of Hell, then

giving up such a thing would necessarily be compulsory (Farz).

Thus, the desire for the world and its adoption is resulting in the

punishment of the fire, and hence it is necessary to give it up.

Since, the scholars of Islamic fundamentals (UIma-e-Usool), the

scholars of jurisprudence (Fiqah) and the theologians

(Mutak'alimee n) had not given proper attention towards the matters

related to the nearness to Allah and the perfection of the spiritual

status. Hence, they have not drawn the orders in respect of such

matters, even though the matters are within the ambit of their fields

and their known aspect of research.

It may be noted that as it is compulsory to give up the

desire for the world. In the same manner, it rs also compulsory to

renounce the effects of the world (Mat'a-ud-Duniga). Since, all the

articles of the world are the reasons for unmindful ness (ga'flath)

and when a man involves in them and puts his efforts in acquiring

them, then definitely he would become unmindful (ga'flath). Hence,
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the renunciation, of the effects and the goods of the world is also
compulsory (Farz). This does not mean celibacy (rohbanigath).

The purpose of the statement is to indicate that; it is necessary for
the seeker to detach him self from all the material and effects of the
world, and divert his full atrenrion towards Allah, the Almighty. He
should not have attachment and love for anything other that Allah.
His every action shall be for God, and he shall nor have the desires
of his telf (ncls). In isolation, he should have devotion towards
Allah as well as in the company he should have the same devotion.
Such a person is detached from other than Allah and is rvithin the
arnbit of the Quranic Verse.

The rohbaniyoih (celibacy) teaches the giving of the natural
and the biological demands where as the renunciation of the world is
giving up the intentional demands. A per the Shan'at of the

ProphetPBUH it has been stated thutfbYt"+*"*t+;y
Since the renunciation of the natural and biological desires such as
rest, marriage would detach the seelcer from the natural course.
Moreover, it is impossible to give up the natural activit ies. Hence,
the Shcn'cl of Prophet MohammedPBUH 5ur not given rhe rrouble
of this type of renunciation and had confined to the extent of giving
up the intentional desires. The larvs of this Shari 'at are not against
the larvs of the nature (Khanoon-e-llahi). Thus, TcrA-e-Duniga is

not rohbanigot (celibacy) c-:Jztell gJ'o crtgtSi:t. Whatever
we have discussed about TcrA- e-duniga is according to the general

scholars (Mohaqaqeen). Now, it is desirable ro stare the meanings

of Tark-e-Duniga, which are Valid with us. Allah Sr"rbhana-o-Tala
says

a^Jl'.c >/.ac JLor _u.|i a{; "lnJl F_f ott cr^9 (18:110).

It means that, 
'one 

who is desirous to visualize the Almighty, it is
mandatory on hirn that he should do good deeds ('.4mal-e-Saaleh')

and shall not join anyone with him.' The commentators have taken
the view that'Amal-e-Saaleh means offering of salath (namaz) etc.
In fact, they have not given full thought rvhile giving the meanings
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of the words ('.4mal-e-saaleh). In reality 
'Amal-e-saalah 

means,

that the deeds shall have goodness and virtue only i.e., Salah, Khair

and no other thing is mixed with it. Otherwise, thar would not be a

perfect virtuous deed (Kcmil 
'Amal-e-saaleh'). 

Rather it would be

a mixture of virtue and non-virtue. Thus, it is necessary that in it

for any reason and from any angle there shall not be any dissension.

Then only ('Amal-e-Sacleh) would mean the rejection of ShirA.

Thus, Allah has explained it with the Verse
f .r.>l a;, 6ct1*a =J,:.f Y9 and
a-,Jte >4.oc JLs&Je a+_2 .latl *-t crlt cr69 (18:110) which

would mean only one thing i.e., rejection of ShirA. The meanings of

this Verse would be that, a person who rejects SftirA, would only be

desirous of the Vision of Allah i.e., from no angle there shall be any
joining of anything with the Essence (Dhat) of Ban-e-Tala.

It may be noted that the polytheism (shnA) is of two types.

One is the ShirA-e- lali (clear polytheism) and the second is ShirA-

e-Khafi (hidden poiytheism). The meanings of first type are very

clear i.e. Shirk-e-lali is that in which, along with Allah in respecr of

sustenance (nr7), creation (qualh) and obedience (i 'badat) any

creation shall also be joined; or shall have the Faith of triniry like

Christians or have the Faith for Virutes, i.e., good deeds are by

god and evil deeds are by Ahramann, l ike the Faith of

Zoroastrians; or to have the Faith that a creator is one god, the

sustainer is another god, and the destroyer is the third god, like the

Hinduism. To have the Faith that God appear in the form of his

own creations l ike the auotar as believed by Hindus. In the Muslim

community, the ridged Shic's also have similar Faith. Certain

groups of nonbelievers would think that in their priests and

reformers, god has entered and hence they perform prostration to

them. These all are polytheists (Mushnh). The position of the

worshipper of stars and Zoroastrians is the same. They say that the

stars and the fire are eternal activators. Hence, there is no doubt in

their being disbelievers. These people would be deprived of the
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mercy of Allah in the Hereafter. Thus, one who is free from the

Shirh-e-lali (clear polytheism) is a believer in the Shan'cl. The

true believer (Momin Haqiqi) is the one who is free from Shirh-e-

Kha/i also. It is very difficult to be free from the Shirk-e-Khafi.

Because, every one would have his eyes on the causes and he would

attach every deed to the causes only. Then, necessarily he is

invoived in SftirA-e -Khafi. Only the pious godly person would close

his eyes from the causes and he would not have the knowledge

excepting the Essence (Dhat) and Attributes (Sifaat) of Allah.

That person is the truq believer and such a person would be

desi rous of  the Vis ion of  Al lah.  Thus,  for  us 'Amal-e-scaleh is

meant for the rejection of ShirA. The perfect person who rejects

Sh;rA is one who is heedless of his self (hhudi). That means his self

(nc/s) is completely annihilated (fanaa) and he has his eyes cn

Allah alone. In that situation, the one who has renounced the world

would also be the one who rejects the ShirA-e- Khat'i. Therefore,

Imam-MahdiAS hus stated that 
'Amal-e-Saaleh 

means Tarh-e-

Duniga and Tark-e-Duniga means rejection of the self (Tark-e-

Khudi). This is perfectly in accordance with the Holy Verse
t-r>l a;r 6-:tg; 5)".2 vg (18:110). Wlth the above statements,

it is evident that the real renunciation is the rejection of the self

(Tark-e-Khudi). One who does not reject the self is not the one

who has truly renounced the world (Tank-ud-Duniga). The

rejection of self is also a delicate and deep matter; this is not the

proper place to discuss it in detail. At this stage it is sufficient to

say that rvhile teaching the Dhikr-e-Khafi the methods taught for

the rejection of self (Tark-e-Khudi) shall be kept in vierv, and actecl

upon. If i t were done then the rejection of self would be achieved.

Yet, it is very difficult task to know DhiAr-e-Khati and without

which, the attainment of rejection of self is not possible. Majority of

the people would consider the remembrance with soul (DhiAr-e-

Ruhi) or Dhihr-e-S;ni (the silent remembrance) as Dhikr-e-Khali.

This is wrong! However, the acquisition of the true knowledge is

like acquiring the knowledge of al-chemg (cheMigan). Sorrowfully

some people who were neither able to read or write properly nor
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their piety or devotion were in accordance with the teachings of the

Imam-MahdiAS; cluim to have reached the divine staLe (Muqham-

e-Lahoot) and are not ready to reduce their status a little. God muy

bestow good reasoning to them.

It may be noted, that involvement and devotion with Allah

is a general issue and the rejection of self (Tark-e-KhtLdi) is a

specialized attainment of an individual. Because, there may be

devotion with Allah; yet, there may not be rejection of self. Since,

the seeker, so long as, is within the sacramental stages of heart

(qalb), spirit (rufi) or head (sim) would be a person involved in

the devotion with Allah, yet would not be one who has rejected the

self (Tark-e-Khudi). Nevertheless, when he is elevated to the

position of khafi or akhfi (secret/ confidential) then his reality

would disappear in him and then he would become the one who has

rejected the self (Tanh'e-Khudi) as well as a devotee towards

Allah. Thus, e'rery devotee, with Allah may not be the one who has

rejected the self (Tarik-e-Khudi). Since, we are not desirous of

going into deep details of such issues nor this book is on these

topics. Hence, we are concluding this discussion at this stage.

Section - 6

vision of Allah (+iltc'-rt)

The Sunni scholars have Consensus on the issue that

the Vision of Bai-e-Tala i.e. Deedar-e-Khuda is possible. The

philosophers, Mo'tezelah, Karamiah and Mujassamah negate this

view. The philosophers belie'ue that the Vision is possible of a thing,

which is dense/opaque. As the density, decreases there would be

loss of visibil i ty and uitimately when the thing becomes very l ight,

i is .. ' lsibil i ty would become impossible. Since, the Essence (Dhat) of

T a n r  e e r - u l - l l i d a v a
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Bari-e-Tala is lightest of all the light things and its existence is

different from the existence of any other thing. It is free from the

compulsions of time, place and body i.e, is free from direction,

merging and mixing. Hence, it is mandatory (Wojib) that its Vision

is also impossible. The Mo'tezelah also follow philosophers in this

issue and for acquiring the Vision, they put forth the same

conditions.

The conditions put forth by the philosophers and

Mo'tezelah is eight in all.

o The first condition is that, the abil ity to see, i.e. the sight

should be able to see the articles.

o The second condition is that the article to be seen should

not be impossible to be seen. However, it should be

possible to be seen.

o The third is that the article to be seen shall not be very

ciose or attached to the physical eyes.

o The fourth is that it shall not be too far awav from the

physical eyes.

r The fifth is that, it should not be light.

o The sixth is that, ' i t should not be too small.

o The seventh is that there should not be any thick object

in between the article to be seen and the eye.

o The eighth is that it should be in front of the one who is

seeing it.

When all these conditions are attained then the Vision

would be achieved. Because, after the attainment of all the above

conditions if the Vision is not attained then it can be safely said

that, in front of us there are thousands of suns and moons but we

are unable to see them. A person rvho says this is a very innocent

and ignorant being. Thus, when these conditions are fulfilled the

Vision would become a must. The above said conditions are of tvo
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types. some of the conditions are related to specialized bodies.
Thus, the last six conditions are in this category, when Allah
subhana'o-Tala is not a body or form the last six conditions are
not applicable for His vision. Thus, out of eight conditions the first
two cu.iLlitions i.e. capacity to see and the practicalibility of the
article to be seen are ro ire fulfilled for the Vision of Allah. It is a
known fact with the wise people that whenever a condition is in
existence, the stipulator wil l also be in the existence, because the
negation of the condition would also mean negation of the stipulator.
since, we have understood this issue it may also be understood that
whe' the sense of Vision i! correcr and the Vision of Allah
Subhana'o-Tala is possible, then the visualizarion of Alrah would
become mandatory (Wajib) and every one should be able ro see
Him. However, when a seeker is having the correct sense of \/ ision
and vet, is unable to see Allah then it would be construed that the
Vis ion of  the Essence (Dhat)  of  Ban-e-T u/o is  imoossib le.

It rnay be noted that all the above srarements are useless
and irreverent because the conditions. which are stipulated by those
people are related to articles with body to be able to be seen. since,
the said articles cannot be seen without fulf i l lment of the abo,re
conditions. Thus, if the Mo'tezelah and the philosophers specificaliy
claim that the things they visuaiize is not ri,, i thout the specifietl
conditions, there rvould be nn necessity to go deep into these
discussions. But. it would not be correct to say that, for the Vision
of everything these conditions are only applicable. When a thing is
:rot visible in spite of existence of these conditions, then the Vision
.f such a thing is not possible. Thus, the specification of their clarm
is necessary. Ashariga are of the view that, seeing the Cod is
possible. From their discussions, it is evident that they are of the
vierv that the Vision can be attained only when there is some
commonality between the two namely one who is seeing and the
or-her one to be seen. And the commonality is of two types. One is

' l  
a n r  e e r  u l , l { i d a v a
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that, which exists in particles. The second (lauahar) exisrs in
aVerseness (aag'raz).

In these two combinations, the existence (lTcjood) rvould
be common. In respect of matter, the combining force would be
atoms and the shape, and in respect of aVerseness (oog'roz). the
combination would be of taste and color (loon-o-rang). Thus" in

respect of the matter and the aVerseness, which are subject to the
Vision of materialism, the above conditions may be applicable. Now
the issrre relating to lhe qualit ies (jau;ahar), which are meant for
particular aspects of the wisdom, application of these conditions may
not be 6-,ossible. since every quality of the wisdom (iau,ahar-e-

a'qli), which is able to see the other quality of wisdom (jawahar-e-

a'qli). Thus can be in two ways. The one is that, the quality of
being the special nature of the wisdom, which would be able to see
the other quality of wisdom (jaw,ahar-e-oqli). Since, it would be
capable of specifically exhibiting it self compietely it would not
require to undergo a test on the basis of the above eight conditions.
The second method of seeing would be the quality of wisdom
(iautahar-e-a 'q l i )  should take a par t icu lar  shape.  In th is  a lso.  there
rvil l  be no need of conducting a test based on the above eight
conditions, because being the l ightest (lateef) and light (noor), it
would not be a condition u'hether the object to be seen is far or
near, small or big, in front or behind and whether any object is in
between the one to be seen and the one who is seeing it or not. All
these things w'ould be irrelevant. The same is the condition of the
people who are bestowed with the bliss of Allah and are i l luminated

with the brightness of Angels; because Allah in their praise says,
+i^> pgJl :l -a* J! .U&, s.LE Ui.i<i 

$0:22) i.e., 
,.We 

have

removed your curtain from you. Thus, your Vision is brighter today.
That means very bright and for it, there is no veil for him.' Thus

for such a Vision the above conditions would not apply.
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Thus, the conditions prescribed by the philosophers and the

Mo'tezelah are not correct, because these conditions would apply

only when the articles to be seen and the one who is seeing are

related to the matter and are identical in their existence. The

rational souls, which are pure in their nature and Allah Subhana-o-

Tala, had removed their material veils, their pure nature is free from

the darkness of the natural obscurity of the shape, and for them

these conditions would not apply. The philosophers and the

M o' tezelah committed two mistakes.

The one is that they have treated these conditions as a must

for the Vision (i.e. for all types of seeing). Thus, they have to think

over the 
'present 

through the absent' i.e. the things which are

accepted as conditions for the Vision of the 
'present' 

articles were

made necessary for the Vision of the 
'absent' 

article. This condition

is rvrong!

The second is that, those people have proved that the

Essence (Dhat) and the Attributes (Sifaat) of Bari-e-Tala are

different from the existence (Dhat-other than Allah) of all the

possible (mumkin) articles. But, after this conclusion vhen they

discuss about the issues relating to the Vision of Allah, then, for

such Vision they have stipulated the conditions, which are necessary

for the Vision of material articles even though it is not proved with

them, that a particular thing can be assumed for a different

particular article. In such a condition, how their assumption can be

acceptedl

Though the stateinent of Ashariua, which we have stated

earlier, is sufficient to weaken the above conditions. even then. their

statement that, 
"for 

seeing the articles one conlmon thing is

necessary i .e .  the 'ex is tence' (Wajood)."  This  is  not  correct ,

because if the existence is the only condition for Vision, then the

song and sound should also be visible to the eyes, because they also
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exist. It is evident that this concept is wrong. The problem is that
the Asharigo have, at t imes, defined the Essence (Dhat) of Bai-e,
Tala in the manner that it denies the exisrence of physical body and
its requirements and at times, they defined and proved the existence
of Bari-e-Tala in terms of 

'Scmn' 
i.e., one who hears, Basar i.e.

one who sees and kalam i.e. one who speaks. These things would
denote the body of Bai-e-Ta1a, its requirements, and when they
prove that the Vision of Bai-e-Tclo is possible then the existence
of physical body of Ban-e-Tala would get f irrther supported.
However, factual existence of Allah negates the possibilities of the
requirements of the existence of physical body of Ban-e-Tala. Thus,
in this respect, there is no doubt that in both these statements there
is contradiction. Further, when the Ashanga have accepted that
Bari-e-Tala is having the qualit ies of Sama, Basar, and Kalam
then it was necessary that they should not have rejected the other
similar qualities. But, a perusal of their books shows that, they seem
to have interpreted the Holg Verses in the manner which goes to
prove that Bari-e-Tala has face (wajah), hand (gadh), eyes
(aa'gn) etc. The gist of all this is that, ar t imes for the Essence
(Dhat) of Ban-e-Tala they prove ir factually and at t imes logically.
But, SheiAh Abul Hasan Asharigi who is the Imam of Ashariya
has other intrepratation. He says that the meaning of Sami is
absolute totality of Vision (Aalam-e-Mubassiarat) hearing and
bcser means the knowledge of Vision' i.e. God is sami-o-baseer
means, that, Cod is having the complete knowledge of hearing and
the Vision and kalam (speech) denotes power of the Essence
(Dhat) to talk (Kalam-e-Nc/si). But, the other Ashanga has the
Faith, which we have discussed earlier. The view adopted by
theologian (Muttak' alimeen) and Imam-uI-Harmain-Abul-Ma' ali
view about the Vision of Allah, is nearly the same as the views of
Ashar iga.  Abul  Ma'a l i ,  in  h is  book, ' / rshaad'has srated that ,  the
senses realise the essence of a thing and the existing thing with its
particular qualities and qualifications rvould be differentiated from
another thing. But, the senses would not be able to realize these
things and the meanings of the Essence of a thing (Dhat-e-Shai)
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been taken as its existence, which is common in all the existing

matters. Thus, the senses would be able to realize thc. things due to

its existence. This statement is even more incorrect than the earlier,

because when the Vision realizes the existence of a thing, at the

same time it would be completely ignorant of its conditions and

aVerseness. In this situation, it v'ould not be possible for the Vision

to differentiate between the blackbody and the white body, i.e. (the

properties of the two bodies such as hardness or softness, taste and

flavor, etc.). Apart from this if the Vision (Basar) realizes the

presence of a thing because of its existence, then it should also be

able to realize the music and sound, since these things are also in

existence. Similarly, through the power of Vision (Quwat-e-Basara)

it should be possible to realize the flavor, odor, sound etc.

Therefore, the above statement is false. In respect of the Vision of

Allah, whatever philosopher lbn-e-Rashad has stated is all against

the theologians (Muttakalimeen). l- lowever, the arguments, which

occur on the stand of the theologians (Muttakalimeen), in general,

in respect of the Vision o{ Bai-e-Ta1c would not occur in the

statements of lbn-e-Rashad. The philosopher lbn-e-Roshad has

stated that from the perusal of the HoIg Quran and the true

Traditions, it is evident that the Shan'at has not clarif ied whether

Ban-e-Tala is a physical body or not. When the Holg Shari 'ct has

not clarif ied this point then it is not necessary to argue in respect of

rejection or acceptance of the physical body for Ban-e-Tala. Rather

we should be silent in respect of c,rnfirming or rejecting it, because

the human wisdom is not capable of understanding or verifying this

issue. If i t were to be tteated l ike this, we would not face the

problems, which erupted due to presentation of the factual (tanzia)
'evidence. 

Therefore, Ibn-e-Rashad has opined that Ba.n-e-Tala

Him self defined his Essence (Dhat) with Noor (l ight)

_ps! tes-r te,* ! f  ,4z l t t  Q4:35)  i .e . ,  
.A l lah 

TaIa is  the Noor

(l ight) of the earth and the skies' and since the noor is a thing,

which can be realized by commoners & noblers alike and feel that it
(Noor) is highest of the senses and in fact through the .Noor only

other things are also realized. When Allah lnclo has called Himself
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Allah Tcla has called Himself

Noor (light) and through the light all things are seen, then being
the same light, the Vision of the Essence (Dhat) oI Ban-e-Tala,

would also be permissible and the desire to see such a thing, which

is permissible to be seen, is not untenable. Thus, all the objections
of. Mo'tezelah that are based on the rules of intelligence (a'qliah),

which are meant to establish through the factual perfection (kamaal-

e-tanzia) are rejected through this statement. Similarly, the necessity

for the interpretation of the Asha'irah, in respect of the Quranic
Verse 

'Ian 
tarani' is also not needed. The objections of the

NIo'tezelah on the Asha'irah and NIa'taridiga are because at t imes,

they confirm the existence of physical body of Allah and on other

occasions, thev reject it. Hence, they have to face the unnecessary

problems of interpretations. The Mo'tezelah have made such

statements in respect of factual evidence (Tanzia-e-Bari-e-Tola\

due to which very often they have to unduly interpret the Quranic
Verses (Taueel) and the true Traditions and had arrived at the

conclusions which are uncalled for in the Shai'at. Thus, the Soma
(hearing), Bosor (Vision) and halam (speech), which are the real
qualit ies, are interpreted that Vision and hearing (Sama-o-Basar\

are meant for the knowledge of hearing and Vision; and that halam
(speech) means the creation of speech. Sheihh Abul Hasan Ashari

has also supported the Mo'tezelah in respect of this matter by
saying that Scma (hearing), Basar (Vision) means the knowledge

of Bari-e-Tola. Thus, the research scholar 
'Dawani' 

in Shan-e-

Aquiged-e-lalali has explained this position, which we have

discussed earlier. However, he had different opinion in respect of the

quality of talking (Sifaat-e-Kalami). He is of the opinion thar

speech (kalam) is the attribute of the Essence (Dhat) of Allah i.e.,

the essence of speech (Kalam-e-Nc/si). He had thus rejected the

statement of Mo'tezelch that halam means the creation of speech.

But, it is not understandable that as to, according to which rule, he
is accepting the interpretation in respect of the meanings of the

Attributes (Sit'aat) of 
'Scmc 

and Bascr' and rejecting the starement
in respect of the attribute of 

'Kalam' 
and taking the meanings as

Essence oI Kalam (Kalam-e-Nclsi). The reasons, which permitted
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him for interpretation in respect of 
'Samc 

and Bascr', and the
reasons, which prevented the interpretation in respect of'kalam', are
not known. However, the Mo'tezelah keeping in view the factual
perfection, kalma-e-Tanzia had rejecred the possibility of the Vision
of Ban-e-Tala. They have proved that it is impossible. Due to this
reason oniy, they interpret the Quranic Verses, which are in support
of the Vision of Bari-e-Tala

laJae ),Ls-c Jto*.ls atl "lnJll f,j_ g|s .3l,9
5sL*,r :Jsz2)/9 (18:110)

which is indicative of the Vision of Ban-e-Tala is interpreted
(taueel) that the 

'liqha' 
means the reward (sawab) and argued that

if the meanings of 
' l iqha' 

are taken as the Vision of Bai-e-Tala,
then the body and its requirements would be proved for the Essence
(Dhat) of Bari-e-Tolc. Therefore, the meanings of' l iqha' as given
in the dictionaries i.e. Deedar (Vision) are not suitable here. Imam
Razi has also taken the meanings of 

' l iqha', 
which are not in

collaboration with the essence of the Verse. He says that, 
' / iqha' 

is
in the meanings of a meeting in which the layers of bodies touch
each other. Imam Razi has stated this strange thing, which is not
applicable to any agah (Holg Verse) in any way. The scholars of
the IIm-e-Kalam (rhetoric) are well aware rhar all their
interpretations are based on the claim that the Shcrj 'cl of the
ProphetpBuH i. totully in accordance with the philosophy. Thus in
view of these claims, it is necessary for them to synchronize the
issues relating to the Shari'at with the philosophy. Therefore, they
had to make thousands of interpretations in respect of the Shcn'at of
Allah. In short the command, which is proved through the Holg

Quran and the continuous Traditions (Ahadith-e-Muttawatera) is
compulsory (Farz) to be accepted, irrespective of the fact that it is
factual (tanzihi) or allegorical (tashbihi) even though our wisdom
may be able to know its meanings or incapable of understanding it.
The statement of Qazi-Ibn-e-Rashad, Andilisi (Spanish) who is
the leader of the philosophers, that when the Shon'c/- e-Shoreef (the

HoIg Shafi'a) has not explained as to whether Bai-e-Tclc is
having a body and its requirements or not, then it is unnecessary to
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drag the issue of Vision of Allah into such complications. Hence,
the Vision of Ban-e-Tala is possible ro occur. Sheihh-abu-nasr
F arabi, Mo'Iim-e-Sani has also accepted in '.Fusoosi that the
Vision of Bari-e-Tala is possible to occur. I have discussed this
issue in Sharah-e-Aquidah-Shareef and have fully explained the
Faith of the Moulim-e-Scni.

The gist is that the Vision oI Bai-e-Tala is possible to
occur. For this reason only the Sunni-scholars have adopted the
Faith that the Vision of Ban-e-Tala, in this v'arld, is possible to
occur. In addition, in the Hereafter it would occur, i.e. the believers
would see Bari-e-Tala in the manner they see the full moon. Thus,
Shareh-Maqasid-Allama-Tuftazani in Sharie-Maqasid has stated
that

. =l€ cJ*nrl4.cJt r:_r9-r> J.-6 a->/t .jGEls €ta>>ttbt
a+:;y't eFg

i.e., 
'before 

the appearance of the opponents the IJmmah of
MohammedPBUH 6u6 unanimiry about the occurrence of Vision of
the Bari-e-Tala.' He has further stared that
art*.a!f _rl*t cJ^ Y-, o9r,r.-9 .r.>l a*:-Jt .r.t.^> r5g)
rs<€.Jbb 4Ltt . -b) i.e., 

' the 
Tradition about the Vision of

Ban-e-Tala is reported by twenty-one great Companions of the
ProphetpBUH.' Th... is a difference of opinion in respect of the
issue, whether the Vision (Deedar) of Ban-e-Talo would occur in
this world or not. some of the CompanionsRZ are having difference
of opinion. Some say that rhe ProphetpBuH *a, blessed with the
Vision of Ban'e-Talc during the shab-e- Me'raj. Some others reject
it. Therefore, Allama Tultazani has written in Sharie-Maqasid
(4Jt .:.:t.g9 F€j€ 4ftf s.*) a;l-aft *Al:-+l f -l€J9

>f ,ol 6f;-f t anal a=r-r. <fJ J|.s rg.l--9 
-1,- ailt . -te

(,t<o:f t -._l*Js F-59,t ..ri \-t>,(r.+>f f9

i.e., 
'in 

respect of any issue if there is a difference of opinion of the
persons reporting the Tradition (Hadith) this difference would be a
proof that the issue is possible.' Thus, when there is a difference of
opinion among the companionsRZ of the Prophets about the vision
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would be possible in respect of other

In short, the gist of the discussion is that, the Vision of

Ban-e-Tala as it had occurred to the ProphetpBuH in thi* *orld

and it is possible to occur for others also. Moreover, the desire for a

thing, which is possible to occur, is not prohibited. Therefore, Imam

MahdiAS as per the command of Allah has made the desire to see

Ban-e-Tala as compulsory. At this stage, it is not necessary for us

to discuss about the meanings of Vision because this argument is

related to Su/rsm and hence is the issue, which is not related to this

book. I have discussed this matter in detail, in my book, Shari 'a-

wehdat-e-mutlaqah. It may be noted that the desire to see Bari-e-

Talc which, is compulsory (Farz) for us is the absolute (Mutlaqah)

Vision because the restricted (Muquiggadah) Vision is ShirA

(polytheism).

* * t r * * t r
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Sect ion-7

Retreat (GIt oJf )

The Promised MahdiAS had made the 
'retreat' 

(U zlat-uz-

Q"oq) compulsory (Farz) on his followers because Allah Tclc in

the Holg Qurun has commanded that >l+:.jr 4+Jl .J:.:g (73:7) i.e.,
be fully attentive towards Allah and get disconnected completely

from other than Allah. Though this command of Allah is for the

ProphetpBuH brt according to the sense, the order is general.

Further, it is ordered that

ti.^Jl ogzitJf ,a€l;c tg4S!.:.J O€+:sf9j-*:l .;1; 
jJt;c9

(6:70) i.e.. 
'O! 

MohammedPBUH 4.r..t those people and be away

from them who have treated their Deen a jest (play).' The order of
this Verse also according to its sense is in general. It may be noted,
that according to the command of Allah, when the Promised

MuhdiAS had made renunciation of world (Tark-e-Dunigo) a
compulsory tenet, then those who have renounced the world would
be craving for the concentration. Hence, Promised MahdiAS has
made the isolation i.e., isolating themselves from other than Allah, a
compulsory deed. Because, when a person is involved in other than

Allah, then he would be away from Allah and would be involved in
self seeking and would become self centered. Such a person in
reality would not be a person who has renounced the world. Thus,
for a person who renounces the world, isolation (Uzlat-az-Qalq) is
compulsory when the reason is made compulsory, then the condition
also is compulsory. The connection between the Tark-e-Duniga and
Uzlat-az-QuclA is clear from the very sense of Tarh-e-Duniga,

because according to our terminology self-seeking and self (nc/s) is
the duniga (world), then the meanings of Tarh-e-Dunigc would be

Tark-e-Khudi (renunciation of self) and the one who has renounced
the self would be close to Allah. Moreover, the one who is close to
Allah would be disconnected from the creations. Thus, one who has
renounced the world would be disconnected from the creations.
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Section-8
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Dependence on Almiglt, (.lff")

It may be noted that when a person has renounced the
world then he should be disconnected from all other things and he
should have concern with Allah only. Thus, his real object would be
the Essence (Dhat) of Ban-e-Tclc. Further, pure Essence (Dhat)
ls extensively high. Hence, for such a person the dependence on
Allah is compulsory, because the sense of Tarh-e-Duniga is
renunciation of everything other than Allah. This would be of two
types:

o Everything other than Allah would be worthless i.e.. in
his view.

o In the eyes of the seeker, there would be none except
Allah.

In Lroth these conditions, it would be an ignorance or
foolishness on the part of the seeker to depend upon the mean
things (madoom) or the non-existing things, because these things
are having no real value or are non-existing. Depending on such
things is a grave ignorance. Hence, for a person who has renounced
the world it is necessary prudence to depend on Allah alone. V/hen
there is a connection in these two things then, Tark-e-Duniga
would be the obligation and the dependence (Tawahhal) would be
a condition. Since the separation of the obligation and the condition
(lazim-o-malzoom) is not possible hence wherever there is a
renunciation (Tarh\ of the world the dependence on Allah
(Tawakkat) would also be appended. Therefore. Tark-e-Duniga
(renunciation of world) and Tau;akka/ (dependence on Allah) are
in the same order i.e. wherever Tark-e-Duniga is compulsory
(Farz) the dependence on Allah (Tawakhal),uzould also be
compulsory (Farz). Due ro this reason, only Imam Mahdi-e-
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MaoodAS on the command of Allah had ordered Tawahkal
(dependence on Allah) as a compulsory deed (Farz). Thus, in the
Holg Quran Allah says c.:ols.9turl*--2<irt..et alrt i.e., 

'depend

on Allah because Allah is delighted with those who depend on
Him.' Thus, for every human being in general and on those who
have renounced the world (Tan k-ud-Dunigc), in particular, the
Tatuahkal is compulsory (Farz). He has to depend on Allah and
all his needs should be diverted rowards Allah alone. By saying
+i-rr . -rr essnr +p)et i.e., depend on Allah; Allah Tala insisted
upon>{-.s': r irr,.:;s-r (33:4E). The sense of both these Holy
Verses is the same, i.e. one who depends on Allah for him Allah is
sufficient. W}en a person who has renounced the world (Tarik-ud-

Duniga) depends on Allah; it is compulsory for him to give up the
plans also. Otherwise that person would not be a real Tarik-ud-
Duniga (one who has renounced the world). Imam CczaliRH has
stated three stages of dependence (Tawakkal) on Allah. The first is
that, he should depend on Allah and make the efforts. The second
is that, he should depend on Allah and give up the efforts and plans
as an infant depends on his mother. He would have no concern with
others. The third is that he should depend on Allah and nor ask
Him any thing with the confidence that w.hat ever is his fate would
happen to himl nothing against it would occur. The first kind is not
related to Tark-e-Duniga. The second and third are related to
Tark-e-duniga. ln that condition, every Tank-ud-Dunigo, according
to termirrology would be MutauakAil (one who is dependent on
Allah) and every Mutauakkil would be a Tarik-ud-Duniua.

'The 
Promrsed Nlahdrls has therefbre said that "be-ikhtiy-ar 

shaw bakhrawar basft" i.e., give up
the dlscretron and become successful.
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Section-9

Equality among the Conclua"r, 
(9i9i)

It is desirable that at this point the issue relating to equality

among the Concluders (Tcsui at-e'Khotimeen) is also discussed.

Generally, Sunni people believe that the ProphetpBuH is the hiShest

of all the Messengers and he is the Concluder of the Naboua

(Khatim-e-Nabouat). Among the human beings, no one had been

equal to him nor would any one be so. They also believe that no

one is superior to Abu Bakr SiddiqRz l.

We have objections on both of these issues. In respect of

the first issue, we believe that the ProphetpBuH is the highest of the

Messengers and he is the Concluder of the Naboua. However, lve

have reservations on the point that his l ikeness is impossible. In

respect of the second issue, out of the Khulala'e-Rorh"Dr"nRZ

(the four Khalif as of the Prop1.,",PBtJH; Abu Bakr Sidd;qRZ is the

highest. As regards to the first issue, it is stated that, due to the

fact that the ProphetPBUH 1, the highest of the Proph"tsPBUT and

he is the Concluder of the Nabouc his l ikeness is possible because,

his persona would not be free from three conditions or presumptions.

It shall be either mandatory (Waiib) possible (Mumkin) or not

possible (Na Mumhin). The first and the third presumptions are

false. Then the second presupption *ould be confirmed. The first

presumption is false since if the persona of the Prophet is treated as

mandatory (Wajib), then it will be established that there are two

gods and the concept of the unity of Allah would be defeated.

Thus, the persona of the ProphetpBuH cannot be mandatory. The

third presumption is also false because a thing, which is impossible,

I Here the author intends to discuss the belief of a section of the Sunni scholan. There are

several Sunnr scholars, who belteve in the equality of the ProphetPBuli and the Promised

MahdiAt. Some ofthem have been quoted in this chapter by the author
--Translator
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would be a non-existing one. Thus, it could never appear. Since,

the persona of the ProphetpBuH hud already appeared, thus it is

evident that hepBUH is not impossible. Thus, the third concept also

becomes false. Since, the first and the third concepts are false, then

the second presumption would be proved. It is so that the persona

of the ProphetpBuH is possible. Hence, the l i lceness of the possible

would necessarily also be possible. Since, the possibility or likeness

of a mandatory or an impossible would be apparently false. Thus,

the l ikeness of the ProphetpBuH is possible. Under this position the

fact of some person, being equal to the ProphetpBuH, in the status,

is possible. Therefore, reasonably it is possible that some person wil l

b .  equal  to  the ProphetPBUH.

Further, if the likeness of the ProphetpBuH *"r. considered

impossible, then the inabil ity of Allah would be established, because

when Allah is capable of creating the entire probables, then he is
also capable of creating likeness of the Propl't.1PBUH. This is also a
possible matter. Other wise, it would be concluded that in certain
possible matters, Allah is not haing complete control and when this
view incorrect it has to be accepted that the likeness of the Prophet

is not impossible and that it is possible and as the happening of a
probable is not impossible, happening of his l ikeness is not
impossible. Further, those who have discussed with the Quranic
, . ..4ffo, a.YJAgat !5-"rt)' - 

have established that like seven skies, there
are seven earths and in the other earths, human beings are
inhabited. The Messengers were also sent to such earths. Thus,
every example of this earth is found in those worlds also. Then, the
likeness of the ProphetpBuH is found there also. In short, those who
have discussed with the above Holg Yerse are having the belief that
in other worlds, the l ikeness of the ProphetpBuH exisrs. Hz. SheiAh
Mohiuddin Ib-ne-Arabu also had the similar view.

The result is that logically (Aqlan) the likeness of the
ProphetPBUH is possible. Therefore, some of the Su/is have stated
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that the l ikeness of the ProphetpBuH i..., a person equal in the
status of the ProphesPBUH would be in the IJmmah of the
ProphetpBuH. Thur, Maulana Roomi in his Mcsnaui t has stated
that he ProphetpBuH hud in his Ummch a replica of himself. We
have ,iiseussed in the previous chapters about certain Traditions
(Ahadith) in which it is evident thar the MahdiAs is a reolica of the
ProPhelPBUH.

The first of such Traditions is 
"Kaifa 

Tahlak [Jmmah..." h
is evident that like the ProphetpBuH, the ImamAS is also the
protector of the Ummah. This has been discussed earlier. The
second is that this Tradition also establishes that l ike the message of
the ProphetpBuH, the message of the MahdiAS is also general for
the entire humanity. Further the Hadith of ThoubanRZ
"AJ'tJl ,*t* lgog*| l{ shows rhar the word ogri l i  is
meant to address the general Ummah of the ProphetpBUH *hich
nray come in to being ti l l  the Day of Judgment. Thirdly, the
-r- :... ,4L*Jf .9 <[",iJ
I raditiontZ- 

- tF

: hhuulkhahi" are evident rhat the Promised MahdiN would have
,, the same character as that of the Prophet MohammedpBuH.

Fourthly, the Traditio" ctJt 4i  JJ! d"t indicates rhar the'Imam 
MahdiAS rvould have the quality of concluding the Faith

.'(KhotMiganl). Thus, in this quality also the lmom MahdiAS would
'.'be equivalent to the Prophet MohammedpBuH. In view of these
''Traditions (Ahadith), our elders have come to the Consensus rhat
'.the,,ProphetpBuH and the Imam MahdiAS are equal in status.
"Tlhus,,'Bcndagi Migan Syed Qcsim Mujtahad al QaamRH in his
".:.bb6ldbt''Meezaan Al Aqaed' has stated, "it is the considered Faith
';'6f r6y:.guide and mentor, in fact of all the Mahdauis, that rhe

Concluder of the Nabouah and the Concluder of the Vilagat-e-
Mohammadi are one and equal." It means rhat the Imam MahdiAS

' . '

dffi' A relrgil-.;, loem rvith the stanzas oferqht lines
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and the ProphetpBuH u.. equal in status in respect of all the

qualities. But, the ImamAS is not having the quality of Nabovah-

Thus, Bcnd agi Sged QcsimRHt has stated, 
"calling 

MahdiN a

Rcsoo/ and a Nabi is not permissible". The reason for this is that

the /Vcbouoh is concluded at the ProphetpBuH. Thus the Holg

Verse.
\>:-r\-> )91 o.iJl roil*-9 4)l J9r) gt>tg

!S.Ar+ Ls+r:/ e3:40)
'You 

are the Prophet of Allah and the Concluder of the Nabovah)

and the Hadith i.e., 
"no 

Nabi after me" are the evidence that after

the ProphetPBUH ,6... would be no Ncbi. However, the Imam

N4uhdiAS is having equality in ail the qualities excepting the

Nabovah and the Prophet-hoodz. 
'We 

have earlier proved with

reason that it is possible to have the l ikeness of the ProphetpBuH.

It may be noted that certain people have the doubt that

since, the Imam MahdiAS had made the claim that 
'l 

am the

seryant of Allah and follower of the ProphetpBuH'; and it is

indicated by the ProphetpBuH in the Tradition that, 
' the 

Imam

MuhdiAS is from my descendants, would follow my foot prints and

shall not commit error.' Hence the claim of the ImomAS and the

Tradition of the ProphelPBUH prove that the /momAS is the

follower of the Proph.,PBUH, then how he can be equal to the one

whom he foilows, because the scholars are of the view that the

follower cannot be equal to the followed one. The clarification for

this doubt is that, the claim of the /mcmAS that he is the follower

of the ProphetPBUH is correct. But, it should be noted that, the

followers would be of two kinds. One is the imPerlect Follower and

the other is a Perlect Follorver. The imPerfect Follower is one who

I The scholars of Islam have presented the character of the ProphetPBtitl to establish the troth of
his Prophet-hood. leaving the signs and indications about his birth name etc. The detailed

discussions can be seen rn the books llke Muqadam-e-Sirajul Absar and Kohlul Jmtahar etc.
Thus the PropheCButr him self had indicated that the Imam^s rvould be equal to him in the
characters, which is the basis ofhis it'abovah.
2 The author in his subsequentbookAl-Aqaed part II (pg 60) and part IV (pg a6) has stated that,
'whosoever did not beleve that the ProphetPBUH and the promised MahdiAs are equal in the
status, no doubt is a disbeliever.
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would not be able to follow his ideal in all respects, i.e. his uttering,
his actions and his deeds. In certain aspects, he can follow him and
in others, he fails to do so.

The Perfect Follower (Tabe-Taam) would follow him in all
respects. The perfect following of the Proplt"rPBUH is possible only
rvhen the follower is free from errors. Thus, the Imam MahdiAS is
rhe Perlect Follower of the ProphetpBuH, b..uur" he is free from

errors. The sense of the above quoted Tradition is the same.

Further, irom the Tradition reported l:y 
'ThoubanRZ', 

*hich we

have discussed earlier, it is evident that the MahdiAS is the Khalifa

oi Allah and it is clear that one who is the Khali/c of Allah rvould

be free from errors. In short, the lmamAS is free irom errors and he

being so, it rnust be accepted that, he is the Pert'ed Follower of the

ProphetPBUH in hir actions and utterances. He is so perfect in that,

there woulci be no error in any aspect. But, he would not follow in
the matters, which are specially permitted to the ProphetPBUH such

as rnore than four marriaees etc.

In short, the qualit ies and the perfections which rvere with

the ProphetpBuH, the same w,ould be with the /-o-AS also, by

following. The sense of the Tradition is the same. Now we wil l
explain that, even if the ImamAS *.r. to be the follower of the
Prc,phetpBuH, dr. to this following there x.,ould not be any loss in

his equality (with the Prophet). Since the ProphetpBuH is directed

by Allah to follorv all the Prophets of Allah, in their righteousness

but by this following the Propher's 
pBUH 

posirion as the highest of

all the ProphetspBuT would rrot be affected. Thus, Allah says in his

Holy book that 
"er-r;;st 

6st.rs3i a-Lrt. '<-r,.s (6:90), "Allah

had guided all the ProphetspBuT to righteousness follow them in
their righteousness." Imam Fahhruddin Razi in his book Moulim-

U sool -ad-Deen has stated,
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;:1ffi'Hltr;-'ffi:"5;
J3teJl cr- 4-rlFtt4 C1.o-7-; Gif t5lg d.lJJttJ-

JLb.gl cr9-<.-e iEJfia .1U- to 4+ C^r-l .ra9 6.raa--f l

The gist of this is that, Allah had directed the

ProphetpBuH to follow all the Prophets of Allah. Thus, the

ProphelPBUI-t had to follow them and accumulate their special

qualit ies in him. If he fails to follow all the Proph"tspBuT, then he

would be, God forbid, treated as the one who had neglected the

directions of Allahl

We have already proved that the ProphetpBuH is not the

one who neglects the directives of Allah, since he is free from errors

and when he follows all the good qualit ies of the Prophetst'BuT,

which they have individually, it is evident that he will have all the

good qualities. The possessor of all the good qualities of justices ancl

good character would be superior to every one of those who possess

them separately and individually. Thus, the conclusion is that the

reason of the superiority of the ProphetPBUH ir his foilowing of all

the Prophets of  Al lah.  Imam Fahharuddin Rczi  in  the 'Tafseer-e-

Kabeer' , discussing the relevant Quranic verse has explained this

issue while narrating different views, and has stated that,

.J1JrJt 4dr[nYl 64ttf .=s F€f .l.Aiiyt rt;oJl ogfT Jtbg
t .;! U+ cJo €J;,r ot .=lc )LJs Qlt o"ls s^1(f ;'rGilt t';*r:

i .e. ,  one group is of the opinion that the meanings of the' fol lowing'

are that the Prophet MohammedPBUH *ou14 follow the Shcri'al of

all ProphetpBuH. But his following in the matter is not establishetl

which are specified with some special reasons. This would mean that

with this Quranic Verse all the Shori'als that rvas given to the

previous ProphetspBuT of Allah had become compulsory upon us.

Qazi Abu Bafrr is of the view that this would be impossible, that

the ProphetPBUH ,6u11 follorv the previous Proph.[rpBuT of Allah
for the reasons noted here under:
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o The first is that the Shan'at of the previous ProphetspBuT

were contradicting to each other. Thu*, with their

contradictions how the ProohetPBUH would follow them.

Imam F akharuddin Razi had answered this by saying that

the orders of Allahot-\:5| 6'at-re5 to follow are common for all

the matters, but the matters, which are contradicting, were excluded.

This is a generalized slrecialty in certain respects. Thus, excepting

the contradictions, following in all other matter is essential.

o The second is that the word 
'Huda' 

is meant for the

evidence and the Shan'at of the earlier ProphetsPBUT i.e.,

orders and methods of practicing were timely. It means that

those laws were in force for a particular period and were

subsequently cancelled. Therefore, their usefulness was for a

particular period only. The moment those periods passed

away, the need to follow them, also ceases. In these

circumstances, how the following of the Proph.lPBUH *ou14

be established) The answer to this is that the events, which

have passed away, are not banned from reoccurring. Thus,

similar circumstances are also not prohibited to reoccur. In

the event, if such circumstances were appearing again as

were during the periods of the previous ProphetspBuT those

orders would come into effect. Thus, the Shan'at of the

previous Prophets is based on the existence of circumstances

and events. 
'Whenever 

such circumstances are in existence

the earlier evidences and orders are needed. Therefore. with

us no order of Allah is cancelled.

o The third is that, if the Prophet MohammedpBuH follows

the qualities and noble characters of the earlier

ProphetspBuT th.n he would become inferior to them in his

position and as per the Consensus he is the leader of all the

Prophets. The answer to this as given by Imam Rczi is
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that, when the ProphetpBuH has followed all the Prophets
of Allah, all the good qualities of all the ProphetrPBUT o1
Allah are accumulated in him. Thus, the person who
possesses different qualities (of all other Proph"rrPBUT;
would be definitely superior to those who possess the
qualities individually.

In short, this statement is evident that because of this type
of following, the ProphetPBUH ;r the Afdhal-ul-Anmbiga (the most
distinguished of all the Prophets).

It may be noted that when the perfection in rhe following of
the other Prophets, becomes the reason and the evidence for the
superiority, then why the same perfection in following would not
become the evidence and proof for the equalityl For this reason
only (Mujtehad-e-Quom) Bandogt Migann Syed QasimRrl ,u;.1
that, 

"the 
MahdiAS is the Perlect Follower and the successor of the

entire religion of the ProphetpBuH and thus, is equal ro him." This
statement of the Mujtahid-e,CirohRH ir bar"d on the discussion of
Imam Razi  in  h is  

'Ma' lam-ul -usool-e-Deen'  
and Taf  seer-e-

Kabeer. Apart from this, in the quality of guidance (to {lmmah)
and conclusion of Faith, he (the /mcmAs) porr"r*., the equality.
This has been discussed earlier.

The statement that,

€g*h^Jt i.t{ 
y 

dl3 9o e4> oo dbt The follower,
because of his quality of following, cannot become equal to one to
whom he is following, is not applicable here. Since, it would apply
to the general followers only. It would mean that, no general
follower, because of his character of following could become equal to
whom he follows. However, this is not our matter of discussion,
because with us the ImamAS is not a general follower. He is the
Perfect Follower (Tabe-Taam). This has been proved earlier. Thus,
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the preposition, which is for the general followers, would exist only

until the general following exists. The moment the general following

ceases, this preposition would also cease. Since, without the

existence of the reason, the effect of the reason would not exist,

hence, the effect of the Perfect Follower would not be the same,

which would be for the general follower. In the said statement, the

general following is mentioned. Therefore, our argument would not

be under this presumption. As the Imam MahdiAS is the Perfect

Follower (Tabe-Taam) of the ProphetpBuH und had the perfect

affinity rvith the ProphetpB.uH. H"n.., this affinity and the following

would be the reasons for his being equal or similar to the

ProphetPBUH.

Therefore, the author of the Culshan-e-Raczl has stated

that,

plc can:', ur1f ,ptbb9;l fb l>+*i s;t5 a>f c'; ilgl F

In short when there is a common belief with us, that the
Promised MahdiN is the Pert'ecf Follower then this following only
would be enough for his being equal to the ProphetpBuH.

The second issue is thaL, Abu Bahr SiddiqRz is superior to
all the people of the Ummah. The details for this are that, Abu
DardaRZ has reported through the ProphetpBuH that the sun had
neither dawned nor set on any person who is superior to Abu Bahr
RZ. Th" second Tradition reported by Abul dardaRZ, is that other
than the Prophets the sun has neither raised nor set on any person
who is superior to Abu Bohfz. Abdut Rahman Bin Hameed has
also narrated thls Tradition in his Mcsnad and Na'eim etc have
narrated this Tradition. The exolanation of this Hadith is that after

I Mahmood Shabistali is the author ofthe Persian poem Gulshan-e-Raaz, which deals with the
concept. the spiritual reality and status of the Promised MahdiA". It is in the form of question
and answer.

--The Translator
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the Prophet o1 411.6PBUH Abu Bakfz is superior to all the human
beings. These are the wordings of this Hadith.

,a4- Ut JS*:ol +- +LJl ,prct.L€Jf rdl $.c
,* *+f y9 U.-o-tJl '* L" JLe ro.t*,g ql. nijf

- ."# o9q gl Vf J-q lsJf on;f,ar.i Lst
'*cJtg ct**nJf .,\+,g1*roL.'oJf q;'o.r>l =lc Wt os9

,tolc uis Utri dltl ,*sF .=;f Clo J"ails-"L-

The scholars have concluded that according to this Hadith
and other Ahadith which are like this, Abu Bakr SiddiqRZ, after
the ProphetPBUH ;t rhe mosr distinguished person in the (Jmmah.

Therefore, the author of the 
'Muaqaf 

has also argued with these
Traditions only. The answer to this is that the said Hadith is
generally specialized i.e. the generality has been specified and due to
this specification certain persons of the [Jmmah of the ProphelPBUH
are excluded. Thus, the ProphetspBuT and the deputies of Allah
are exempred from this Tradition (Hadith\.

Thus, it is the Consensus decision that the Prophet IsaAS
will be sent again near the Day of Judgment. Thus, he (lsaAs;
would also be a member of the IJmmah of rhe prophet

MohammedpBuH. Since all the ProphetspBuT are exempred, then
Hz. IsaAS is also exempred. Thus, it is evident that though the
Hadith is general, yet it had specified area. Now, since the matter is
clear it is to be understood that if there were no specification of a
particular person out of the general people, then with all the Jurists,
this issue would be final. But, if there were a specification of the
generalization, then it would be presumptive. To consider this issue,
as an evidence there exits a difference of the opinion. Abu Thoui,
who is a well-known pupil of Hz. Imam ShafaiRH, says that any
general issue would not be a point for consideration, if it were
having some specifications or conditions. Imam Abur Hasan Karghi
and Imam Isa lbn-e-Aban had the view that if the general issue
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were to be specified with the subsequent statement, 'vhich is not
stable in nature, then the issue 'vould become an evidence or
argument. If the statement is stable or it is an un-conditional
statement in its nature, then the issue cannot become a logic or
evidence. However, the belief of Fahhar-ul-lslam Shams-ul-
Ammiah Quazi Imam Abu Zaid is that, under this condition the
issue would be a presumptive one. The details of the difference of
opinion mentioned here are available in the books on Usool-e-Fiqh
(books on the fundamdntals of Islamic law). However, in the book
Mussalamul-suboot, it has been discussed in detail. The Hanafis
are of the opinion that after specification, the general issue even
though is to be acted upon, yet there would be doubt of such
specification, because if any specific evidence were available then,
the general issue would become specific. The gist of this discussion
is that, the general issue after specification would become conditional
i.e., it would become presumptive (Zinni) and its finality would be
lost. It is to the extent that like an isolated report or opinion it will
also be presumptive (Zinni). Thus, the arguments made in view of
the Traditions about the superiority of Abu BohEZ on all the
people of the Ummoh of the Proph.tpBuH are presumptive
(Zinni). Therefore, the scholars of rhetoric (UIma-e-Kalaam)

about the above Traditions opined that, Abu Bahfz is superior
among the persons of Ummah of ProphetpBuH and that it is a
presumptive matter (Zinni). It may be noted that certain issues are

established through the Traditions pertaining to the advent of the

Promised MahdiAS. The first issue is that, the I^omN is the

Khalifa of Allah. Ibn-e-Maja and Abu-Na'geem have reported this

Tradition through Hz. ThoubarRZ. Th"' person who is the Khalif a

of Allah would be free from errors. Apart from this, the
ProphetpBuH had also clarified that the 

'MahdiAS' 'vould be free
from errors.

The second issue is that the ProphetpBuH along with him
self had included Hz. IsaAS and the lmcm MahdiAS in the quality
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of protecting the Ummah from destruction (halahat). This Tradition

is reported by Hz. Ibn-e-AbbasRZ and had been narrated in the

Mishhat and Razeen etc. This Hadith is indicative of the fact that

the Imqm MahdiAs and IsaAS are equal to the Proph.tpBuH i.t

respect of protecting the Ummah from going astray.

The third issue is that the Proph"tpBuH hut stated in the

honour of the Promised MahdiAS that he is the Concluder of the

Faith (Deen). This has been discussed earlier. In short the /momAS

being free from errors in following the ProphetPBUH un6 his being

the Khalifa of Allah, being equal to the ProphetpBuH in th.

protection of Ummah and his being the Concluder of Faith
(Khatim-e-Deen) are enough evidences that the ImamAS is in the

category of the Prophets. For this reason only, SheiAh-e-Ahbar

Mohiuddin lb-ne-Arabi has stated in his book the Futuhat, that the

Imam MahdiAS is attached to the Prophets. Therefore, Imam

MahdiAS because of his special qualities exempted from the purview

of the above Hadith (about the superiority of Hz. Abu Bahr RZ).

Further it may also be noted that as per the Consensus of the
IJmmah Hz. Abu Bakfz is the Khali/a of the ProphetpBuH and

is not free from errors in respect of the following of ProphetPBUH

and is not given the status of a protector of the Ummah. Further,

he is not notified as a Concluder of Faith (Khctim-e-Deen). It is

already established that the ImamAS is the Khcli/c of Allah and is

free from errors in the following of ProphetpBUH, it given the status

of the Protector of the Ummah and also having the status of the

Concluder of Faith (Khatim-e-Deen). Thus, it is evident that the

Khalila of Allah in following the ProphetPBUH 1t free from error
(Masoom-anil-Khata) and would be superior to one rvho is not free

from error (Chair Masoom). The person who is given the status of

the protector of the Ummah would be superior to one who is not
given this status. The person who is the Concluder of Faith
(Khatim-e-Deen) would be superior to one who is not given this

status. Thus, with this statement it is proved that the Imam
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MahdiAS being the Khatila of Allah, free from eiiors in following
the ProphetpBuH, the Protector of the Ummah and being the
Concluder of the Faith (Khatim-e-Deen), is superior to Hz. Abu
Bahfz.

'We 
conclude this discussion at this point. The remaining

arguments, which a{e popular in our community, have been

discussed in detail in my booklet with the caption of 
'Risc1-e-

Tasuiat' . Therefore, it is not necessary to repeat them here again. I

am thankful to Allah that this booklet is completed. It is more so

because He has given strength to a siclt person like me to discuss

such difficult and intricate issues. In view of my sickness, it was very

difficult to complete this booklet. I pray Allah that this booklet may

be made a treasure for my next world and since to protect the faith,

I have taken pains of writing it, it may be made a source of

salvation. Praise to Allah, who is God of the entire uniVerse and
'saluat' 

to the ProphetpBuH, the Concluder oI Nabouah and the

MahdiAs the Concluder of Faith and on their followers and pious

persons.

Girmts tssqnD
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The gist of the obove stotements is thot the Propheil d

Alloh"u* hos not tought the ospects reloting to the Elgt

(Pertection) os o messogb, But in whomsoever Prophet of lUlofit

found the copocity, some of the ospects of Ehson were toughilb

him, For instonce to Hz, Syedno Alio'these ospects were reveded,

Therefore, the source for the teochings of olllhe Sufi order (Sl/eq

is Hz, Alio'ond ollthe Sufi siHlos reoch to Hz, Alio'only,

Thus the Prophet of Alloh'u" in view of .the foct thot lil

orders reloting to Ehson corry greoter hordship hos not reveoledb

them, But mentioned thot in his descendonts o person wotlcl

born,who would corry his nome ond his fother ond mother wotlf

hove the some nomes os of his fofher ond mother; he would bC

Mohdio'; would be the Kholifo of Alloh ond would be ftU

concluder of the Foith (Deen). Further it is o must for the Umrndr

to moke ollegionce with h im even if the hills of snow ore lt

between him ond them, they hove to cross them in whoteter

monner it is possible ond reoch himto moke covenont (boit),


